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To Yves Siourdzi 

Foreword 

In France, with over three and a half miilion sets installed and six 
mil/ion connect hours per month, the MIN/TEL, which began as a technical 
and political t.:enture, has become something of a social institution. 

Marie A1arcband opens her vivid account witb the developments leadi,rg 
up to the emergence of the Af INITEL, writing witb the assurance that comes 
from a filii command of the subject. She is to be commented for having heard 
out all the protagonists before putting pen to paper; natllral enough sillCe 
she 1IJas acquainted with virtually all the people involved. She traces the 
history of French videotex back to its firsl tentati!ie steps, as it set out in search 
of an identity and a market. The paths were several and led in different 
directio/Ui to laboratories, ministries, Parliament, and prir;ate companies. 
The reader will appreciate thai Marie Marchand has her facts straight and 
does not mince words about the actors intlolved. 

The AflNITEL is both a means and an end. As iI, the case of any new 
technological development, the cbicken-atld-egg conundntm arises: Did a 
pre-existing COIIJllmer demand shape the system's technical character, or did 
it spring from the drawing boards with no speCific application in view? 
What was the dn""ing force? Take the classic case of the laser, once desen'bed 
as a solution without a problem. No one was wailing for il with bated 
breath, but once it did appear, people soon knew what to do with it. 



So it tvas with the MINITEL Marie j\1archand gil:es a factural and 
often humorous account of how consumers and service providers were wmJ 
over - some like Paul on the road to Damascus, otbers like doubting 
Thomas. Providers got off to a slow start but have since made IlP for lost 
time, and now thousands of services are accessible through AHNITEL, 
services for banking operations or travel arrangements, shopping or news 
bulletins, to name just a few. As for consumers, it took them some time to 
change their habits, to react to old problems in new ways, and to grasp the 
full extent of the possibilities offered by the emerging medium. The heaLy 
use made by some users of on-line eiectronic mail services, for instance, points 
up the latent need for interactive an a'ionymous communication. Before the 
advent of the MINITEL, want ads provided the anonymity, and singles club 
thl interacti"it)', but the on-line chat service is a social development that goes 
OO,ld in hand with technical progress. Isn't the possibility of going a step 
further, in both technical and social terms, the very essence of freedom? 

Will the MINlTEL ,pell the end of the reign of paper? It would ,eem 
unlikely, since civilization advance; more through adjuncts than substitu
tions. Radio and TV have not done away with the pn·nt medium. The car 
and airplane have not relegated the train to the museum. The horse-drawn 
buggy hal indeed quit the scem, and it is to be hoped that the new means 
of electronic commlmication will put an end to outdated ways of using paper. 

The j'lcessant demand for increased speed, interactivil)" and user 
friendliness, the comi'lg of age of audiovisual techniques, and the computer 
revolution have generated new services, of which one of the most spectacular 
is the MINITEL The success of French videotex is a source of great 
satisfadiotl, which would be all the greater if other countries chose to adopt 
it - that will be 'The I>lINlTEL Saga W! 

Hube,' CURIEN 

hey called it Minitel - a little name for a big project. And be.fore 

T anyone knew what was happening, it had come of age .. Conceived 
in the CNET and CCElT laboratories in 1972, the Minltel showed 

up on the doorsteps of the homes of Velizy some 10 years ~a~er. A 10-year 
gestation period that included dozens of mock-ups, millions of work 
hours, all manner of ups and downs, fits of enthusiasm and b.outs of 
doubt. Above all, though, the project b rought together people With very 
different backgrounds, technicians, marketing specialists, political deci
sion makers, builders, publishers, and designers who toiled relentlessly 
to make Minitel the unique success it is today. 

A technological breakthrough is the product of a broad spectrum of 
skills. But there is no guarantee that the individual assets will jell as a 
whole. Surprisingly enough it was in France that, for reasons which this 
book makes clear, things did jell. Only one project among many at the 
start, videotex prospered in a country that is traditionally rather inept in 
matters of communication while it fell flat in neighboring countries, 
which, on the face of it, were better equipped for it. 

Only failures go unclaimed. In the case of the Minitel many can claim 
a share of the credie. So many people have had a hand in shaping French 
videotex that credit is due to many quaners. Although France Telecom 
was in fact the prime mover behind the Minite1 venture in the early 
going, the most eager engineers were often graduates of schools other 
than that of the Telecom, suggesting that innovation could only be 
brought in by an outside force. The real miracle perhaps was wrought 
by adventurers of every stripe who believed in the fledgling medium and 
channeled their energy, talents, and various skills into devising the 
programs that lent meaning to it. 

With more than 8,000 services available, the Minitel delivers 
anything and everything. Some three and a half million Minitellers use 
it to communicate, play games, calch up on the latest news, make 
inquiries, follow sportjng and political events in real-time, shop in the 
comfon of their own homes, answer polls. give their views on TV 
programs, do lheir homework, obtain legal counsel, and on and on. 
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On Minitel, information about everyday activities is on an equal 
footing with professional data. Callers can engage in on· line conversation 
with office· mates, old friends, or complete strangers; all such calls art 

processed alike. There is no hierarchy of communication, i.e no valu~ 
judgment placed on information. It is just as easy to obtain stock market 
quotations or horse racing results as it is to consult airline timetables. The 
same hosts, sometimes the same publishers, offer all manner of services, 
with the same mode of consultation, ease of access, and information 
availability. 

In addition to being a real· time data base, Minitel is also unique by 
virtue of the way it is accessed. Callers need not identify themselves, need 
not present any "'credentials". Everything is within Everyman's grasp in 
the loosely defined realm of videotex where the clever or the curious may 
discover the latest unexpected service. Anyone can host services. Who 
would have guessed that people would assert their individuality through 
the services they consulted, discovered, or created? Or that the intangible 
goods that are electronic information and communication would, like any 
other object, have their own codes, their own recognition and signalling 
patterns. "You key into Aline? I prefer S.M." With these few words 
insiders immediately know whom they are talking to. 

Then there is the thrill of plunging into a world of freedom and 
adventure where anyone can say anything to anyone with no commit· 
ments since no one knows who is who. On Minitel, men and women 
communicate hidden behind screens and protected by pseudonyms. 
Quite a marvel at a time when the obsession with security and 
independence rhyme paradoxically with a desire to keep in constant 
touch with the world! The Minitel makes it possible to stay "tuned" to 
the world at all times and to touch base whenever the spirit is willing, 
an arrangement light years removed from the darned telephone that is 
always ringing at the wrong times. On Minitei, callers choose their own 
destination, when they want, at their own pace. Small wonder, then, that 
some "addicts" prefer a trip on Minitel to a Mediterranean cruise. In a 
span of two years Minitel has become a social phenomenon. It is the 
perfect response to the conflicting desires of a generation that wants 
knowledge at its fingertips and the possibility to communicate at any 
time, in all freedom. h is the communications and information version 
of the advent of the Japanese pocket calculators and the offer of effortless, 
fingercip calculations. 
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A d t the Minitel almost did not make it. In 1980 it was left for 

d d 
n. rme 

of a furious battle and the heavy artillery of local newspaper 
ea,VICtl . f h h d th 
ublishers who saw in it the beginnmg of the end or t e,:", t e ea 
~ell of pluralism and democracy. The pOwer of persuasIon of th~se 

b of the P
rint medium was such that they swept along the entire 

aeons .' I· · t 
I
.· 1 ,Mblishment in their wake. Followmg Its 1981 e ectIon VIC ory, 

pO Itlca e .... ood Co ·1' . th 
the left put the Minitel back on track for g '.. nCl latJon was e 

h d f the period during which the PTT Mmlster sent out peace 
watcWOr 0, .. I' . d 
f 1 . all directions in an anempt to safeguard the Mmlte s contmu: 
ee ers 10 cd· th OM· . 1 e" n . At the u' me caustic wits nicknam It e 100te rru ,I 

eXistence. . f th I ft' 
allusion to the symbol of the Socialist Party, to m~e hght.o " e e s 
constant promotion of it, culminating i~ the ."vld~otexmg .. o~ ~e 
Versailles Summit of industrialized countnes. It IS still called MIDltei 
rose" but for other reasons ... 

And in fact the Minitc1 might never have existed if anyone had .had 
an inkling that it would be used for romanti~ on· line rend~zvous servl~es. 
Without a doubt, though, the Minitel owes t~ success t.e ItS commumca· 
tion features thanks to which it established Itself as a fixture o~ everyday 
life in Franc~, and not to its data base functions as originally tmagmed. 
Still, times change, and the fledgling sect~r ?as already. underg~ne 
considerable metamorphosis. Both a commumcallons and an IOformatlon 
tool the Minitcl can shift back and forth from one to the other at a , 
moment's notice. 

What impresses outside observer:> and in ~rticular Americans, who 
love a winner, is the fact that a profitable buslOess sector has grown up 
around the Minitel. "French Videotex Makes Money ran the lead of a 
1986 feature article in the Wall Street Journal - obviously taken aback. 
In France, where succeeding in business is becoming respectable, there 
is talk of colossal fortunes that have purportedly been amassed on the 
Minitel, although this is stretching it just a wee bit. Some money has been 
made, hut it is tied up, insofar as in any young sector the wo~h of a 
company is often equated with the individual who has founded It. 

In fact the coming years will bring their share of radical stru~t~ral 
changes in the form of differentiated rates, ren~~ fees .for the Mm~tel, 
value.added services a massive influx of advertlsmg, direct marketmg, 
and the like, all of V:hich will likely lead to a stabilizatio~ of the sector. 
We shall then most likely shed a nostalgic tear as the major groups buy 
Out the adventurers who built their enterprises fprm the ground floor up, 
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ent~rprise~ fallen on hard times or expanding too rapidl S . 
realJ~m will have it. Videotex will then have becom/"a ~u~I~~I~~mlc 
me~lUm. France Teleco~ will have shed its role as pilot and act as a m~ed 
cafmer. In, any event, videotex will certainly have attracted new breed'" 
o professionals. 5 

At onc.e trivial .an~ significant, an object that was called Minitel to 
play down .Its technicality had unleashed unparalleled furies. Man re cd 
It as the first of the communication and information machine: of~h 
~~u:e. I~ accor~jngly inspires unwarranted hopes and fears. Today th~ 

PO~~~~llaIIS sCbckmgh ~o carvthc out its proper niche and realize its' full 
- ut t alS ano er story. 
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of men 
and machines 

1 

G
erard Thcry became general manager of France Telecom in 1974. 
He had ambitious plans for the administration he was taking over. 
His goal was to make it a modern structure capable of meeting 

the challenges that lay ahead in telecommunications. He knew that time 
was short and the handicaps many. The sorry plight of France's telephone 
network inspired no one with optimism. New markets were emerging 
on the frontiers of the phone system and at stake was nothing less than 
a country's ability to be master of its own telecommunications and to 
devise a sophisticated communications tool. Throughout his tenure he 
would constantly strive to accomplish what he had set out to do. His 
decisions _ whether technical or industrial - were to be cha1lenged, 
as was his person. Today, however, no one can say that his gamble has 
not paid off. 

Company seeks new people 
for new projects 

The time: shortly before five o'clock. October 20, 1974. The place: 
the National Center for Telecommunications Studies, the CNET 
(pronounced k'net). France's equivalent of Bell laboratories. A young 
graduate from one of the country's top engineering schools, Jean-Pierre 
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THE MINITEL SAGA 

Souviron, climbed out of his car and vanished into the halls of the eN£! 
He had an appointment with France Telecom's new general manager, 
Thery. who had just entrusted him with a difficult assignmem that was 
staunchly opposed by every research worker in the house: to set up an 
industrial affairs division inside France's telecommunications administra. 
tion, the DGT*, the precursor of France Telecom. At five o'clock 
Souviron was to move into the executive office, occupied since time 
immemorial by the CNE'Ps all-powerful director. Barely inside, he saw 
that the entrance hall was packed with people and abuzz with rumOR. 
The CNET had just gone on strike in response to the previous day's news 
that it had been "'broken up". Curiously enough, the strike coincided with 
one of the most extensive labor movements France's Postal, Telegraph, 
and Telephone Administration, the PlT, had ever known, and which had 
grown out of the mail sorting centers. Union activists had mobilized the 
personnel and stationed themselves in the entryway after hearing that 
Telecom's top gun was on his way: they were bent on finding Out what 
was in swre for them. The atmosphere was hardly what could be termed 
cordial, and the disapproving murmurs and resentful looks suggested that 
matters could get out of hand at any moment. 

Did the head of France Telecom - come to greet and enthrone his 
new man - expect such a welcoming committee? Was Souviron - from 
whom Thery had never hidden the difficulty of his task - taken aback 
by such an openly hostile reception? Neither was in the habit of showing 
his feelings. They had come to do a job and were undaunted by hurdles. 
Too much so perhaps, as time would tell. 

Without batting an eye, Souviron elbowed his way through the 
assembled multitude and headed up the stairs. He knew only that his 
office was on the second floor. On reaching the landing he saw twO 
corridors, one leading to the left and one to the right. Asking the way 
was out of the question and it was obviously not the time to hesitate. 
Then he noticed on his left, halfway down the hallway, a black 
upholstered door - the only one of its kind. He went in and found 
himself face-to-face with a group of grim-look.ing men standing about 
who were determined not to look on idly while the power of thei r 
institution was whittled away. Rallied round their chief, Jacques 

• Di~tion Generale des Telecommunications - the telecommunications branch of 
France's PIT Administration since renamed FRANCE TELECOM_ 
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th CNET executives were also waiting for Thery. The 
D~ndou~, .es~ d office had eaked; an icy silence had fallen. The 
aOlmuS LO dlls Isolate th . I Pol The'ry who had been delayed by a 

. I d- g up to e arflva, . 
mLOute~ ea I.n .th an employee delegation, seemed to tick by very 
short dISCUSSIon w

d
'. lome time later that he was finally able 

I . d d an It was on Y s S . 
slow Y 10 ee , . I 10 CNETs top management. OUVlron 

. rod ce me new arnva I 
(0 lOt. U . h se Ii involving a realignment 0 power 
embodied a change \0 ou . ~ cy formed a veritable caste within the 
between rese.arch, whose ~ractltlon~~ns little valued by the great minds 
CNET and Its pear cousm, opera • 
and to~ long neglected by successive Center heads. 

Overcoming the "Asnieres 22" complex 

I the fall of 1974, Thery had but one thing in mind: to brlint the 
n Th der developed French te ep one 

telephone system
l 

up h ~o pa~~k ~f u~he Western world and provided 
system was the aug 109 s C median Fernand 

~~nnc:~~ ~~;k~!;~e 'tui~~ya b::d~ft~lio~~~:a~~:e~ith ~is -Asnieres 2~~ 
roJtine, the gist of which being ~at it v.:as easle~ to rla~:~~a~:~~~m ;~~; 
to Asnieres a Paris suburb, via the mtemattona P k., 
through Ne'w York City for instance) than via the local area networ 1 

' T I . neers however were no 
which was hopeless. France e ecom e.ngl. .' x' The had 
amused and indeed long suffered from an lnienoflty co":,ple. bry h' 

.. th Ie to marshal hIS troops, ul IS 
every intention of explOlong at comp x . d' 'sion by 

bol th thoriry of the operations IVI 
first move was to ster e au k I '15 dealings 

.. .. II did egotiating frarnewor or I provldmg It WIth a we - eve ope n 
with industry. . d' I . th . dustry 

Until then CNET engineers had negooated lrect y WI tn .' 

Telephone pri~es had increased relatively slowly and things welre .run~l.ng 
along smoothly so the lack of formality in contractual r~l.atl~ns IpS I 

' . I d th technical Snl'CI lcatlons 0 mattered little. EmphasiS was p ace on . e . _t"- d ·1 Good 
the products involved which were described in excnlclatmg etal. 
researchers that they 'were CNET engineers tried out new features on 

, . II· thing at the exchange 
every additional telephone exchange, IOsta 109 one f h-
m Morlaix and another at the one in Quimper. As a result 0 . ~ .. S 

researcher'~ reflex _ though perfectly reasonable not to say ~ssentla 10 

view of the rapidly changing state of the art - dissimilar equipment was 
. h k As for industry representaInstalled piecemeal throughout t e networ . 
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tives. they were only too happy to follow instructions to the letter. 
thereby avoiding responsibility for the services they provided. Furthn .. 
more, the lack of sufficiently long and homogeneous production runs thIIt 
would have enabled them to cut their prices was of little consequence 
since they were state· run and simply passed on their costs. In point of 
fact, their only obligation was to perform up to standards where the 
technical side of business was concerned, and even there they faced no 
competition. The division of labor was simple: CNET engineers did all 
the thinking and ran all the technological risks; manufacturers built the 
products in accordance with the technical blueprints supplied them. 

From where Thery was sitting, the fact that there was no con tractual 
framework between France Telecom's research divisions and manufactur
ers explained in large measure why France lagged behind in te lephone 
development, in that it stymied manufacturer's initiative and narrowly 
circumscribed their responsibility. Although bearable while things were 
rolling along nicely, such a situation would become downright intolerable 
in coming years. Telecom's goal of putting a phone in every home within 
ten years' time spelled a sharp acceleration in orders for equipment and 
a scrupulous respect of delivery deadlines. Delays and technical defects 
were likely to become key problem areas in his recovery program. 

Thery thought that setting up the Industrial Affairs Division should 
solve the problem. A division independent of both research and industry 
might, he reasoned, be able 10 mediate impartially between the two. 
Turning it over to a new man from outside the "family" struck him as 
a further guarantee of neutrality. Understandably enough, the CNET was 
none tOO keen about Thery's reshuffling. It ran counter to the mentaJ ity 
of its engineers, for whom technical research was the be-all and end-all, 
other considerations being intrinsically secondary. In the process, the 
CNET lost a substantial share of its authority and vested positions with 
industry. It may readily be imagined that the CNET regarded the 
summary transformation, by imperial fiat, of its Director's office to that 
of the new Director for Industrial Affairs as yet another, gratuitous insult. 
Thery no doubt saw it as a symbolic affirmation of his decision and an 
unequivocal demonstration of the importance he attached to the new 
division. 

And so the Industrial and International Affairs Division, the DAB, 
got off to a rocky start - including a long, bitter strike - and there were 
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I CN
ET engineers who wished to work within a set-up they had 

very ew 
violently oppose~. the telephone network catch-up program, dubbed 

In the meantime, . ney 
"E Home" was approved at a government mterage -A Phone tn very. .' b"b 

. of A ril 22, 1975. The planned mcrease l~ su scn er 
meetmg. l~ost 14 million lines to be laid oyer a penod of seven 
conneftlons (~l of 20 million by 1982) naturally meant that enormouS 
years or alto oney would need to be pumped into the network. In the 
amounts 0 m _ .' . Ian" 

e ear another interagency council agreed to a pnonty action p . 
:~in: fo; an investment package of some $17 Tb~Jion·, theJ~:y ~a:~~IT 
F ncc's P1T the largest investor in the land. e report I no 
~ how the funds were to be raised. International rooner market~ and 

ou blic savings would be heavily solicited, the former despite the nsk of 
~~ditiOnal unforeseeable costs tied to fluctuati?ns in th~ rate of ~e ~o\l~r. 

France Telecom responded to this financial offenSive by us enng 10 

a new way of doing business. The days of ~1?oo~-feeding were over: the 
DAII drew up a type of contract with speclflcauons and terms that were 

" d "th" d 'try The watchword of the day was "manufacturers negotiate WI 10 U . . . b 
are of age and have had all their shots" (sic). Comp~tItlon. e~e~n 

" I t ~;al being a pnme c[ltenon 10 compantes was now the ru e, export po enu h 
the choice of suppliers. This was quite a novelty for manuf~cturers w 0 

were not accustomed to having to work things out on ~helr own. 
It was clear that France Telecom was striving to get mdustry ~~ grow 

up, i.e. to become independent and willing to accel?t responsibility for 
industrial objectives. It wanted a partner with whom It could wea~er ~he 

" " I" I "on and communtCatlon commg storms 10 the area 0 new 10 ormau 
technology which relied on the mass distribution of telephones. 

Laying the groundwork for the communication services 
of tomorrow 

Thery and Souviron well realized they had forced passag~ of th~ir"A 
Phone in Every Home" program. Then President V~lery C?lsca~d 
d'Estaing, whose rule was to post the agenda for all co~ncil ~eetlOgs 10 

a given year, had contemplated no interagency counCil meetlOg on the 

• All figures herein have been calculated using an exchange rate of 6.00 FF to the dollar. 
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subject. A council on data processing was, however, scheduled for 
A round-table discussion had been held on the same issue but had fizzl.'" 
out for want of clear ideas and well-defined projects from [he computer 
industry. Thery had quite simply taken advantage of the ensuing policy 
vacuum to put the telephone in the spotlight. He reasoned that -data 
processing for all" meant no more than a keyboard, a screen, ancl 
brainpower. The telephone keyboard was the least expensive and theft' 
was already a television screen in the average Frenchman's home. 
Accordingly, the telephone could rightly be considered the cornerstone 
of a policy for computerizing the country. "'A phone in every home is 
the cutting edge of a computer in every home", argued Thery before the 
ministers meeting in council. 

"A Phone in Every Home", now a national priority, irs financing 
assured, would nor be long in coming. Telecom's spirited general 
manager and his team were eager to identify those emerging technologies 
that could be used in conjunction with the phone. The CNET, however. 
was primarily concerned about imposing its solutions in the area of 
switching, a sector both up-market and strategic. The great debate, which 
continues to this day, on the advisability of Thery's and Souviron's 
choices in matters of space-division switching and time-division 
switching (and which many experts feel are a great muddle) was raging 
between the CNET and the DAII and absorbed most of the engineers' 
energy. What is more, the focus of the DAlJ people was almost 
exclusively on the Transpac packet-switching system then being 
developed; only a few scattered research teams showed any interest in 
new telephone-related services. 

Accordingly, the DAIl was handed the assignment of promoting 
te/ematics*, a tenn later coined by Simon Nora and AJain Minc in their 
widely publicized report. Souviron needed new recruits and immediately 
set to work seeking out young, open-minded engineers from other 
quarters who were inspired by the sense of drive and determination Thery 
had instilled in his administration. 

Alain Bernard, the defense engineer who had developed the RITA 
field communications system, since sold to the U.S. Army, and 
Jean-Claude Estoumet, who had devised the ticket canceling systems of 

* From the French neologism "telematique~ designating home and office information 
systems and services. 
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° (the RATP) J'oined Souviron's team. Their assignment: the Pans metro. . . . f 
h ol O,cy and technology and quickly select promlsmg projects or 

to mes p . ' der t I hone related services from among the ImpreSSIve array un 
new e ep . - th CNETs laboratories _ and see them through. While 
development tn elM r 
tourin the laboratories at Rennes, Lannion, and lssy- es- ou lOea~x, 
h lscovered the mock-ups foreshadowing today's home and offtce 
~n;~rmatjon systems and services. Their job was to get them out of the 

laboratory and onto the market. 

Inventors and innovators 
Since 1970 researchers in the CNETs lssy-Ies-Mouli~eaux and 

Lannion laboratories had been on the lookout for new ways to Implement 
the technical systems under dev.elop:ne~t. F~r instance, w~at w~s to be 
done with "voice-frequency Slgnaltng, high-tech for push button 
phone", which has since supplanted the old dial model? How should 
speech synthesis, i.e. computer-p'rocesse~ s~eech, be used? The answer 
was simply a "telephone computlOg servICe. 

Tie-tae 

In 1970 the pocket calculator was not yet on the ma.rket. In the ho~e, 
the slide rule was the old standby, while in the office, bulky addtng 
machines were used. CNET engineers thought they spied a market for 
a more light-weight, easy-to-use system. They reasoned that data could 
be keyed in using the twelve push buttons of the ph?ne. On the other 
end a computer would do the processing and transmit ~e answ~r back 
through the receiver by speech synthesis. A prototype IOt~gratmg the 
telephone and the computer was quickly worked up. A third element, 
a display screen, was soon added. .. . 

And while Christian Carrouge was putting the fl?lshlOg touches .on 
his prototype telephone calcu lator, other CNET engIneers .were settlOg 
up an experimental videophone system, in other wor~s ~ picture-phone 
system with a telephone receiver incorporating. a ~leWtng ~cree.n a.nd 
camera (this network went into full-scale operation iO 1984 10 Blarntz, 
France). A sort of cross-fertilization then occurred between the ~o 
projects and, at the 1972 Paris Trade Fair for Computers and OffIce 
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Automation, S!COB, both t~lephone.based computing 
(speech ~ynthesls and screen display) were unveiled [0 the public. 
screen display seemed the more promising mainly because of the 
~actor: i.e. voice-transmitted information disappeared almost as 
It arnved. Most of all, however, it opened up new vistas in the 
landscape of consultation by telephone of all manner of texts g~;:: 
and data. The sudden and spectacular advent of American the~ J 
calculators dashed any hopes for a telephone computing'service 
feature for feature, was far from affording the same ease of use as a 
calculator. 

This temporary setback notwithscanding, the project went 
~nder the name "telephone consultation service", It was diversified 
mclude three compon.cots: a ~2 push-button telephone as keyboard; 
computer, for ~rocesslng the Information. and a screen, for displayiq 
!he answers. ThIS same scheme is the granddaddy of videotex as we 
If. today. It was steadily improved upon and before long cons ideration 
gIVen to ~eplacing.the dedicated display - too costly and at the time 
~ypothetIcal - wIth the. home TV screen. Television-telephone 
tlOn took a further step 10 1973-1974 with the addition of a 
mod~l~ calJed Tic-tac (acronym for integrated terminal 
televlSIon a~d push-button dialing). The prototype was first 
to the pu~hc at.the 1974 SICDB. The proposed applications were 
rather baSIC: a dlreclory service, an information service, and that was it 
That, .however, .was already a great deal: behind the apparent . 
of available services there emerged an entire world of information 
based on m~n-machine communication. Carrouge's small team expanded 
somewhat In 1975. and set about loading existing data bases into the 
system and upgradmg the consultation and communication procedures. 
!he ups~ot was. new applications such as stock exchange updates, 
IOforma~on service relying on Agence France Presse news dispatches, 
games (tlc-tac-toe and Mastermind). 

But wh~ at F~ce Telecom was actually aware of the rich potential 
of Carrouge s proJects? The CNET was locked in mortal combat with 
Thery and Souviron, and no one had either the time or the inclination 
to concern th~mselves with anything other than me "'major issues" of the 
day. All available energy was channeled into one lone objecti~: 
telep~one exchange technology. Space division vs. time division, that was 
what It was all about. The stakes were enormous; at issue was the future 
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of [he telephone network, its reliability, its capability co evolve, its 
adaptability. But the head of the Data Communications and Leased-line 
Division, Alain Profit, did back the Carrouge team, and the deputy 
scientific affairs officer, Alain Giraud, set about looking into the future 
of such new services. He intuitively felt that, along with technical 
research, studies had to be conducted on the ergonomic, social, 
economic, and legal aspects supremely ignored by France Telecom. In 
1976 he organized, in conjunction with France's National Scientific 
Research Center, the CNRS, a successful colloquium on these very 
subjects. Despite impressive sponsorship - then PIT Minister Norbert 
5egard delivered the keynote address - the subject remained on the 
fringe, far removed from the goings-on in a technical research center. 

France Telecom's operations people were hardly any more inclined 
to give any thought to what tomorrow might hold. They were far too busy 
working on the telephone recovery program, with one aim in view: 
increase by hook or by crook the number of main subscribers' lines. All 
executives had their quotas to fill. Thinking about the future was out of 
the question; the here and now had to be tended to. A young Telecom 
engineer on the PIT Minister's staff, Herve Nora, took an interest in the 
activities of the CNET and France's Center for Broadcasting and 
Telecommunications Studies, the CCETI, but this was hardly enough to 
bring about any transition from an experiment- to a production-oriented 
approach. So, poorly focused research went ahead on Tic-tac, and the 
team, caught up in pursuing minor developments, lost what edge it had. 
By 1976, when Souviron realized that installing more phones was 
pointless unless people used the telephone more, i.e. unless new services 
Wttt made available, it was already too late in the game to reap any benefit 
from Tic-tac. In the forefront in 1972, the team had since turned its 
attention, for lack of material support and clearly defined objectives, to 
projects that would in all likelihood never be developed into marketable 
products. 

ANTIOPE, from Moscow to Berlin 

When, in 1973, CCETI engineer Yves Guinet (rejoined one year later 
by Bernard Marti) entered the field of data distribution networks, he was 
~ell acquainted with British work on new information and communica
tion services. He knew that in Great Britain the initiative had been taken 
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by the broadcasting, not the telephone, community. He was familiar widt 
the work of the BBC and the IBA, which had both developed a new 
information service for television viewers called teletext, whereby-pages
of text were displayed in the slots between the pictures thal sweep aCJ'Olt 
a television screen 50 times per second. The BBC system had beta 
christened Ceefax in 1972; IBA's was named Oracle. At the time they 
were the only advanced projects around. Sam Fedida of the British POll 
Office did not introduce his Viewdata - the future videotext system 
Prestel - until 1974. 

And CCElT engineers were expecting the worst, sure that the British 
television industry would be quick to take these developments to market. 
They reasoned that British industry was in need of new outlers. The 
British did not purchase their sets, but rented them, so that by 1973 
nearly every household was equipped with a color TV set. Since the 
domestic television market was saturated, something else had to M 
invented. Why not an integrated decoder for restoring pages of text OD 

the screen and, in the process, offering information services? The British 
had already been working along these lines, whence the high degree of 
system integration and the correlative interdependence of the service and 
network functions. 

From the outset Marti and his team chose other avenues of approach. 
The year 1974 saw the divestiture of France's so le public Radio and 
Television Broadcasting Administration, the ORTF. The organization's 
imminent break-up was common knowledge as early as 1973, as was the 
fact that, overnight, network and service activities were to be separated. 
All involved would be well advised to make plans for future products. 
At the same time, the CCElT was developing the packet dat2 
transmission network Transp3c. Now, remote data communication 
presupposes network transparency. A data communications network 
must be capable of transmitting data "oblivious" to what those data 
represent, whereas broadcasting networks operate on the structure of a 
television synchronization signal, i.c. on a time base. In the British 
scheme, it is the time base that controls the system. Each transmitted 
code is identified by its distance from the image signal synchronization. 
A line of television is an intangible line and will appear as a line of text 
in the Ceefax system; so the problem of network "oblivion" to data 
remains unresolved. Last, but not least, while the Bristish system had no 
problem writing German, it had difficulties rendering French. It took nO 
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f ent marks unthinkable for a mass-market product in 
count 0 acc. th th f· d 

" Th· oncern was taken so seriously in France at e Irst st~ y 
France IS c . .. h 0 ect :. d by the team in Rennes was a hngUlsUcS researc pr J 
commlsslone . d lS 
on the statistical frequency of the use of the various letters an accen 

in several European languages! . . 
I 1974 the CCETI decided to develop twO separate p~oJects: Dldon, 

for :ala distribution on a television nerwork, and. AntIope, for da~ 
distribution on any type of network. Didon and Annope were launche 
. eth·,ng of a vacuum since the French market for TV sets was not 
msom ' .. h hBtthe 

t d hence that industry'S lack of IOterest 10 suc researc . u 
~t~~ e t • they did get under way was primarily due to France's newly 
:~abl;hed Public Broadcasting Administration, TOF. One of seven 

:pin-offs from the break-up of the ORTF, TDF wished to demonstrate 
that it was in charge of the television signal and explore new market 
niches outside the ken of France's television networks. . . 

Owing to its avowed aim of establishing a hold on ~e televls~on 
signal, TOF was given funding in early. ~976. together :WI~ marchmg 
orders to show up with original televlslon-base~ applical10ns at ~e 
September 1976 Moscow Trade Fair where th: Soviets would be selectIng 
mformation technology for the 1980 OlympiC Games. . 

Only a few months remained to work out the system and Its 

applications from scratch. The very first Antiope term!nal arriv~d at the 
CCElT in early 1976. Bernard Marti and his team qUickly reailzed ~at 
a system for the Moscow Olympic Games would need to handl~ RUSSian, 
French (the official language of the Olympic Games), and English. What 
they did not know was what type of information was gene:ated at the 
Olympics. They dispatched one of their own to that year's w~nter games 
10 \1ontreal with orders to beg a Russian-language magnetic tape of a 

• .. d t to day at the Olympic Games from any Soviet representatlv~ an re ~rn 
Rennes with a comprehensive report on existing informatIOn techmq.ues. 

Meanwhile work was going ahead in Rennes. The team had. decided 
to present a simulated day at the Olympic Games replete WI~ .news 
flashes, bio-data on athletes, cultural events of interest., and amemtles of 
the host city. It was the hottest summer in memory, and tempera~u.res 
in the laboratories soared abovc 1()()o. The room housing the compOSll1on 
terminals was so scorching hot that the hardware would not work~ except., 
that is, between 10 p.m. and 10 a.m. Shifts were formed accord~ngly. A 
Russian and a Russian-speaking Pole were recruited for the occasion, and 
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the tex~. drafted ?uring the day were set at night. The four cabled 
composition terminals were rigged by hand to introduce the right 
character generator. Five hundred pages of text were thus composed ia 
the dead of night, within the empty confines of the CCETI in the middle 
of August. 

The truck -:vas set to leave Rennes at dawn on August 17. Only the 
August 15 holiday weekend remained to "input'" the final 100 pages. 
Everyone had his first day off in months, and Marti decided to do a bit 
of windsurfing on a nearby lake. Perhaps it was the suddenly rising wind. 
perhaps the inexperience of the novice windsurfer. Whatever the real 
cause, Marti's board was soon heading straight for the rockbound shore 
at top speed. His only concern: not to beat up his hands, which still hid 
two nights' texts to compose. Hitting top speed, the board shattered into 
pie~es on the roc~s, sweepi~g Marti along, his hands upraised. Nothina 
seriOUS, a few bruises, but hiS hands were safe and sound. The remainina 
texts were set on schedule, completing the simulation of one day at the 
Olympic Games. The truck, its precious cargo intact, headed out. The 
great premiere could go on as planned. 

In Moscow, on its stand located a stone's throw from Tic-tac, the 
An~iope/Didon mock-up worked like a charm. The operation was 
deSigned to encourage radio and television people to replace conven
tional paper handouts to journalists with Amiope/Didon. Results were 
not immediately forthcoming, and it was not until the 1982 Versailles 
summit meeting that an operational videotex system was featured at an 
international event. However, a seemingly minor encounter at the 
Moscow Trade Fair would prove to bave considerable impact on the 
development of videotex. A Soviet official asked Mani whether his 
Antiope system could operate on the telepbone network. Confident in 
his choice of the transparent network Didon, Marti did nO( hesitate to 
say yes. 

Thus emerged the target for the Berlin Trade Fair scheduled for 
September 1977. Back in Rennes. CCETT engineers turned to Christian 
Carrouge, the father of Tic-tac, [0 ask him to devise the interactive 
portion of the project (via telephone), while they continued to work on 
the broadcast angle, But by the spring of 1977 it was already clear that 
such teamwork was out of the question, not on ly on technical grounds 
but, more likely, for the less lofty reasons of competition and jealousy 
between the two institutions. The Rennes engineers, all six of them, 
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",muld have to cope alone with the challenge they had so impetuously 

issued themselves. 

Berlin : the British on the warpath 

It is doubtful that the Rennes crowd, off again for a six:~onth sti~t, 
had the slightest inkling of the British show of force awal,tl.ng them m 
Berlin. They were fairly well informed how rar along the Bntlsh ventures 

d 
k ew they had a lead of several years on themselves. However. 

were an n . . h did to develop 
th e completely unaware that Great Bntam a reso ve 
ane~f~~sive marketing strategy aimed at capturing foreig~ ~ark~~f And 
. Berlin where the British had obviously not gone tn or a -way 
:easures: Ceefax was on display at a huge stand. A gigantic,wall of more 
than 40 TV screens poured forth page after page of teletext m the C:e.efax 
format. A swarm of uniformed hostesses explained the system (Q VISitOrs 
and handed out sheaves of glossy brochures. _ 

For the visiting Gerard Thcry it was a rude awakenm~. Back at ,the 
French stand where Marti and his team were demonstrating tbe Titan 
system, Ther; was reduced to asking his engi~eers - .bereh of hostesses, 
brochures and wall of screens, with only their techmcal know-how and 
sleepless ~ghts to fall back on - to turn off the SO.ny TV sets (the 
French-made Thomson sets were in the back, on the bhnk). Stunned by 
the imposing British demonstration and the lead they had so braz.enly 
acquired Thcry was tOO distracted to notice the novel features of ~he 
Titan sy;tem, developed at the CCETI by Marti, and company, and which 
already foreshadowed _ albeit in modest fashion - the future success 

of French videotex. 
The most compl icated question facing CCETf engineers at the 

Berlin Funkaustellung was how to access, from Berli~. the data b~es on 
the CCETT computers at home. Their ans~er was to mvent the Videotex 
access point They went through a leased line as far ~ the Transp~c node 
nearest the border and acceded to it by means of theIr access pomt. The 
data were transmitted by packets as far as Rennes ~nd returned the same 
way to Berlin where a terminal concentrator supphed host p~es, menus, 
and so on. There was a second outstanding innovation on ~Ispla~ a~ the 
French stand in Berlin, even if its range of applications remamed !tmlted: 
an information service using key words via a keyboard was demonstr:ated 
for the first time. The user could type in his request and commumcate 
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with the computer through the network in writing. This new dcparturt: 
was rather a source of amusement for foreign visitors. Their feeling ViII 

that the letter requirements - 2 kilobytes of random-access memory 
(RAM) instead of 7 kilobits for numeric terminals - would mean a steep 
increase in the price of terminals, already seriously inflated on aCCOunt 
of the French choice of microprocessor-based technology. 

For a long lime, no other videotex system would offer the same 
feature. To call the British videotex system, Prestel, the user needed to 
know the number of the service he wished to consult or endure a lengthy 
tree-structured dialog, using a procedure called a "numerical tree dialog-, 

Full steam ahead with videotex! 

Was the Berlin trade fair really as wonderful as people pain( it 
nowadays? Did it really inspire France Telecom's managers to go all out 
in a race against time to overtake the British? Thery had been aware of 
the existence of the British program. Together with Souviron, he had 
even paid a visit to the British Post Office in 1976, intent on negotiating 
a common videotex standard. The talks broke down, though, and the 
general manager of France Telecom returned home somewhat annoyed. 
It would appear, however, that he was caught very much off guard by the 
scope of the British project in Berlin. 

In the fall of 1977, seeing that the telephone system in France was 
making up lost ground, Thery channeled all his energy into convincing 
French officialdom of the need to launch a major offensive in new 
communication and information services. He advised the DATI to 
evaluate the mock-ups of new services being tested in CNET and CCETT 
laboratories in order to put together a comprehensive plan, one he could 
then submit to the government. This extensive project was designed to 
open up new vistas for France Telecom and enable it to make another 
leap forward. Thery knew his engineers well and was aware that there was 
nothing like an ambitious project to stir them to action. He was also 
thinking of the manufacturers of the telecommunications sector. Once 
the telephone system was up to par, there would be a loss of markets for 
telephone exchanges and substitutes would have to be found. Thery was 
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d d'd not believe for a moment that 
ot deluding himself, however, an k I Sdl he was convinced that 
~e Minitel would bridg~ the marw~~l~ap'ulll oilier cars along wi~ it. 
VideOtex w~ a locomotive c~: rehensi~e plan, he came up ~Ith. a 
Reasoning 10 terms of a ~ubmitted for cabinet-level revlew.1O 
far-reaching proposal dtd~a: he

t 
videotex the Ministers looked at five 

N 
.0' 1978 In a Itlon 0 , ovemU<.": . 

other high-tech sectors. d . holds-barred contest with IBM. 
Thery had long been engage 10 a ~~d a ainst computer people, who 

and he saw in videotex a weapOn tOM~le d
g 

ds To IBM's sophisticated 
. k cept IB s stan ar . . 

he felt were toO qUic to ac ers (which subsequently rendered Its 
dialog and complex maneuv d'w the simplicity and ruggedness 

Products indispensable). he countedre WI H dreamt of manufacturing 
d 'al nd proce ures. e h . 

of videotex logs a ld IBM's stranglehold. He c ampl-
real-time equipment that wou escape t d to his close associates: "Let's 
oned a simple idea, which "h; oftenffr~~: straightforward, basic product, 
be the Japa~ese of Europ~.. ta~ 0 

In the long run such a strategy would, 
then make It more sophlsttcate. . IBM tenninals 
he thought, afford a credible alternat"'~ ~ ore out of res'entment than 

The man who would come to be ca ~ 'pm nce knew how to fire the 
erful man 10 ra . 

anything else, the most ~~ d consummate artist at presslOg 
imagination of elected offiCials an . ~as aD' g the dire days of the 

. rompt deCISIons. unn , 
the nght buttons to P d I f thought to France Telecom s 
telephone, Thery. had devoted a ~reat d ea l~tical decision makers to make 
inability to convince technocratic an pO. . s He had been seared 

. . telecommu01catlon. 
the necessary Investments 10 . f Telecom people by the ever 
by the humiliation inflicted on gen~ratI°Hns 0 t red with a finely honed 

., 2" dy routine e coun e " popular "As01eres 2 come I' ,'cations «white papers, 
. . ther te ecommun . 

techmque for puulOg toge . ts every bit as effective as 
France Telecom inspired 10bbylOg documen , nd electricity authority. 
those produced by EDF, Fra~ce's s~te-~nt~; revisions and working 
It was no mean task. often IOvolvlOg d Il foreseeable objections and 
through the night to ~onfound any an a Those who worked closely 
come up with compeHtng c~unter-ar~umen~. the beginning countless 
with him can remember havlOg starte o~er d,om

h 
t the',r technical reports 

. . h" bly believe t a ttmes. For englOeers w 0 IOvana d d' g them had only . ble of un erstan LO 
were ainight and that those IOcapa ( 'on was not easy. It 

I · . th power 0 persuasl 

to make an effort, cu uvattng . ~ dmit in advance of the other's 
requires a heavy dose of humlhty to a 
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objections. It sometimes means glvmg only secondary imponanct' .. 
sacrosanct technology, something not always appreciated by technician&. 
In essence, France Telecom's sole customer was the world of politiaa. 
and technocrats, and it was obliged to come to terms with their wisbeI 
and their approaches only. 

To oil the wheels, Thery set about estab lishing direct contact willi 
the highest echelons of the decision-making process. He had already 
established personal ties with the major players in [he days of the 
telephone recovery program. He had devised a strategy of direct contel 
with the presidential office and residence at the Elysee palace (called the 
"short line,) which spared him invariably tough negotiations with the 
Minister of Finance, who tended to sense another Concorde behind every 
new technology project. Where his new products strategy was concerned, 
Thery had every intention of continuing to work together with Bernard. 
Trichet, the presidential adviser responsible for the three major 
technological and industrial projects of Giscard's term: the Aria", 
space-vehicle program; telecommunications; and nuclear power genera. 
tion. It was Trichet who followed up France Telecom's projects. 
negotiated them with other governmental bodies, and convened inter
agency meetings whenever arbitration was called for and decisions 
needed to be taken. His job was facilitated by Valery Giscard d'Estaing's 
interest in emerging technology. 

The videotex plan: behind closed doors 

For a year Alain Bernard had been hunting about research 
laboratories trying to ferret out the most worthwhile projects under 
development. He "selected" the so-called mass-market facsimile device 
and the videophone already installed in an experimental network at the 
CNET, and compared notes on Tic-tac and Titan to see which project 
was farther along. Titan came out the winner and was broken up into twO 

separate programs: the voice-frequency telephone, i.e. today's push
button telephone, which for some years now has been supplanting the 
dial variety; and home data communications using the Antiope fonnar 
(the Titan system), which would come to be called telematics. a word 
coined in the Nora-Minc report mentioned earlier. Next came the 
Telecom 1 satelJite program, which was thought sufficiently advanced to 
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. d d· the overall plan. The first working notes from the DAII 
be mdu e 10 

these various projects are dated late 1977. . ' 
on d . then PTT Minister Norbert Segard was workmg actively 

An a vlser to I. H.I' name was Herve Nora _ not to be confused 
al g the same meso th Cpt 
?n. Nora author of the aforementioned report on e om Jj~-

~Ith. Slml~ 'elY' published in 1978, and which was at once a symboltc 

:~~:t~r a~ c~ltural happening in France. ~or~ and hi~ t~~:;;~ti~~ 
b stud ing home data commumcatlons an I 

yea~ e~ h J reached by parallel paths conclusions similar to th?se 
~ervlces. ey ~ re rt. the necessary integration of information 

tnro~:si~o:;~:~~co:mu~icatiOns. In the wake of the 1978 legi~la~ve 
p . ~ F Th ' ked Nora to set up a new department mSlde 
elections," rance, ery as , .. h' 
France Telecom to assist him in putting to~ether Telecom s w Ite 

rs" The new team worked hand in glove With the Telec~m st~f~ ~d 
ra:nd itself in late 1978 attached to the Commercial Affatrs DIVISIO~ 
(DAC1), which had been turned over to a young. graduate of Fran~e s 
grande ecole for government administration, Franc;ols Henrot, as engagmg 

as he is efficient. . . 
Sheaves of paper were produced spelling out Telecom's mdus~r1al 

policy for new services pending the November 197~ inter~gency me~t~ng. 
In the laboratories. research teams were busy Invent~ng. deScrtblnl~' 
analyzing differentiated technical solutions, and workmg up ,?~d~ d 
whereas little attention was being paid to prices. mark~ts, hnts e 
products industrialization timetables, economies of scale; 10 short. rea~ 
industria'i policy. This, however, was precisely the job that. the DAB ha 
been set up to do, in the epic circumstances related earher: 

Involved was the major responsibility of singling out p~oJe~ts and the 
equally tricky task of seeing them through and coo~dlna~m~ themd Naturally the whole business was a bit of a gamble, since I~ IOvolve 
forecasti~g a market for brand-new products conceived outside of any 
known commercial structure, and an unprecedented challenge as well, 
since manufacturers had to be persuaded to embark on a new adventure. 
Th . . d f . .ty F'rst a market must be e unknowns were lIsted In or er 0 pnon . I • . 
(ound; it would be the telephone directory. Next, ~ pr .. oduct: It wo~ld 
initially be called the "electronic directory [ermmal (before bemg 
~named Minitel). Lastly, production lines: f~ur manufacturers would be 
Invited to tender bids for building the terrmnal. 
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Decoder or stand-alone tenninal, the choice had not yet been 
In any event, regardless of the final decision and even assuming 
terminal was low-cost, there was no getting around the fact that 
public would have to buy it to use any newly marketed home infonQlj!il 
services. But who would buy equipment not knowing what ;nfon"",1\0 
and services would be available? To say nothing of the likelihood 
they might be slow in coming. If. conversely, services cropped up q'lido 
there would not be enough terminals for consulting them. 
studies bore out these vague suspicions. They confirmed that the 
public would be prepared to use the new services but that no one 
be willing to purchase the terminal, even if it cost only around 
fact just that happened in the Federal Republic of Gennany and 
Britain). It was the old story of the chicken and the egg. The v;cjo,,.,~ 
had to be broken. But how? By some sleight of hand the furo re 
had to be distributed free of charge. The first avenue explored 
through the banks, which was thought might have a stake imn~~,:: 
terminals for home banking. Mail-order houses were likewise a: 
Neither attempt panned out. Negotiations were protracted - and 
was short. Above all, though, France Telecom's natural inclination 
to go it alone, thereby avoiding involvement in a partnership. 

Did the light go on in a plane between Lannion and Paris, in 
course of a discussion between Thery and 50uviron? Or in the mind 
Alain Bernard, who for months had been mulling over the dilemma. 
any event, it was an idea whose time had come. Why not d;strib .. 
tenninals free of charge in lieu of paper directories - courtesy of 
Telecom! An electronic directory, 50 to speak, which would be ""Dvidee 
like the telephone book, at no cost. 

This solution seemed especially advantageous in view of 
Telecom's severe directory assistance problems. The patience of Job 
needed when dialing 12 for infonnation, pennanently deluged with 
and research was already being conducted into computerizing the 
The so-called "5 3" system, which called for providing the 4,500 op'''''tod 
(who would number 9,000 in 1985) with a computerized work 
was in the development stage at Lannion. The line between the "s ,. 
the electronic directory was thin and promptly crossed. Rather 
computerize the operators' job, France Telecom, the thinking 
would be better advised to have telephone subscribers do the 
themselves by providing them with the required tools. Furthermore, 
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. h f the telephone book was no more encouraging than that of 
pbg 1 0 .stance Given the exponential increase in the number of 
directory assl . th 
subscriben> coupled with printing delays, the phone book .was 18.mon .s 
behind schedule when finally distributed, and a substantial portion of It 

h nce already out-of~date. And then there was the paper problem 
Wti

20 
~ metric tons were needed in 1979; it would be 100,000 by 1985. 

The 'rice of paper would double in those six years, and France Tel~co~ 
had ~o intention of making France'~ sta~e printing house, the Impnmene 

/ ' Ie a powerful lobby with whIch It would have to contend at every 
na rona , . d f' . Wh . 
tum. Besides, the paper directory was runnmg a huge e ICIt. y It was 
in me black in other countries was not really asked. For ~ long as anyone 
could remember, the advertising monopoly ~ad ~een m the hands of 
France's leading multimedia group, Havas, whIch dtd not manage to turn 
• profit on the printed phone book until 1984, spurred on by ~he advent 
of the electronic directory. Lastly, the analysis of Telecom engmeers was 
corroborated by the findings of an A Tf report in .the United Slates on 
the same subject. It concluded that within 10 years tt would be less costly 
to install a terminal than to distribute a phone book frec of charge. 

The notion of an electronic directory began to take root. Souviron 
had a look at the figures: the cost price of a paper directory amoun~ed 
to approximately $15 per unit; it was distributed once a year.lt.took five 
years to amortize an electronic terminal, which should .accordmgly not 
cost over $75. Alain Bernard's calculations, more drasltc and based on 
I no-frills terminal, showed an "objective" price of $40. This price range 
would be used as a basis for hardheaded negotiations with manufacturers, 
who were to claim they could not come in under the upper figure. At 
this stage in the proceedings, France Telecom could not say what the 
taminal would consist of. So much was clear, though: there would not 
be a simple numeric keyboard_ No one wanted a remake of Prestel. The 
byboard must include letter keys if, in keeping with Telecom's declared 
mass-market approach, the dialog was to be kept as simple a~ could ~. 
Once again consideration was given to using the TV set as a .d.lsplay umt. 
But the Objections flew fast and furious. How could televtston sets be 
brought into the office? How could anyone use the directory when the 
family was gathered around the tube? U new information service~ were 
~ched in quick succession, there would be some knotty conflicts of 
IIlterest! 
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So it was decided that the electronic directory terminal would be 
oudiued with a stand-alone screen, a control keyboard, and a housing 
element. In the minds of the select few around Gerard Thery. the Minitel 
(still known by its code name 'electronic directory terminal) had just 
taken on substance. 

Go-ahead from government, 
wait-and-see from industry 

The project was finally ready for presentation to the interagency 
council meeting in November 1978. The general manager of France 
Telecom outlined his strategy for new consumer information services, 
spelling out six: the electronic directory project. the experimental phase 
to be conducted in IIIe-et-Vi laine, in Brittany, in the viCinity of the 
CCElT and its faCilities; videotex for the general public, to be 
experimented in the rather modernist city of Velizy near Paris; 
videophone, whose testing site was as yet undetermined, but was to be 
the city of Biarritz on France's south-AtJantic coast; voice-frequency 
telephone; consumer facsimile; and. finally, the Telecom 1 satellite. 
Thery explained that his plan was centered on two combined operations: 
first, building upon the phone recovery plan, which had received 
cabinet- level backing in 1975 and had since been successfully completed, 
by offering new services to bolster telephone use; second, preparing a 
riposte to IBM's onslaught by securing France a firm foothold in 
satellite-based data distribution. 

The interagency council adopted the distributed data communica
tions ponion of the plan in its entirety. It postponed a decision On the 
Telecom 1 satellite for several months and rejected the consumer 
facsimile project. The 1974 postal employees' strike was still fresh in the 
minds of all and no one was keen on unleashing another large-scale labor 
movement: adoption of the facsimile plan was bound to provoke an 
uproar among postal employees. It simply did not pay for men of 
government, regardless of the system, to try to outs man the mailman. 
The overriding reason behind the refusal, however, was undoubtedly 
based on an analysis of the prevailing international environment. The first 
fruits of deregulation had begun to show, and it was felt that the terminal 
should not be tied to the line, so that the telephone company (common 
carriers in the United States) could not dump its terminals and thereby 
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Febt'/jary 19RJ ;11 Rennes - jean-Paul Alallry 
demOl1strr.lJing the electronic directory s)lItem to 
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A stfnj·alltomal ic assembly line. Witbolll housing, Minilets look like over·sized insects ready to 

-
A/Ie: ;'Idindllrll testing, Miniteis are stacked on mobile racks and 5Ubjected 10 a lemperature·controJj 
tnt'lronment. 



Below: 
I Jere they are,' Fair-goers expect 
personaliud services, so there's whale 
array of Minitels just waiting to go 
into actio". COll,wiling ')'0/1"- serviu 
at your own pact - that's 
j,'ttractive communication! 

ani the A1inite/ is theoretically' 
ready [or use. A {iflat cbtck 
will guarantee tIMt no bugs 
remain. 

Below: 
CANAL-Espact 1986, 
a -"w,-oj-tbt.",iW professional trade show 
in Frana - with the in/ormation 

""'''''''' •••• and gIl ide system mJ videotex. 



Jllne 1982, 
Frtllch videotex starred at 

the Versailles SlImmit Meeting of the 
world's most indllstrialiud collntries, 

Lollis Mexandeau, Philippe Bodhl, 
aTJd Her",; Nora pay a visit to the 

videotex cOlltrol vehidl' especially 
equipped for the occasion 

by A1ichel Bouvier, 

Above; 
35 "message" points and 250 
terminals have been instaJled 
throllghollt ,he eMteall de 
Versailles, a t'eritable 
eke/ronic ballet choreographed 
from tOOe monitors in the 
control t'ehide, 

No effort was spared to make 
a JIIC(tsS of the videotex [ete at 
Versailles, p'rr Minister MeXll1ldeall 
and France Telecom's head of 
marketing Franfois Hmrol 
take a "hands-on~ approach 

............ 10 Summit preparations. 



No self-respettillg trade fair is now without videotex information centers. The 1987 SlCOB was 
exception. 
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create a captive market. Accordingly, the electronic directory sailed 
through because it was strictly a telephone-based service; the Velizy 
videotex program was approved in its wake. The remainder of the 
proposed program was turned down, the naysayers mildly satisfied to 
contain the ambitions of France Telecom, whose overreaching influence 
was a source of misgiving. When, a few months later, the decision to 
launch Telecom 1 was made, the powers that be invoked the need to 
ensure a French alternative to IBM, which had penetrated the satellite
based data distribution market with its SBS. The decision was in line with 
Thcry's determination to see real-time systems independent of IBM's 
stranglehold. 

The go-ahead on distributed datacom, obtained virtually without a 
shot being fired (the proposals were technically "airtight" but, more than 
anything else, their political dimension was skillfully brought home), was 
also certainly attributable to the unprecedented response to the 
Nora-Minc report. It had been commissioned at the April 1975 
interagency meeting at which the telephone catch-up plan was approved. 
A recognized public figure was to be appointed to analyze "the 
socio-economic impact of the development of data transmission". 
Submitted in 1978 and published in 1979, the report was a milestone. 
Granted, there were no direct ties between France Telecom's proposed 
"New Services" plan and the studies described in the Nora-Minc report, 
but they shared a common approach that the papers compiled by the two 
authors in the course of their enquiry were to buttress further. At the 
heart of the whole debate was the link between telecommunications and 
data processing. Although the authors were not at first prepared to 
acknowledge the fact, it soon became so patent that they concocted a 
neologism to describe it: Ja tlJematique or "telematics". Naturally, the 
propositions put forward in the Nora-Minc report were so much grist for 
France Telecom's videotex program, but what really set things of( was 
the incredible reception the report received. For the first time in the 
history of the Documentation jranfaise, a very matter-of-fact report 
became a best-seller! Conditions were therefore favorable; the political 
decision-makers could not resist the ground swell of "modernism"' 
renected in the report. They were perfectly willing to go along with an 
operational project that flowed with the current of popular opinion. 

Once the plan had been given the government's seal of approval, the 
trouble was in fact only just beginning. In 1979 Jean. Pierre Souviron sat 
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down with manufacturers in a first round of negotiations and came 
somewhat crestfallen. They announced a price of $250 minimum 
keyboard, as much again for the tube (eR1) and the screen, and 
more again for cramming all the elements into a housing unit 
price: about $850. Souviron then brought out the heavy 
countering with a figure of 20,000,000 devices to be ordered over a 
period, adding that the terminals were disposable products, and 
out to the speechless representatives of French industry that 
boards of Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators cost little more than. 
to build in Taiwan and that he was sti ll waiting for a reasonable 

Consultation got off the ground in record time for a 
4,000 tenninals. Apart from France Telecom's usual supplier.; 
Alcatel and Thomson), two outsiders (Matra and TRT, a 
subsidiary) were invited to tender. Opening up the bidding 
newcomers was a key element, and a risky one, in the . 
devised by Thery and Souviron. They have been the target of 
criticism for their off·the·wall choices in industrial matters, but 
wanted fa break with past habits that were more the product of a 
of spoon-feeding than of effective competition or entrepreneurial 
New blood might inject some life into the process. They wanted to 
with more offense·mindcd manufacturers prepared [0 adopt 
marketing strafegies and capable of an export policy. For 
Telecom's managers, the pint.size, down· scale Minitel terminal was 
the tip of the iceberg. They expected manufacturers not 

incorporate more sophisticated features - color, storage, r~tl~': ,~;:; 
telephone integration - but also to reason in terms of 
- printer, smart card reader, and so on. Lastly, they had in 
development of other products (keyboard station, videophone, and 
like). In this order of things, emphasis was necessarily placed on 
nomies of scale and increased productivity. The core solution called 
them to manufacture their own components and automate p":x!,,cti 

To say that the reaction of the four manufacturers was unen:,hu.iII 
would be an understatement. They were hardly pleased at the 
of mass producing an unsophisticated terminal that to their 
thinking offered them little hope of acquiring new skills and ce,;hnoiq 
In their view the prospects of turning a profit were uncertain at 
particularly since the price had already been cut to the bone. As 
reportedly suggested in an aside, they would have preferred to 
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m.d - South Korea" Which was moreover what they did, to an extent: 

th 
t Ir:.et did out, however, in November 1983, with the publication of 
(~ . th 'P' V' M r t of Minitel components In e magazine .JCtences et It. ost came 
~ the United States, Japan, Taiwa~, and South Kore~. The ensuing 
howls of public indignation were flval~d only ~y their ~wn when, 
follOWing the election victory of (he left lfl 1981, It was ~ec~ded. to get 
the seriously jeopardized videotex plan back on track by distributing the 
Minitel only to those requesting it, thereby slowing orders for the 

~nnina1. 
In their defense, it should be borne in mind that the bulk of the 

manufacturers' activicy involved large.scale public programs and that the 
vickotex strategy was seen as a veritable revolution that might spell their 
undOing. They therefore dragged their feet and adopted the attitude of 
least risk. wait·and·see. They would provide the terminals in spite of 
themselves after epic negotiations with the DAII, which never retreated 
an inch from the concept it had defined: it wanted a basic terminal, both 
rugged and simple. 4,000 tenninals were finally delivered in 1981, 
following a delay that could be foreseen as early as 1979 given 
manufacturers' lack of enthusiasm, and this much to the dismay of the 
-.Electronic Directory'" people who were wondering whether they would 
not!" have them in time to begin their experiments in Rennes. 

The builders take the field 

.The hour of the inventors had tolled, even though occasionally, in 
a plOch, they would be called upon to solve any number of sticky 
problems. France Telecom's managers had successfully argued their case 
~fore the political powers: the future Minitel would be distributed free 

charge to telephone subscribers. Moreover they had succeeded in 
convinCing manufacturers of the necessity of 'penetrating the terminal 
market. The time had come for the designers and builders to fall into 
stq> ;d set up shop where the action would be, i.e. on the testing sites. 

o study the poSsibility of proposing to [France Telecom's] general 
:nager. a test evaluating the general public's receptiveness to home 
I ~~~uon services, I would like to have an opportunity to commission 

tal ed study of the Velizy* site, which according to an evaluation 

• WCUcm Pam suburb. 
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conducted in conjunction with the DAII offers a number of 
attractive features (high telephone concentration, proximity to 
both home and office subscribers) ... I would like to sol icit your 
for tbe engineers in charge of this study [0 enter into contact 
Vldizy section of France Telecom,- This lettcr by Souviron. 

December 12,1977, was addressed to the I1c 4 de-France ~~~.~~~= 
It was to be the first in a series of voluminous ( 
culminating in a green light to conduct the experiment on the 

It was thus no coincidence when, in defending his project 
November 1987 interagency council, Thcry threw out the name 
city of Velizy. Already for over a year overtures had been made to 
elected officials, and technical studies had been conducted to 
the feasibility of the projceL Had the city of VcHizy been si"gIc:d 
because, in addition to certain objective criteria, Alain Bernard 
to live there? Who knows? It was Bernard who in mid-1977 was 
for the ideal city to host France Telecom's industrial-scale testing 
its mock-ups. In 1977, France's telephone administration had 
shelves any number of new services projects, but Bernard felt 
product's feasibility could only be proven through testing under 
conditions. He knew his city well; he also knew local officials and 
before them that he laid out his proposals. Velizy's deputy-mayor, 
Wagner, who for 17 years had been chairman of the National Assen'" 
P1T budget committee and prided himself on being a friend of 
did not take much convincing. He liked the idea of a test being! ~:~::~ 
in his city, stamping it with the kind of sophisticated and a' 
image that appealed to him. 

The technical studies quickly showed that the VcHizy network. 
more than adequate in terms of quality and the percentage of ho,m~" 
businesses hooked up to the telephone network. The sO(;io-e<ODOI 
make-up of the city's population was well above avernge. 
encouraging fact. The deal was closed and Velizy designated to be 
cradle of mass-market videotex. 

Headed by Philippe Leclercq, a young Telecom engineer sp',ciaili1 

in data processing. the project team arrived in VcHizy in th"e~~";:=: 
1977. Its job was to find investment partners willing to p 
testing a new medium, to devise a number of consultation, game. 
electronic transaction services, and to try them out on a sample of 
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households equipped with term~nals by .France Telecom; in short. to test 
the uses of home infonnatlOn services. 

run The decision to test the electronic directory i~ the di~r~C1nent of 
D1e-et-Vilaine (Brittany) owed more to the c~nvenlent proXimity. of the 
CCErr than to any claim the area might have to a kind of 
rcpresentativity. The CCETI .is in ~e city o! Rennes, the ".county seat" 
of llle-Cl-Vilaine and the ennre Bnttany region, so the brampower was 
already in place. to say nothing of the laboratory infrastructures that were 
10 be used extensively. The data bases used to demonstrate Bernard 
Mutt's Antiope format on the Didon and Titan videotex systems were 
IIOr«I on the CCETf's computer. The local environment was thus 
fnorable to furthering a project whose technological question marks, as 
aU those involved knew full well, would be difficult to resolve. 

The project team took up residence. Things we(e looking up, but it 
bad occured to no one that, in lIIe-et-Vilaine. Fran~ois-Regis Hutin 
reigned supreme. The owner of the Ollest-France newspaper monopolized 
the ~onal print medium and was soon doing his utmost to derail the 
project under the pretext that videotex was a potential competitor which 
might drive print journalism out of business. Beginning in the summer 
of 1979, Hutin was to wage a furious battle against France Telecom. He 
was several times on the verge of carrying the day but would end up 
~ng, ironically enough, for the good of the press as a whole. This victory 
an defeat did not stop the inveterate scrapper from taking an equally 
~ stand in 1986 against the proposed introduction of two new 
pnvately-owned television stations in France. 

The year of living 
dangerously 

How do you fire a politician's imagination? Gerard Thery is a past 
IftISteT of the art of advancing projects that strike the imagination of the = ~Iuc~nt listeners. Granted, videotex was proposed in November 
ven to an mt~ragency meeting in lieu of other flawed data processing 

... ~ but It was approved largely because it was promoted as an 
"'etto IBM's .. . d h I h . expanslonl~m and as a piece of advance tec no ogy t at 
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was going to radically alter the Frenchman's communication 
infonnation habits. Thanks to videotex, the argument wem, France 
finally escape its chronic backwardness in emerging 
technology and gain access to a new wonderland of electronic i', ,10'" 
tion and real-time communication. Gone were the days of the 
society and tough luck for those who dealt in it! On February 26, 
Thery was in Dallas for the opening of the Intelcom Trade Fair. "We 
on the threshold of a far-reaching phenomenon whose . 
equal to that of the advent of the railroad or the airplane'" he 

To make a splash, France Telecom's managers 
videotex as a multi-faceted producL During the glory days of 
of 1979, they were still thinking mass-market facsimile, 
the politicians would fall for its fascinating aspects. They were 
videotex with the Teletel interactive videotex project and the 
directory. But most of all they were thinking Transpac, the flagship 
French technology inaugurated in March 1979. It was at the height 
its glory as the French X.25 format had just been adopted by the 
world; and IBM, after a no-holds-barred battle, had been forced to 

With such an overblown image, videotex was no doubt la,oci"ati ... 
The only danger was that it might throw a scare into people. 

The match of the century: videotex vs, paper 

In retrospect. Thery's Dallas speech has an innocent en""!lh 
it. and it seems surprising that it triggered the uproar it did. In h~i'i adldn". 
Thery naturally attacked the paper society head on, whose 
were numbered. "Paper will only be needed at the end of the i', nfc,m,ation, 
processing cycle and then o nly if the user wants it. This will be a 
positive development because the transport - by foot. horse. or car - of 
ever increas ing amounts of paper is choking our societies. Moreover, it 
is a costly resource in every respect. and vulnerable." But at no time did 
he pronounce the fateful words that were to goad the press into battle: 
classified ads. It was not so much what he had said as where he had said 
it that appears to have riled his countrymen. What! Had he really gone 
to the United States to define French videotex policy. while in France 
not a soul had been informed of what was afoot? 

The people at Ouest-France had obviously got wind of the imminent 
testing of the electronic directory in their backyard of IIIe-et-Vilaine. 
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A d no one had even had the common courtesy to discuss the subject 
~-to-face with the paper's owner, Me. Hutin! In his March ~. 1979, 
column H. de Grandmaison wrote: ~he ~ews that t~e subscnbers of 
Dle-et-Vilaine will be equipped startlOg 10 1981 With an advanced 
directory assistance system called "videotex" has reached them from 
Dallas-.. It may be that Mr. Thery's U.S. sta.tement. enhances French 
prestige abroad. But, in Rennes and in Bnttany •. It. smacks of off
handedness." Thery's speech was definitely not to the hkmg of the owners 
of toea1 dailies, who since 1968 when television ad~ertising ~ad becn 
ushered in had becn operating in a comfortable b~slOess envlronme~t 
IJld winning, year-in year-out. all their battles a~lOst ~e ne~ media. 
They had carried the day against unlicenscd or p,rate radiO stations and 
had succeeded in extremis in preventing the introduction of small-scale 
cable networks. Everything was coming up rOses as ~a~ as they ~ere 
concerned: the amount of advertising allowed on teleVISion was stnctly 
controlled no new medium had made a real breakthrough, and they 
compensa~ed a slow decline in readership with regular price hikes 
enabling them to maintain their profit margins. The families tha~ ow~ed 
the local newspapers were making a decent living and took a dim view 
of prospects of change. 

But 1979 was to be a year of bad tidings for newspaper 0:vners. They 
sensed the imminent arrival of satellites and, concomitantly. the 
inexorable introduction of marc television stations as well as the fragility 
of the barriers to advertising they had erected between 1963 a~~ .1968_ 
At the same time, the Ministry of Finance revived the poSSlblh£y of 
~triking Article 39 (a) from the tax code: Since t?C end. of .World War Il, 
It had allowed newspaper publishers to put their proftts IOtO. a. separa~e 
account for a period of five years for purposes of m~dern.lzlOg their 
facilities. FUnhermore. they were aware that, despite their resls~nce! the 
repeated attempts to set up unauthorized radio stations - lO~anab~y 
nipped in the bud by the government - would on~ day culmlOa~e ill 

government licensing. All of which sent a feehng of un~asmess 
throughout the profession. These dangers, however, :-,ere stili only 
vaguely apprehended, and it was difficult to do battle With shadows. 

In the midst of all this, the videotex project arrived. It was a godsen~. 
Ne~spaper publishers finally had "a sharply defined adversary ... who In 

all IOnocence sallies forth, exposed, in white gloves, plu.me, and ~ed 
trousers," as Fran~ois Henrot put it. Henrot had been recruited by Thery 
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~o ~ead. the Comme~ci~1 Affairs Division and to help him unravel the 
tntncaCles of the antJ·vldeotex plot being hatched before his very e 

And the first .skirmish occurred May 8, 1979. In his newsp/es. 
Ouest.Fra?ce,. H .. U(~tn pe~ned an article entitled "Transmission ~ 
Communication In which he vented his spleen (somewhat) ag "nst; 

France Telecom. His lead was promptly followed by Presse·Oclan La;' 
de, /a M.anche, La Repuhliqz.,e du Centre-Ouest, La i\.fontagne, :: 
NICe-Malin, alll~aI French dallies. The "radical defiance" movement was 
born. as Jean-Mane Charon, one of France's foremost videotex and press 
an.alysts, termed it. Between May 1979 and July 1980 the champions of 
thiS move~~nt ~o~ght France Telecom tooth and nail, leaving no stone 
unturned In JustifYing the rectitude of their cause: humanism, pluralism. 
democracy vs. technocracy, bureaucracy, loss of civil rights, and so fo rth. 
Charges and COuntercharges flew back and forth, filling the columns of 
Ouest-FrmlCe and a number of local newspapers that had rallied to its 
cause. 

. The. anti-videotex crusaders forged ahead, studding their newspapeB 
WIth artIcles that we~e hardly sanguine about the future of French society. 
The October. 1979 Issue of the journal nliqua/, directed by Georges 
Suffert, contamed an article entitled '"The Match of the Century: Teletext 
vs. Paper". Three IittJe lines summed up the far-fetched fear haunting this 
beleaguered crowd: "Whoever controls the telephone is powerfu l. 
Whoever controls the telephone and the TV is very powerful. Whoever 
should one day control the telephone, N, and the computer would be 
as powerful as God the Father". 

And so behin~ videotex there loomed the specter of Big Brother. It 
~as an e~er effective argument, playing as it did to popular fears. The 
Issue of hberty lost struck a responsive chord in France, land of "liberty", 
torn between too much and too little government. Good professionaJ 
new.sman that .he was, Hutin, who knew how to appeal to the emotions 
of hIS readershIp, (oo.k up. the cudgels again on March 20, 1980. '"Towards 
C~ntrollcd ~nformatlOn? was his from page teaser in Ouest-France. All 
~hmgs conSIdered, the article was quite scathing and was the first salvo 
10 what was. ~ow a~ ?penly declared war. Until then newspaper articles 
had been cTltlc.al, ralsmg the issues of democracy, pluralism, market (was 
there one for vI~eote~?), and jobs, but they had not yet resor[ed to violen t 
attac~s, prcfernng mstead to mix plays upon people's fears with 
occasIOnal dashes of irony. 
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It should be said that the press was not unanimous in its 
condemnation of videotex. Newspapers like S,ul-Ouest, Ie Courrier picard, 
Ja Oipicbt du Midi, and Ja Nou1.JeJie Republique du Centre·OIle5t were 
rather in favor of the arrival of a new medium. They realized there was 
no getting around it and had already adopted -various shades of 
multimedia strategies. They preferred to lay the groundwork for a 
successful plunge into the new medium. At the Coum'er picard, Bernard 
Roux modified his paper's by-laws with just that in mind; at the NouvefJe 
Ripublique du Centre-Ouesl, Jacques Saint-Cricq set up an ad hoc task 
force for the same purpose. All of them ran articles on videotex that were 
commendable for their neutrality if nothing else. Still, they were often 
in an awkward position because of the campaign of denunciation being 
waged by their fellow newspaper publishers, but they refused to take part 
in it. From May 9, 1979. onward they repeatedly asserted for the benefit 
of anyone listening that "the mission of the press was communication, 
not ink and paper". 

On May 8, 1980, two associations of regional dailies, the SNPQR and 
the USPQR, issued a joint statement following a lunch with the Prime 
Minister. In it they agreed in principle to participate in the Velizy venture 
and called for the designation of a "press-telematics" commission, an idea 
that met with the Prime Minister's approval. The commission would be 
a forum for hammering out the terms under which the press would take 
part in the VHizy test. Meanwhile, the advocates of compromise were 
going door-to-door to promote their views and, on June 10, they held 
talks with the Telematics Commission of the National Assembly. 
Everything appeared to have been settled. The press had obtained the 
guarantees it had been lobbying for and, subject to the resolution of some 
minor reservations. was prepared to take part in the launching of videotex 
when, in Saint-Malo, Brittany, a bomb went off. 

The first test of the electronic directory got under way July 15, 1980, 
in Saint-Malo, and France Telecom refused to disclose its findings. Two 
days later, Messrs. Puhl and Bujon, presidents of SNPQR and USPQR, 
respectively, met with the President of the Republic Valery Giscard 
d'Estaing. The meeting was a letdown, and on August 2 France's 
Telephone Consumer Protection Association, the AFUTI, launched an 
investigation into the electronic directory. The findings, released 
OCtober 21, were highly critical of France Telecom. On August 3,1980, 
Philippe Gallard's byline led off an article in Ouest-France that concluded 
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most equivocally:"A dictatorial power or invader could quite c."il". 
off the electronic directory ... a system which in all likelihood 
obsolete in five years". Was he implying that totalitarianism or 
was waiting five years down the road? And supposing the tec,hnol!'ln" 
indeed inappropriate and the system bound for the scrap heap' 
years' time, wherein lay the danger to the foundations of freedom? 
during those dire days, common sense had given way [0 

faultfinding. Matters were to go from bad to worse when, 
unCommon vehemence, politicians spanning the entire political 
trum seized upon the telecommunications issue. Throughout 
summer months of 1980, everyone did his bit to fan the fire and 
newspaper campaign assumed such outlandish proportions that 
Telecom engineers, who were caught completely off guard by the 
could not begin to fathom why or how the situation had reached 
a pitch. 

Fran~ois Henrot had done his utmost to contain the 
Nonetheless, whether the result of a youthful error in judgment or 
misfired tactical maneuver, he acknowledged he had underestimated 
extent of the crisis. To his way of thinking, the apprehension plaguii'" 
the world of print journalism stemmed from a distorted view 
videotex could really do. The problem, however, was that a number 
newspaper publishers had taken at face value the do-it-all image of 
videotex that Thery had sold to the government. To them "do-it-alr 
meant the disappearance of their livelihood. The engineers thus learned 
the hard way how risky it is to talk out of both sides of one's mouth, to 
two different audiences, without a head-on collision occurring some
where along the line. As for Henrot, he harbored no illusions about 
videotex. He sensed its limits as well as its potential and felt sure that 
the press had nothing to lose and everything to gain from its introduction 
_ a fact that has moreover been borne out since. Accordingly, he 
believed that a policy of openness, a willingness to exp lain, good-faith 
bargaining, and detennination would be enough to extinguish the blaze. 
But everyone was fanning the coals, including a number of would-be 
arsonists inside France Telecom itself. There the Dondoux-Du Castel 
report (only two copies of which had been distributed, though they were 
fruitful and multiplied thanks to Xerox), gladdened the hearts of all those 
who disputed the electronic directory in particular, and Thery's policies 
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h d b
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. ra1 What a 
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It should ,be a e asure u to expectations either. The first m.eetlOg 
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(0 d the representatlves 0 . ( ( 
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see why the comml~slon 0 ~a down conditions, which for them w~re 
discussion. They [tied t r . ci les suspension of testing unul a 
fundamental: respect o~kth~~~ P~~n Pwo;ked out, and confirmation of 
relevant legal framewo . the advertising ban on videotex. They 
G" rd's assurances concernmg 

,sea . . h a of satisfactory answers. 
obtained httle In t . e w Y f' I ot editorials in all the newspapers. 

The upshot was a spate 0 VI~ e h J I 23 1980 issue of the 
( Ie wrote In t e u y" . 

Olivier Jay, or ~xa~p '. t and h riticaL. to set up a service 
Ripl4blieain lorraln, InconJtst~n :~verage! Inconsistent means 
which is expected to be use twice a. ~e~ means planning to vie with the 
wasting public money, and hypocnttca Ie A(QncU which had stood 

I .. E en the newspaper , . h 
press in the ong ~n. v d d bout the future of the press, whlc 
on the sidelines until th.en, wo~ e r~ a .. th eatened in its very essence by 
editorialist Claude Duneu deplcte ~ I ~ few months later in the same 
videotex" in a September 27, 1980, artlc e. (d to "the underside 

. hd lb' a calmer note, re erre 
column, Ene Ro e, a ell on b .. the issue of who would 
of the electronic directory", there y ralstOg 

control the new m~diu~. d thin to what veteran anti-videotex 
The wave of edttonals adde no g was the source. For 

. f ears What was new 
crusaders had been saYlOg or y d b f rable to the project enlisted 
the first time, those who so .far ha een avo 

in the ranks of its adversa~cs. _Telematics Commission, the 
At the October 8 meettO~ of thebP~ess in the control of videotex 

representatives of the press did not ~d:am ha 
say had demanded and their 

d d the subsl les t ey '. . 
as they ha requeste or h d formed a technological Issue 
participation came to an end. They a trans 

into a political one. b B' ning in November, 
It was now Parliament's turn F at a~ele:~: and the newspaper 

relations between the govern~en( ~nc~. t"ght g~arantees were given 
owners were placed on. a ,,?utme o~~~is~: I guarantees that conferred 
to the press, which mamtalOS them . ~le status on a new, very 
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lucrative medium. The regIOnal press eare 
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part of it. In a dubious battl . 
Telecom's contradictory pro e, as cause greatly faciijted by 
k h nouncemenrs ad' 
,now- ow, the press finally got h . n egregIOus lack of 

VIdeotex. Lobbies do die hard! w at It wanted: a near-monopoly 
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against France Telecom 

~n eady October 1980, a host of 
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or. ell' part, deputies and senators w . 

of COercive measures. They were cl I . er~ lookmg to devise a number 
Telecom's videotex activities wouJde~: ~:Iml.ng (0 obtain assurances that 
not develop as a matter of . penmen tal and that they would 
emerprise run by the PITb f COUrse IOtO a full-fledged Comm iaJ o e ore appro . I . . ere 

n Oc(~ber 28, the neo-Gaullist de u pr;te eglslatlO~ h~d. been drafted 
of the Fmance Committee in the J ~ obert-Andre VIVien chairman 
deputy, Michel NOir, submitted ~tlO~al Assembly, along ":'ith fellow 
(some $83 million) for the P1T' en. ment 98-182 to end funding 
:would a~pear indispensable thatS t~:pen~ents On the grounds that '"it 
mformatlon. ser;-ices using the new ins~hJcal ground rules applying to 
through legislative revision of the sta ments b~ spe lled Out (probably 

In the Senate, things were hardl ~tes ~ovemmg the press)". 
proposed experimental framework Yf ookl.ng any better for Telecom's 
Jea~-Marie Rausch, senator and m or vldeo~ex. On November 4 
a bl.1I for deSignating in the Natio?a~r;f the City of Metz·, submi tted 
parliamentary comm iUee on data r sse~bly and in the Senate "a 
Senator loUIs Perrein was think' p ~essmg and communications" 
proposed instituting a high co .',nr a ong the Same lines when h~ 

uncI .lor data com '. munlcaoons. 

• Elected officials in France Often h Id 
o several public offices concurrent! 

y. 
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PTT Minister Norbert Segard, although seriously ill, tried to coumer 
rhese various attacks. He stated the case for videotex., building it around 
the issue of fundamental freedoms. In the preamble he underscored the 
absolute necessity for France to carry out the planned experiments, 
without which "needs will not be revealerl", and went on to announce 
five decisions in keeping with Parliament's demands: 1) Testing would 
be limited to six months and involve 2,500 people. 2) The test would not 
be conducted in a legal vacuum: publishing laws would be applied. 3) The 
National Commission on Data Processing and Citizens' Rights (CNIL) 
'WOuld be consulted. 4) A "Press and Tetematics" group would be set up 
by the Prime Minister for the purpose of improving cooperation. 5) No 
data communications-related decision would be taken without Parlia
ment being fully informed. "Our main concern is to avoid being left out 
of a world market valued at 15 to 20 billion francs. The fact of the matter 
is that in the industrialized countries 27 videotex experiments are under 
way; he added by way of conclusion. 

When on November 14 Segard's successor, Pierre Ribes, walked into 
the National Assembly for debate on the ¥IT budget, he suddenly 
realized thai his predecessor's remarks had apparendy had no soothing 
effect and he could read the exasperation on the lawmakers' faces. Attacks 
were launched from every quarter. Rodolphe Pesce, Socialist, concurred 
with the views of the neo-Gaullists Vivien and Noir. All three fulminated 
against the brazen over-reaching of France Telecom, which had covertly 
developed a system for undermining democracy. And they pulled out all 
the stops: civil rights, pluralism, respect for citizens, aimlessness of a 
strategy devised in a legal vacuum and under anarchic circumstances, 
death of the press, flouting of the citizen's right to know, society's 
levelling from below. Their aggravation had peaked. Parliament very 
much resented having been kept in the dark about the technical and 
political decisions taken by omnipotent France Telecom, whose general 
manager had moreover a few months before been tagged the most 
powerful man in France by Vivien. Insults began to rain down, and the 
extent of the danger dawned on Ribes, who realized that to salvage his 
administration's videotex policy he would have to compromise. And 
compromise he did. A commission chaired by government adviser Pierre 
Huet would be set up to monitor videotex testing. The press would be 
eligible for start-up subsidies, and consultations would be continued. 
Lastly, the electronic directory - its contents confined to that of the 
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printed directory - would not be extended beyond JJle~et-Vulaim" 
all tests had been evaluated. On the subject of civil rights. Ribes 
the proposaJs submitted by Segard a few months earlier. 
. This pac~age, which had the government backpedaling 

fIrmed the tnumph of the press, had the beneficial effecl of 
conflict ~hose resolution had been nowhere in sight For the 
though. It had no effect on the members of Parliament, who 
to let slip by such a glorious opportunity to wrangle. On Nc'Yelmb 
Brigitte Gros, left-wing senator from the departement of the 
caU~d for a redraft of the statutes regulating the press and 
ArtIcle 39(a) - a surefire way to stir up the press! She would lurtb<~1 

a "Supreme Court for Data Communications" C~'~J~~~~ti~;::; 
Parliament, judges, and civil servants, under th~ banner 
Telematics·. 

On December 2, Edouard Bonnefous, center-right senator 
Yvelines and owner of the newspaper Touttj les Nouvelles de 
who until then had sat back while his editorialists and local COO",," 
dueled the videotex program (which the scoundrels wanted to . 
upon him in his own political backyard!) took the floor 
examination of the PTf budget. As chainnan of the Senate 
Committee, his speech took on special significance: .. It is about 
Telecom spelled out its aims and a standing organization was set 
contended that Ribes' proposals had not been acted upon, 
commission set up to monitor testing was a figment of son_ 
imagination, and that it should be given substance and convened 
larly. That same day, Jean-Marie Rausch went Bonnefous one 
proposed nothing less than a policy bill concerning the future of 

Ribes fired the last salvo in a war that had generated six pa:~~::: 
reports and hundreds of newspaper and magazine articles 
1980 by announcing on December J 2 that "no classified ads 
carried on the Teletel system, a pilot-scale version of which is Scll~'" 
to go on-line in June 1981 for 2,500 subscribers in the cicy of 
In the process, he granted the press its last unanswered prayer 
circumscribed de faCIO the editorial scope of other pubUshers on the 
medium. And so hostilities finally came to an end for lack of . 

The annistice came none too soon in view of the fact that the 
for the 300,000 tennina1s required to test the electr'on;c ,d;reClo~r 91".~ 
hanging fire. It was not to be filled until between the two rounds 
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. 'on What a relief! For the advocates of videotex, 
19111 presidenual elfeco

h 
'oods and a rollback was no longer feasible. 

OU10 tew dd' h me plan was. ' th the press vere not to be restore unng t e 
rmal relatIOns WI . d th d o 81 Th residential election was aroun e comer ~n 

wiater of 1980- ,. k ~ ~n a holding pattern, Something of a working 
dac count~ was rthoe Ie d veloped berween journalists and the Teletel 
-l-hn. ~IP neve e ess e ·d d b th 
~n The only cohesive clement. however, was prov,1 e y .e 
protect team, . tal framework and France Telecom s fat subsl-
~:ere~~t,~x~~~oe; victory and the el'lsuing reorje~tation of d.ata 
dies. " pol',cr were to have a telling effect, finally releasmg 
communicatIons d 
energy that until then had been pent up by a rearguar movement. 

The standards war 

No one is so naive as to believe that a standard is applied because 
It is the best, The history of the French television stan.dard, SE~A~, 
offers a good object lesson of the truism that there IS no pOInt 10 

inventing the highest performance technical standard a~ound If others 
cannot be persuaded to adopt it. Experts the world over pnv~tely co~c~de 
that SECAM is the Cadillac of television formats. ThiS ~dmlsslon 
ROhrithstanding, all other countries, with the o~vjous exception of the 
African nations _ with their historically close ties to France - and the 
U.S.s.R., have adopted lower quality standards: PAL in. Europe and 
NTSC in the United States. Today France enjoys its splendid format, a~d 
iIoIation, and is doomed to ·compensate" its technical excellence ,w.lth 
• dual-standard policy. It is forced to adapt all available teleVISIon 
penphcrals to the SECAM format. In France, Japanese video cassette 
recorden. are dual-standard (PAL/SECAM) and are that much more 
npmsive for French consumers. When the SECAM standard was 
tmmted in France the television receiver was still a stand-alone 
apparatus, i.e. no oth'er equipment could be connected to the set. In v~ry 
short order, television professionals came to suffer the drawbacks of uSlOg 
• minonty fonnat. Only later did the general public become aware of t.he 
problem. when television sets were first designed to be connected. With 
~er equipment, including video tape reorders, computer terminals, 
\'ideo d,s.k players. and video game consoles. , 

The lOS and outs of standardization are subtle, so subtle 10 fact that 
• Winner Can often Limes be declared only after the dust has settled 
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we~~~pletht~ly. The cleverest spiders often become entangled in 
In IS game! In the com .. com atibili be ~uOlcatlons sector, where m._ 

signi~icance;ha~~e~ntypes of eqUIpment, hence standards, ar., of'" 
what is being done, wh~r~tha~d ~o m~nufacturer. can afford not to 
tion Be th I ,y w om when It comes ::o',.';:~~ d d ey arge or small, manufacturers have a 
stan ar s are concerned Sim I th one. . p y put, ough, they do not have 

The major manufacturers p ad de J. 
develop products in their I bo r ~ce . acto standards in that 

h 
a ratones which the . [ d a~';:;': 

t e marketplace while the' y 10 en to with th d' . y contmue to design products in 
e stan ards bemg d' d" deliberations th . Iscusse 10 mternational bodies 

. d . ey monitor on a daily basis. The sharp , 
Intra uces Just the right f . hold on [0 captive marke~mboutnt a Incompatibility in his products 
h ' u not too much for his . 

( en nO.longer afford to invest what it takes to :nak th ~ompetltors 
compatible with a de facto standard . e elr own 
computer toda is no or, Simply, to save face. 
Seeing is belie~ing: a t~i: rea~rt at .I~ast, compatible with the IBM 
fact, provided, however: t es.WI sh~~ that such compatibil ity is 
of conversion equipme'nt. a certam conditIOns arc met, i.e. the pu,chal 

Small manufacturers who c ff ~ffen';ve ~nd defen,;ve, a;e dest;n::n: f:e;:~ l~~c~;ga b~~~.'~gy, ~t 
o;~e,~~.\~:c:,!':~:~manufacture products compat;ble w;th oug . 
to gras h . h r l~atlOn arena therefore offers them an 

p w at IS appenmg and mo t f 11 are up to. ' s 0 a ,(0 see what the major playen 

The standardization arena, like . exchan~e (only more so given the a~r h other form of mformation 
compatibility) is most hospitabl th g stakes and the need for 
Every statement must be weighed to de :;asters of hype and baiting. 
every word pronounced and e d an t e observer must realize that 
tantamount to leaking ind te~~ry ocument distributed can be virtually 
and that alliances are unm:~:I:s sec~e~, that silence is a defensive tactic, 
of standards, Japan reigns su req~~c ~vas they are made. In the world 
represented in the various s~andardi ~ry Japane.se .manufacturer is 
experts who do not pass za~on organizations by several 

up an opportunIty to apply the basic rules of 
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tbt game of go, whose complex strategems arc unfamiliar to their 

Western counterparts. 
In the history of the standardization of videotex, me French would 

appear to have been taken for ~ ride. They. made twO unforgivable 
mistakes. First, in the teeth of fierce oppoSllIon from IBM, they had 
achieved a stunning success with the adoption of the X.25 data 
communications standard at the same time as the Transpac network 
~ame operational. It may be noted in passing that IBM was the first 
to render its equipment compatible with the Transpac network. Second 
error _ and a doozy _ they were the last to climb on board as videotex 
was pulling nut of the station. The "victims" of X.25 had had all the time 
in the world to put up a united front agamst the French. 

In (act, the battle of videotex standards had been raging since the 
mid-1970s. Already at the lime the French, who did not as yet have much 
to oHer but whose technological choices would take shape in the years 
to come, attempted to derail the British teletext system, Ceefax, and build 
a consensus around the interactive videotex standard, Viewdata. As 
related earlier, Gerard Thcry had gone to London to discuss a common 
standard with the representatives of the British Post Office, but 
negotiations fell through. Since then, the British strategy in Europe's 
standardization forum, the European Conference of Postal and Telecom
munications Administrations (CEP1), which, let it be said, has more in 
common with international public relations than technical discussions 
on standards, had paid off. In any event, the British were alone in 
introducing an operational system in the midst of experts' deliberations. 
In 1978 in Munich, the videotex club that until then had only twO 
members _ the French and the British - admitted a third one, the 
Canadians, who introduced their videotex standard, Telidon. Unlike the 
European approaches, which integrate broadcasting and voice and data 
communications, Telidon is modeled on data processing. At the 1980 
meeting of the Inlernational Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee (CCIT1) in Montreal, three standards - Antiope (French), 
~restel (British), and Telidon (Canadian) - were adopted as basic 
~nternational videotex formats. All involved thought they had won, but 
to actual fact all had lost. It would dawn on them years later. In 1981, 
at an international colloquium on videotex in Toronto, the United States 
brazenly announced the NAPLPS format, which had been developed by 

An and introduced as a de facto standard. 
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It transpired that adopting three such different standards amounted 
in reality to deciding nothing. Between 1980 and 1982, the battles among 
Europeans - each country vying to impose its standard on the others 
- were [0 be costly. Especially since the British had in the meantime 
succeeded in selling Prestel to the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy. All had purchased terminals and various 
types of equipment using the Prestel fonnat. They were not about to 
stand by idly while the French attempted to impose their standard; they 
would stand united in their rejection of the French and Canadian formats. 
The Germans, who had had little to sayan the subject until then, turned 
downright hostile in early 1981. They set out to introduce additional 
features, whose net resuh was to make French terminals incompatible 
with German specifications. It signaled the outbreak of a technological 
state of war that was to last several years. There would be set-los on the 
soft alphabet, on matrix size (to x 10 vs. 6 x 6 points), and on a1l 
manner of gadgets, the most humorous of which remains the three-sided 
flashing feature to which the Germans seemed very attached and whose 
only value is to simulate a turning wheel on the screen. The outcome 
of these fierce, not to say ridiculous, altercations was a single "European 
videotex standard", the CEPT format, which covers ten different profiles. 
Which amounts to adopting not one but ten standards, thereby ensu ring 
the non-compatibility of the various European videotex systems. The 
upshot is that French videotex, a success, is as unexportable today as 
British videotex, a failure. It's fine to talk about a united Europe as long 
as it's always in the future tense! 

1980 (and the very beginning of 1981) was Lhe year of living 
dangerously: battles with the press, hostilities with Parliament, wrangling 
over standards. Even in retrospect it is difficult to say why the conflict 
reached the pitch it did, why the data communications program 
metamorphosed so suddenly into public enemy number one, how France 
Telecom came to be accused of being a power-grabbing machine run 
amok. If it is bewildering to consider how the anti-videotex conflict blew 
up, it is just as surprising to contemplate how quickly chis tempest in 
a teapot subsided. There can be no denying that the left, which took over 
the reins of government in May 1981, made the right decisions. 
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ntil1978 some fifteen people at the most at France Telecom,. not 

U including inventors, were concerned by the video~ex prolec.t. 
They were scattered among the DAII under Jean-Pierre SOUV.I

ron Gerard Thery's inner circle of coworkers, and the CNET under Alam 
Gi~ud, who had recently set up a "Communications Rese~rc~ Depart
ment- specifically tasked to reflect on new services and thelt Impact on 
society. So the final decision on what the system would be was th~ r~sult 
of countless hours of open deliberations, not closed-door negotiatIOns, 
but for the average engineer it was just as if it had been .. True, some ~ad 
got wind of the projects, but in terms too vague to co.nJure u.p anythmg 
in particular. The manufacturers had returned to their drawmg boards, 
bent on dragging their feet. The systems and software houses were a.s yet 
unaware that these projects involved them and that they w~uld be hlg~ly 
instrumental in seeing them through. The newspaper pundits were laVish 
in their commentaries on the Nora-Mine report, which had even made 
the 1V news in faraway Singapore, but few had any detailed knowJedge 

of what it had spawned. .. . 
France Telecom was not in the habit of commuOicatmg With the 

Outside world, in particular because communication was not its line. Its 
highly technical "telecomese" was as clear as pea soup for most observers, 
a fact abundantly illustrated by its frays with the press. ~e p~blem was 
that it was hard put to change its style of delivery and, slflce Giscard had 
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given the go-ahead, matters were settled as far as it was concerned. 
is more, it was locked in an all-out race with the British, who were 
toying with the idea of selling Preste! worldwide. In the so,n<1.tui 
secretive house of France Telecom, doing. not talking, had always 
paramount; results, it was reasoned, would put any doubts to rest. 
project team accordingly set to work in silence. slicking to its local 
of operations, with strict instructions to keep a low profile 35 the nal:io,"'. 
debate turned increasingly acrimonious. 

Preparing for the Grand Opening 

France Telecom's top management accounted for very few of the 
50-odd people who would have a direct hand in carrying out the videotes: 
experiments. Only the two project heads (for the videotex system in 
Velizy and the electronic directory in I1le-et-Vilaine) were veteran house 
engineers. The others, with few exceptions, would be recruited on the 
open labor market, with or without the help of headhunters dependi"l 
on the position, but always on the basis of the non-technicaJ professional 
skills they possessed. It would be their job to set up partnerships and to 
devise videotex services for testing, in conjunction with this new-found 
reservoir of professional talent. 

So in 1978 the two ships of French telecommunications set out to 
sea in rough waters, while the majority of those who had stayed behind 
on the wharf, where their careers would be less exposed to the elements., 
looked on somewhat skeptically. The adventurous few, however, took to 
sea with joy in their hearts, a great project before them, convinced they 
were toiling for the future, unaware of the difficulties that would 
punctuate their journey. Had they known, would they have set out? 
Would they have given so unstintingly of themselves, had they known 
that France Telecom would show so little appreciation? Would they have 
put in so many sleepless nights, had they imagined that upon their return 
~ as was the fate of a number of them - they would be left standing 
WIth no more baggage than a few memories of their lives as videotex 
pioneers. True, some turned the experience to good account, especially 
those who had been shrewd enough to choose the electronic directory 
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. ct But who could predict in 1978 or 1979 that France Telecom 
~~. .. a1 . th 
would reward its own, those who had worked on Its mtern project - e 
electronic directory - by slighting those who ha~ brought a~out the 
succeSS of mass·market videotex, of much greater Lmportance 10 terms 
of volume? 

Velizy, the cradle of French videotex 

It would be baptized Teletel. The matter of what to call the Velizy 
operation first arose in July 1978. A brainsto:ming grou~ was. conven~d 
to come up with a name at once ideal, beautlful, suggestive, likeable, m 
short a name of distinction, not the usual laboratory-inspired code name. 
And so Teletel was pulled out of the hat - one of 36 possibilities 
including such forgettable classics as Tam-tam, Date~ •. J?igiself, Self
Video, A1teritel, Ariagen, to name just a few. The definitive name was 
chosen in September; a glossy brochure was then printed up that 
depicted even by today's standards a dreamworld of videotex possibilities. 
In a word, or so the brochure, Teletel does it al\. The user can 
·communicate, make inquiries, act", it says. Would such a sales broc~ure 
seU Teletel or would it be the source of many a letdown? At the tlrne, 
program volunteers went into the experiment with the con~iction ~at 
they were being handed me tool of the future. Today Vt%zy remams 
synonymous for many with videotex. In Velizy a segment of me 
population came face-to-face for the first time with an unknown 
technology. 2,500 guinea pigs volunteered for the operation. Some 
80 service providers were on-line as early as 1982. Households used the 
system six times a month on average, consulting 20-odd services for a 
total connect time of one-and-a-half hours per month. 

These overall figures concealed a number of pronounced disparities, 
however. Age disparity: people under 30 used their terminals more than 
those over 30. Gender d.isparity: women used them but little. Class 
disparity: top executives connected more often than middle management 
types, who in tum called more often than blue collar workers. Further, 
a flagrant disparity emerged in terms of services used. Five service 
providers alone accounted for over half the calls: two electronic journals, 
an electronic mail service, the French national railway (the SNCF), and 
one network promotion service, Teletel 3 V, proposed by the project team. 
As far back as the VClizy days, the phenomenon of what the French call 
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the "closet terminal" or dust collector manifested itself: 30 
households never used their terminals, while 20 % alone accounted 
over 60 % of all calls. Lastly, an analysis of the Velizy statistics 
a typology of electronic products and target audiences . 
were four categories: transaction services, involving only a 
subscribers but widely used; electronic mail services, which had 
devotees, who the time come would demonstrate their ardent dedi,:at~ 
to the service; games, which scored the biggest success, consulted by 

half the subscribers; and information services, which made an:e~· ;;~: 
breakthrough. Mention should likewise be made of the 
services, which achieved more modest scores but which were 
quite suited to the new medium. 

Three years had elapsed between the project team's arrival in 
and its compilation of these initial statistics. Three years of un,e'mittiJ~ 
labor spent perfecting and industrializing the terminals, building 
sample group of volunteers, marshalling service providers, installing 
ho~t system, and adapting the network. At first the team's job was 
easIer by the municipal authorities, fascinated by the new project 
subsequently had to contend with the increasing hostility of the 
and elected officialdom. 

Some people regarded the Velizy program as a test of the technology' 
involved on account of the fact that the team often had to grapple 
problems of a technical n~ture. But the VeJizy venture was designed first 
and foremost to test services, hence the unorthodox choice of terminal 
equipment that stood in COntrast to the decision in Rennes to go with 
a stand-alone terminal. The videotex services in Velizy were designed fot 
home entertainment purposes. Accordingly, the TV screen looked like 
the ideal med~um ~or "playing" ~ideotex since it offered the advantages 
of color and high pIcture resolullon. The installation of another terminal 
in the home would also thus be avoided. So the decision was made to 
use a simple decoder cum alphanumeric keyboard. Better yet, this 
package was designed to be stored away beneath the TV set after use. The 
devi~e .turned out to be a non-starter and would be jettisoned in favor 
of MlOlt~1 on the charge that it compounded television viewing conflicts. 
What child or, for that matter, what adult would be so ill-mannered as 
~o inter~pt a. television pr.ogram being watched by the entire family to 
IDdulge 10 a little electroniC video! 

But in no time an unexpected technical problem arose. To use the 
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decoder (quickly nicknamed "hot plate" on ac.count of its shap.e), the 17' 
d d to be equipped with an accessones socket. In mld-1979 It 

set nee e . h V'I· 
dawned on the team that there were too few sets 10 tee IZy a~ea 

. d with this wretched little socket to make for a decent samplmg 
j~~:'teers. Flabbergasted at the thought that it had overl0o.ked such 
• minor detail - as silly as it was fundamental - the project t~am 
suddenly found itself back at the drawing boar? It, r~asoned that. smce 
nO( enough people had the right kind of ~ set I." Vehzy the ex~nmcnt 
should be expanded to include oth.er ~elghb~n~g towns to ~U1ld up a 
representative sampling, fail~ng which Its statlSlICS woul~ be Irrelevant. 
Nearby Versailles was conSidered, as were the townships of Val-de-
Bievre, Jouy-en-Josas, Les Loges-en-Josas. and Buc. . 

From the technical standpoint., the idea made sense. Avallable 
network capacity and geographical prox!mity di~ta~ed the team's 
decision, which on the face of it was so logical that It SImply neg~ected 
to inform local authorities of its intentions. As luck would ha~e It, the 
center-right senator from the Yveiines, Edouard Bonnefous,.chalrman of 
the Senate Finance Committee, and owner of the local dally TOlltes les 
Nouulles de Versailles would hear nothing of such plans. He was not 
about to sit on his ha~ds while videotex was forced upon a city in which 
he virtually monopolized the news. To ~ake matter:' worse, the mayor, 
Mr. Damicn, and the chairman of the regional counCil had learned of the 
planned extension of the videotex project from the newspapers, a way 
of doing business that struck them as offhand to say the least. The three 
elected officials found themselves in complete agreement: They would 
drag their feet throughout the experiment and a few months later help 
mount an all-out attack on videotex in the press. 

Blissfully ignorant of the brewing storm and delighted to ~~ve 
enough volunteers at last., the project team set. about .rec~ltmg 
households for sampling. But how to go about composmg a sOCiOlOgically 
representative sampling when its avowed aim was to court the 
·population of the year 2,OOO"? The predicame~t was cO.~pO~mded by the 
fact that the services involved lent the operation an ehtlst Image - the 
term "tclematics revolution" was even bandied about - and by the fact 
that the service providers, who were taking the risks, demanded 
assurances that the terminals would indeed be used - and not to collect 
dust So the beleaguered project team had to come up with something. 
it opted for a mixed solution, involving twO population segments: one 
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sampling of 1,500 "sociologicaUy" representative 
"super-sampling" of 1,000 people viewed as potentially 
that did the trick. The compromise solution was to hold 
the experiment. The guinea pigs were complete ly unaware 
concerns, and the experimenters would obtain the inIon. 
needed. Only outside observers and research workers 
nothing for their pains. They would never be able to read 
the statistical readouts, difficult to decipher for those 
involved in compiling them. 

Pragmatism, rapid intervention, voluntee rism, and 
were the watchwords of Philippe Leclercq and his team. 
the order of the day because their work lay outside 
anything that had gone before; as the press never let readem 
project was a world's first. Never before had a videoteX 
concentrated in one metropolitan area; never before had 
distributed to the public free of charge; and never before 
thought necessary to muster a large number of services for 
such an operation. In short, only in France - Velizy to be 
an experiment been mounted on such a scale. The project 
to contend with the hazards of a premiere, and pragmatism 

Rapid intervention was likewise called for because of 
with the British, who were still cruising along and who 
the planet with Prestel if Teletel's feasibility was not 
forthwith. Speed was also of the essence because it is the 
behind an experimem. its momemum, its tempo. An inlt.:::: 
and the spe ll is broken. All those either intimate ly . 
venture - users, service providers, network operatives - or 
concerned - decision makers, elected officials, journalists -
their attention held, indeed riveted. 

Volunteerism too was a focus since there was naturally 
at the outset from local operators or nationwide supp liers for 
involved, even less so from private individuals, who at best 
to participate in a test that bore the stamp of something new 
It was thus paramount to convince, explain, elicit a sense ot 
to the project, persuade people to get invo lved, dispel 
confound objections, in short sell an intangible asset - no 

Hence the project team's interventionism, which would 
than one, and which might have been handled more adroitly, 
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th f at analysis videotex would not have got off the ground. 
.... _ene, ~~stility was quick to home in on France Telecom an~ a 
'.' 1_ the groundwork of a videotex plan that had first 

was uaymg . ' I 1980 B th hackles of all the nation's press In th~ spnng ~ . y e 
dill same year, politicians of every stnpe had Jumped on the 

~:; bandwagon. 
~ to its usual approach, France Telecom ~ve Philip~e 

relatively free rein in running his project. Free rem, though, .dld 
oblivion, and when Thery paid a visit to the Teletel project 

June 1980 he was taken aback by what he saw. There.he was 
that the system was about to go on-line only t? reahze that 

was working quite right, that none of the technical programs 
I ..... ;ing any headway, and, worst of all, that whole sections ~f. the 

bad not been integrated. The situation was such that Phlhppe 
was unable to give him a date for the start-up of the Teletel 

team was overwhelmed by the complexity of the project and, 
it had invested notwithstanding, could not piece together the 

puts of the system. 
it is true that the technical solutions opted for at VHizy were 

modeled on the Prestel system, whose salient feature was by no 
simplicity since the entire system was in the same tight grip. 

heated discussions had been held between the project team, 
lit '_,ted the central computer system to playa leading part, ~nd 

Telecom's data communications people, who advocated cuttmg 
number of available functions in favor of the facilities of the 
houses involved in the project. According to the Velizy scheme 

):,::':~n'O~flsa compromise between the two approaches - the 
~ had to meet such complex standards that, rather than 

OWn data processing tools, they were better off leasing pages 

:=~~:t~host system (which uses an array of six Mini-6 computers); 
the project team's responsibility to make the necessary data 
upgrades. Unlike some major, highly computerized compa

R«iotlle,a leading French mail -order house; the French national 
the SNCF; or banks) that use their own data processing systems 

remote information retrieval centers, the service firms all 
for access to Vclizy's host system. The difficulty involved in 

OUt such an operation may readily be imagined, and the 
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~:7~~~i~~~~ do everything alone carries with it the danger of 

Somewhat annoyed, and anxious to wra h . 
elections in the oW' p up t e project _ 

Th' k ng, might someone else inaugurate "his" 
- ery cas cd lie-dc-France Reg'o 1M' 
the technical side of the . ~ na . anager Pierre Lestrade 
moving. The operations e:;?~~:~'s ~~~ :~e~son, things r~ally 
manner of complex technical matte~ went all ouetd~Od g~PkPlhng with 
on track. 'qUic y got 

timeLi:erare~ from the technical problems that had occupied most 
'd' e proJ~ct team was to focus its energy on devising and n,arketJi 

VI eotcx services. The problem however th.. 
typesetting terminal, that little r:,achin ' .was at It d,? nor 
virtually automatically. What was e whIch produces videotex 
operational. Team members furned ;;:~re,. the host sys~em was not 
forgotten father of Tic.tac and b d ,eplshly [0. Chnsflan Carrouge. 
o h' T 16 ,egge Or a modicum of storage " paci1 

n I.S . 00 computer from the Telemecani ue Co ..... 
BOUVier, not one to wait un61 solu60ns are se~ed u rporatlon. 
been asked [0 promote videotex a /a fi . Lh P on a platter, 
he was out to im ress H rall{alSe roughout the world, 

Federat~on's congr~ss i~ Ca:a~~:~:' ~u~~a~o n:~n!;~~~~tional Race<'" 
presentmg the applications that Bernard M .... ' h d whatsoever 
and th t th a. d a concocted for M()Sc<,,,' 
wild M~ were . ehonly Ones then available. He did nOt think that 

scow n Ig ts would capture th . f 
and Moroccan officialdom He '~rlOterest 0 car racing aficionados 
with applications suitabl~ for w~ewl IOg.to gOBto Casablanca, yes, but 
typesetting equipment available he °s~lon .. ec~use ther~ was no 
Carrouge's T.1600 compute 'cd' t the first Images directly on 
herculean task and he would

r
, e~c mg

k 
each bit one by one. It was a 

days for the 'second One B
nee

. a wee to produce the first image, two 
New York City and St~khutl In ~blan~a, foU.owed by Toronto, 
applications to show. He acqu?r:' fo e ~adb IOc;~asmgly sophisticated 

:01:!:;: c~;;~:;~~::r~h:~ was es~~ci~l~y eval::~ll: ~~ ~:t ~e~e~~~;~i 
experienced firms, Telesyst~:~o;n;v~~~~~ videotex as a result. Two 
T·1600, underpowered and ill.adapted. ' took over from the old 

While Bouvier was busy 0 th· . 
10 Paris for the big Unesco :oll e J~tema~onal scene, Marti was back 

oqUium 0 1979 where the ongOing 
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Fl2flco-British war had taken a preposterous turn with what the British 
called the "screwdriver affair"; who but the general manager of France 
Telecom, stung by the imposing British presence, could have ordered 
their powerlines cut, thereby preventing them from demonstrating their 
wares. The British, their blank screens staring back at them, could not 
get over it. The French engineers manning the neighboring stand, all 
their screens alight, thought it was a cheap move and decided of their 
own accord to cut their link with the host system in the city of Rennes. 
Each and every videotex screen was now blank. Within a half hour the 
affair got back to Thery, who gave the order to re-establish the 
Paris·Rennes link. A few hours later, the British had their power restored 
_ as if by miracle. 

The Teletei team paid little attention to such amusing goings-on; it 
had deadline worries. It had to develop a host of services with somewhat 
reluctant providers. Its multiservices approach meant it would have to 
devise a wide range of applications: system familiarization, electronic 
mail/mailboxes, data base consultation, transactions. The team turned to 

people of different backgrounds and corporate mentalities. After all what 
did the press and the banking community, insurance companies and 
government agencies have in common except the fact that they could 
all be present on the same medium? The Teletel team was faced with a 
language problem in that it had a different pitch for each potential user 
depending on how it perceived it. Ever the pragmatic one, the team was 
totally unprepared for the vehemence of the impending national debate 
on videotex, which would be fueled by France Telecom's so-called 
internal contradictions. 

With deadlines fast approaching, the project team, ever mindful of 
the stated aims on the Velizy test (code-named T 3V), assigned top 
priority to a quantita6ve approach (the greater the number of services, 
the better for testing purposes) rather than a qualitative approach (the 
more sophisticated the services, the more attractive Teletel) once the 
experiment was extended to include Versailles and Val-de-Bievre. Its 
decision would long be a source of controversy, und understandably so 
since many services in Velizy were on the critical list, while a handful 
accounted for the bulk of traffic. Hindsight of course is twenty-twenty, 
and it was no simple matter to see from the outset that publishing 
videotex services was a craft in its own right. Putting out a newspaper 
Or magazine did not automatically translate into doing as much on 
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videotex; a. conventional telephone reservation service was one 
~o,:kable vIdeotex reservation service, another. All the service 
I~vlted to p3.rticipate in the Velizy test were to make 
discovery, w.hlch ~s common knowledge today. 

A quant'ry~onented, multiservice approach meant lending assi ..... 
to a whole host of partners. Typesetting terminals were made 
to ~o[ential service providers. They were also offered the services 
vanous terms and conditions, of systems and software houses .• 
Teleco~ even. went s~ far as to ~ubsidize certain host systems. In 
pot~~tl~l. s~rvlce provIders re~elved ~e.chnical and financial support 
~hclr 101tJa~lon to the new medlUIil. Vt!hzy's Teletel system officially 
mto Opcr:"tlon J .. uly 9, !981 . 80 service providers had helped publish 
30,000 dlsplar pages that were stored in the host computer in 
All that remained was to let the experiment run its course and to 
conclusions. 

EDS start-up in Ille-et-Vilaine 

, .The. electronic directory team was put together in the wake of 
Veilzy vldeot~x crew. The names of the first two project heads have been 
lost to postenty. For reasons of ill heaJth, competence and authority _ or. 
la~k thereof - they were unable to make any headway. ]n the wings. 
Mlster ~DS,Jean-Paul Maury, was awaiting his chance. He had just spent 
a sabbatical year at the Auguste-Comle Institute within the confines of 
the .trele PO~}'lechnjque, France's premier engineering institute, which had 
g:aduated hIm a few years earlier. He was perfectly prepared to bully both 
hl~ t~am an~ the. manufacturers to. see the electronic directory through. 
HIS I~s~ctlons Jnclu~ed some shght references to experimemal ai ms, 
b~t hiS JO~ was to bC1~~ the project on-line. Installing the electronic 
dlrect~ry In llIe-et-Vtlame meant hooking up 250,000 people, an 
operatIon .that dwarfed the "small-scale" samples in Velizy. The scale of 
the operatlo~ st~mmed from the type of service being tested. Callers use 
an electronIc directory service when they want to know someone's 
t~lephone .number. There is no poim in offering an all too limited service, 
slOce the IOformation it would then offer would already be available in 
the. caller's. memory or address book. An entire dipa.rteme1l1 seemed a 
logical chOice, and IlIe-ct-Vilaine happened to be near the CCETT 
wh~~e gray ~atter. and technical infrastructures would be heavil; 
soliCited, especially In the early going. 
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M was bent on conducting the project his way; he was not onc 
,urorymise and was apparently not overly impressed by the work that 

tO COmp . ' ,- h d had gone before him. To hear him telllr, nothlOg had been acc~mp IS e 
before his arrival. This, however, overlooks the fact that the. malO features 
of the electronic directory had been worked out by IOventors. a.nd 
incorporated in one shape or another into the prototypes o~ ChristIan 
Carrouge and Bernard Marti. Quite obviously inventors and builders were 
on entirely different wavelengths, a phenomenon that is as old as ~e 
hills, and just as easily explained. Inventors ha~e a m~rke~ propen~lty 
for constantly fine-tuning their inventions. An lOventlOn IS somethlOg 
of a child and an invt!ntor's affection for his baby knows no hounds. but 
then again he is never entirely satisfied with it and so is driven in a 
never-ending search for perfection. Builders, however, have one-trac~ 
minds: They want to transform the invention into a product and. ~ut It 
on the market. Builders naturally dismiss out of hand any additIOnal 
innovation, regardless of its value, that might delay a product:s 
completion. To the inventor's way of thinking, builders deplet~ their 
efforts. For builders, inventors are quibblers. But Maury had no time to 
hem and haw. The first test of the electronic directory was set for no later 
than the summer of 1980 in the northern coastal town of Saint-Malo. 
A year remained to clear up four major problem areas. 

Unlike the choice of TV-based videotex in Vilizy, a stand· alone 
terminal the future Minitel had been selected for the electronic directory , , 
service in Rennes. Only the most basic features, however, had b~en 
settled on: an alphanumeric keyboard and a display screen - nothlOg 
else. There remained the matter of ergonomics, i.e. defining the 
terminal's design and spelling out terms and specif~cations for .the 
manufacturers. Very early on the problem of man·machlOe commUnlca· 
tion reared its ugly head: when consulting a phone-book., the use.r leafs 
through it and eventually comes upon the sought.after mfonnatlon. A 
SCreen cannot be leafed through and so a dialog suitable for use ~n a 
display unit had to be devised from scratch, and over tw? years wen~ IOta 
analyzing the structure and perfecting a form of dialog that IS ~n 
acknowledged masterpiece today. The third undertaking involved compll. 
ing and organizing a data base of 250,000 entries. It was a long .sh.ot, 
especially in view of the fact that the scheme adopted for Il.le-et-Vdame 
had to be applicable throughout the country. In fact, once It covered all 
of France, the electronic directory would be the world's largest data base. 
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Las~ but not least, the architecture of the interrogation and i;nf',m"'; 
retnevaJ network had to be worked out, one that could withsta d 
onslaug~t of thousands of instantaneous and random calls and n 
them WithOut delay. 

Who would have imagined that it would take momhs to 
keyboard? Should the keys be arranged in alphabetical or azerty* 
How .muc~ space should there be between them and should th 
organized Into sep.arare blocks (letter keys, number keys, function ey 
It ,"?ay not look like much, but concocting a keyboard is co,"plk,;" 
busm~ss. Resear~h workers first explored the pOssibility of arranging 
k~ys. In alphabetIcal order. The electronic directory terminal would 
dl~tnbute~ free of charge to all consumers and simply supersede 
pnnted dlfectory. But, th~y argued, nOt everyone knows how 
to.uch-type and many are Ignorant of the azeny keyboard the 
WIdely ~sed in F:ance. They thus decided to arrange the 
alphabet.J.cal orde.r In the belief that everyone would thereby be 
on an equal footmg. 

AI~in . Giraud, who from his perch at the CNET had been aa 
enthuSI~.tJC observer of the eVOlving videotex program, sent Jean-Claude 
MarcovlCl, a.yo~ng Telecom engineer fresh Out of one of France's leadins 
t:chno!ogy InSt.ltutes, the Ecole Normale Supin'eure, to Great Britain to 
~ ther tnfOrmatiOn on .new telecommunications services. Upon his return 
° Franc~, .he ~as as~lgne~ to handle research on the keyboard of the 

future Mtnltel 10 conJunc.tlon with a research and development consul
£aney, S~RI-RenauJt, which submitted five keyboard mock-ups all in 
alphabetlc~1 order. naturally. Giraud asked Marcovici to slip in an "~zerty. 
keyboard Just to see what would happen. What happened was that it 
rn.akes absolutely no difference what order the letters are in for someone 
With no keyboard experience. But for those who know how to touch-ty 
howe~er badly, an "abc" keyboard is nothing short of exas rati:;' 
(S~dles conducted in the United States. in Bell Telephone lab:to . g. 
arnved at the same conclusion.) For Marcovici the s£andard typew~~; 
keyboard wa~ the on~y c~oice. He was to be heeded only much later, after 
users had VOIced their displeasure with the "abc" keyboards. For the time 

• Th~ most wid~ly used kMlOOa d ' F C f' 
A Z E R T Y. -, r In rance, t,,~ Irsl k~ys on the lOp leuer row being 
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being. though. they seemed to be the spearhead of Telecom's mass
market strategy and no one wanted to go back on them. Then there was 
die matter of structuring the keyboard: creating space; setting off blocks 
for the letters, the figures, and the function keys; arranging the characters 
in some sort of order; designing an attractive. straightforward keyboard. 
More easily said than done. The keyboard of the electronic directory 
rerrninal was tiny compared with that of conventional typewriters. 
Carving out space in a small area would be no easy task. In addition, there 
was the matter of the numbers: they were layed out one way on the 
pocket calculators widely available at the time and another on the still 
little known push-button phone. Which was it to be? Several models 
-.tnt by the boards before today's Minitel keyboard, whose design 
fascinates foreigners, emerged. 

Although engrossed in the keyboard dilemma, Marcovici did not lose 
sight of the need to design the dialogs for the electronic directory. 
Between the cities of Lannion and Rennes, combatants were girding their 
loins for the momentous "theological" battles to come. Should the ter
minal be dedicated to the electronic directory by outfitting it with specific 
function keys such as 'profession', 'dipartement'. and 'city'? Or should 
consideration be given to an open-ended terminal designed to connect 
with other services? After all, the electronic directory terminal was but 
one option among many in a wide range of services. This second approach 
carried the day. The user would not communicate with the machine by 
means of specific function keys on the keyboard; rather he would key 
in responses to questions or instructions displayed on the screen. 

There also arose the question of whether the electronic directory 
should be a clone of its paper counterpart, with electronic yellow and 
white pages. or whether its layout should be rethought for the new 
medium. Marcovici tested all available options throughout the summer 
of 1980 on the Saint-Malo site. This memorable experiment touched off 
the regional press' sweeping offensive against supposedly omnipotent 
France Telecom, which had had the effrontery to test an electronic 
directory and then withhold the results. Although the Saint-Malo test was 
a public relations disaster, the experiment generated extremely valuable 
information, demonstrating that the white/yellow pages approach was 
unsuitable for electronic consultation, as were the printed phone book's 
professional listings. It paved the way for dialog specifically adapted to 
the electronic directory: the single format approach used today. 
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But most important, the test spotlighted an unsuspected problem 
arising in connection with the design of the display pages. To the 
engineer's way of thinking, a page is a page; what matters is not its form 
or its layout but the information it contains. The user, though, wants to 
find his bearings in a display page and grasp what it is trying to say. Andre 
Hatala had been trained at the school of me great French designer, Roger 
Tallon (who came up with the name '"Minitelj. and he knew what form 
and layout were all about Since going to work for France's leading 
multimedia group, Havas, he had given considerable thought to the 
maUer. He would introduce a specific approach to screen design, on the 
basis of which research was to resume along more productive lines. He 
reasoned in terms of how the caller would use the terminal and worked 
up a hierarchy of utilitarian and esthetic criteria. The display pages he 
designed would be tested in 1981 on 1,000 people in four townships near 
Rennes. They are the same pages consulted today on the electronic 
directory service. Almost three years of persistent effort were required 
to hit upon a straightforward, easy-to-memorize, effective dialog. In data 
processing as well as in design, nothing is more complicated than keeping 
it simple. 

Another 18 months were to go by between the "four townships" 
experiment and the February 4, 1983, inauguration by PTT Minister 
Louis Mexandeau of the Electronic Directory operation in llIe-et-Vilaine. 
Why the wait.. when everything was apparently working smoothly? 
Terminals, a data base "manager" run on a CCETT computer, and suitable 
dialogs, all the componem parts of the electronic directory systcm 
appeared to be in place. Moreover, Herve Nora, of France Telecom's 
Commercial Affairs Division, was pushing to have the system extended 
posthaste to the rest of the departement. He ran up against the formal, 
nevcr-to-be-recanted opposition of J-P. Maury and his team, who did 
not wish to run the risk of extending a system that was still nothing more 
than a large-scale pilot project. They wanted to get off to a good start with 
a reliable, industry-ripe system. Eighteen months of hard-fought 
negotiations were in store for them with two industrial consortiums: 
SESA and CAP-Sogeti. 

Maury's enlisting of two consortiums was a novel approach that 
wou ld turn out to be the key to the successful completion of his project. 
He apparently hit on the solution in the early going. He realized that it 
would be difficult to resolve the purely technical difficulties and 
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subsequently to industrialize the solutions, and he was determined to 
involve manufacturers, not researchers, in devising the system. He 
surrounded himself with a skeleton crew of seven researchers, who in 
1980 would have two prototypes of the electronic directory system 
designed and built by SESA and CAP-Sogeti, each working along 
different lines. Thus, if all or part of onc scheme misfired, he could fall 
back on all or part of the other. Which was just what happened: the 
existing electronic directory system incorporates elements of the SESA 
approach (the concentrator and the retrieval center) and features of the 
CAP-Sogeti plan (the data base and the documentation center). As the 
program headed into the home stretch, the only remaining problem was 
to integrate the two sub·assemblies. 

In actual fact, the electronic directory system is relatively easy to 
understand. The user turns on his Minitel and keys in 11; perhaps 
hundreds of thousands of callers do likewise at the same time; the system 
must therefore be able to "concentrate" the traffic. Next the user 
formulates his request - he wishes to find out the telephone number 
of so-and·so in the city of Lourdes, for example. As soon as the caller 
begins to type the person's name and city of residence on the Minitel 
keyboard, he connects with a retrieval center that manages the request 
and routes the caller to the documentation center where the relevant 
information is stored. The number is transmitted directly by the 
documentation center. 

Besides being straightforward, the scheme is cleverly designed. The 
idea of separating the documentation centers from the retrievaJ centers 
injects a high degree of flexibility into the system by preventing one part 
of it from overloading the other. And indeed the request is barely keyed 
in when it is automatically rerouted to a documentation center, thereby 
freeing the retrieval center for further questions. An added precaution: 
the documentation centers and retrieval centers have not been evenly 
distributed throughout the country. There are more retrieval centers 
(about 25) than documentation centers (about 10), and the data have been 
divided among the various documentation centers. 

Therein lies the beauty of the electronic directory, from which it 
derives its flexibility and reliability. The novelty of it all is to be found 
in its use of a multipoint network and a distributed data system. Still the 
only one of its kind in the world, this scheme was extended throughout 
France from February 1983 to December 1987. 
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Presidents come and go, but ... 

Is there any truth to the contention that the videotex project 
about to be put to rest in May 1981, when a Socialist president 
office? To this day many claim as much. True enough, in the 
month of May nothing was operational yet. In Vflizy, where videotex 
scheduled to be unveiled in late 1980, nothing was yet on display for 
average datacom watcher, even though a great deal had indeed 
accomplished. At the time, users had only begun to receive their 
plates"; some would be provided with a Minitel sometime down the 
and the host system was not yet fully operational. The press, which 
recovered much of its composure since the long, hot summer of 
still balked at videotex. Service providers, heavily assisted by the 
team, were only just putting the finishing touches on the services 
were supposed to submit to the public. In IIle~et~ Vi laine, the 
memory of the ill~fated Saint~Malo test had not yet been erased 
"four townships" experiment, which was not to get off the ground 
the summer of 1981. 
. Some con~end that the possibility of simply shutting down 

videotex experiments arose, but that does seem unlikely. What can 
as~e~ed with~ut fear of contradiction, however, is that the incomingTf 
MInister, loUiS Mexandeau, had no intention of becoming embroiled 
yet another brouhaha. Still fresh in his mind was a ceremony he 
witnessed as representative of the Calvados region a few months 
the presidential election. At the time he had no idea that he would 
day become P1T Minister. In the chockablock main hall of 
Exchequer in the city of Caen, Fran\ois-Regis HUlin had celebrated 
ritual putting to death of videotex. Ln a ranting speech that dwelled 
the dangers lurking behind this new means of communication, Hutin 
called for a citizens' uprising against the videotex plan and powerful 
France Telecom, the architect of it all. 

.Abl~ counseled by Philippe Bodin, his assistant chief of staff, and by 
Alam Giraud, whom Bodin had recruited as special adviser and who had 
understood not only what was at stake but also the reasons behind the 
~esistance to the videotex plan, Mexandeau was to go to work on getting 
It all back on track. He was to stake out in no uncertain terms France 
Telecom's territory by obtaining the necessary political backing for the 
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work that Fran~ois Henrot had been doing f?r months, .b~th in the fi~ld 
d' the boardrooms where interprofesslonal bargammg was bemg 

an don d The watchwords of this revamped videotex plan would be 
con ucte . -" ·th th Th 

I t n"sm office datacom services, and negotiation WI e press. e 
vounee , ... h" " ment of this new "golden triangle approach at t e mauguratton 
JJ1nounce d f h "1"" f Ihe VeJizy Teletel experiment spelled the en 0 ostJ Itles. 
o Th left had managed to adapt the videotex program quite deftly. It 

I 
d ~e right safety valves and opened them in time to let off excess 

Dun f "d be 'n the process providing an opening or pro-vI eotex mem rs steam, I . . I I" 
of the press to jump on the bandwagon. True, mdustn~ po ICy was to 
suffer from such accommodations in that the emphaSIS on voluntary 
participation would mean fewer terminals in the short run. But then 
France is a COllnlry that has often balked at innovation, especially in t~e 
field of communications, and its press has had a tendency to abuse ~ts 
power whenever anyone has s~ much ~s laid a hand o~ any of Its 
priviledges _ so the successful IOtroductJon of a new medtum was the 
main thrust. 

The fate of videotex was to illustrate democratic continuity in France. 
Conceived under a conservative government that was inventive ~nd 
dynamic, but a touch authoritarian, the plan was seen through by the ftrst 
left~wing government in 25 years, which proposed to proceed '"m?re 
democratically, without impeding ongoing experi~ents" and. which 
would gradually discover the keys to transforming pilot~sca1e Videotex 
into a full-fledged sector of the economy. 

Vt'lizy, the launching pad of videotex 

"Naturally, an inauguration is always an occasio.n for cel~bration, but 
it often marks the end of a long wait, the completion of a Job ... VG!e are 
here today to celebrate the beginning of a great adventure, an expenme~t 
on which, to a certain extent, our future depends." Thus began LOUIS 
Mexandeau's inaugural speech of July 9, 1981. . . 

Over three years had passed since the project team had e?thuslast~~ 
cally set up quarters in Velizy; almost 10 years since the first publt.c 
demonstration of Tic~tac. Between conception and production there IS 
invariably a long row to hoe, and many more hurdles were yet to come. 
But there was joy in the air as Jacques Dondoux, future general m~nager 
of France Telecom but on that day in Velizy just another face 10 the 
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crowd, listened to his Minister. Mexandeau had just given the a"iurani 
of continuity that the project team had been expecting for months. 
were sure the operation was going to succeed. They were bound 
determined to make a success of the test, giving as much of th,'msel~ 
to bring it off as they had to prepare it. They knew full well 
workable technology was not enough to win out in the encl. The 
factor was service content, its ongoing development, and its, i~~aj>~:~ 
to market trends, in short. the implementation of a h 
publishing policy. They were also aware that even though it was free 
charge, they would have to "sell" the new product to users. This 
be impossible unless consumer desire was awakened, not with 
advertising slogans but through the kind of hard work that would 
the product original and attractive. easy-to-use, and continuously 
to user needs. User anonymity was another consideration of 
importance to the new Minister. 

If the success of the Teletel project in Velizy was to be complete, 
culminate in the extension of videotex to all Frenchmen, it had to 
more than a technological victory, although that was a prerequisite. It 
to be a social success as well, in other words it had to translate into 
widespread use of a new medium. The objective was clear and, de,nr'l 
the three years the test was to run, everything would be done 
accomplish it. 

From a list of 1,200 companies Philippe Leclercq and his 
selected 300 firms they thought capable of developing videotex sel"Vic:e~ 
They were brought together in the PLM-Saint Jacques Hotel in 
1980 for a distinguished get-together at which the project 
announced the definitive ground rules of the experiment. In the end, 190 
service providers agreed to take part in the operation, a good size number 
given the trammels they would be saddled with, both technological and 
financial. The service provider was expected to handle the technical side 
of things as well as cover high investment and maintenance costs. 
Intellectual resources was also key, since success would depend on 
publication know-how. All of which goes to show that the scene was 
daunting for the newcomer to the world of videotex. The project team's 
dual capacity as persuasive saJesman and understanding guidance 
counselor was to prove of prime importance throughout the test. For, 
once the initial phases of service conception were completed, the 
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f 'n s would have to be continually upgraded, .updated as necessary. 
of ~n lusted to accommodate consumer expectations. 
an a J • 1980 the Association of Teletei Service Providers, APST, 

Seit ~r I~nstru~ental in promoting this appro~ch, even, if mem.ber 
was i~eg ~viders did not always apprecia~e the project team s proddtng. 
seN p the idea of "user expectations was a tw~-edg~d sword. ~e 
For. them, 's en ineerin consultants justified their claim to.a say m 
proJ~ct team t ~y poin~ng to traffic count statistics and m-house 
s:lli:'ti~~~~:~ies, a move that further roiled th~ service provide~, who 
dis uted France Telecom's monopoly of evaluations of the expenment. 
In ihe face of a rising tide of resentment, France Telecom made ~ n.umber 
of concessions. Service providers were allowed to conduct t elr ~wn 
t d'es while France Telecom resorted to another means of ~ersuaslon, 

SUI • .' f Til U AA T 3V whIch was to 
the newly minted ASSOCiatiOn 0 e ete sers, ' f h" 

F T I 'view the members 0 t IS re resent videotex users. In rance e ecom s , 
o~ization had a great deal to ~y, the~ could not be wrong, and they 
should be heard out by the service prOViders. . . 

Contrary to its experience with services pu~lished by nau0r"~I~a~ 
providers the project team's attempt to break IOtO thd~ a~bca 0d 0 

, h T "n.ls had been Istn ute on a communication came to naug t. erml. . h 
volunteer basis _ with, in addition, a view to p~ttl~g to~et er a 

" I lat;on - while Ignonng pre-somewhat representative samp e popu . 
""" b d rta" ff",nities such as profeSSIOn, age, eXlsung SOCial networks ase on ce m a . 

and so on. It is a fact that people su~scribe. t? a
l 
te~ephonfe t~:~~~et~~ 

communicate with other people, but 10 the mltla p ase 0 . . h 
h ""d t m' nal to cornmuOlcate Wit a experiment callers used t elr VI eotex er I. . th t local 

machine. So researchers quickly ran up agalOst a fact of h.fe. ad local 
calls are generally person-to-person. There was ~o real solu.tlon, an h 
services would have no lasting impact. amountlOg to nothmg .more st an 
inventories of association activities and tennis court ~es~rvatlon~. orry 

I h "d" th "Importance of local SOCial IOteractlon. resu ts w en consl enng e . 
However throughout the test a premium was placed on ed~~atlng 

the "consum'er". Five years earlier, no one had eve.n seen a VI eotex 
consultation terminal, and those who had used a mlcrocomp,:,ter w~re 
few and far between. Everything had to be learned from scra~ch, mcludm.g 

.' hich at ftrst glance IS the basics of man-machine commuOlcatlon, w. . I d 
tedious The learning and hands-on training phase WIth a term.l~a ~n 
a servi'ce is of paramount importance. Each of the partlclpattng 
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2,500 households was offered one or more at-home training 
Users were faced with the most unexpected problems, ~.~~;~;~~: 
installing their tenninals and using the function keys, to ~ 
the logic behind electronic services. which was the most obvious 
of consternation for researchers. Users frequently lost their way in 
services, stuck in the middle of a dialog, with no hope of e;~ti~:,i ~~~: 
seeing the process through to the end. They would adopt a 
bear-it" attitude, and to extricate themselves when stuck had no 
about shutting the terminal off right in the middle of a dialog 
reconnecting later for a second shot. Home videotex was not as . 
as it looked. The layout of a service did nOt register so easily with 
run -of-the-mill user. The dust collecmr fate of most terminals 
already foreseeable, 

As to those who came through the training phase with flying 
there remained the matter of piquing their interest in the experi "nel~ 
but many new services, including the educational variety, were 
available until the spring of 1980, The project team then launched 
all-out campaign revolving around on-line services, ' 
Teletel to the public and to inform users of the latest 
trade publication, fa Lettre de Teletel 3 V; an electronic mail 
which was a round-the-clock communications crossroads, 
designed merely to channel user feedback to the project team, 
electronic mail service promptly took on a life of its own as I 

communications activity among groups with shared interests, he ld in 
check, however, by the fact that calJers did not communicate in real time. 
This rudimentary mailbox system foreshadowed the mind-boggling 
success in France of on-line chat services, coday's "messageries roses" or 
romantic rendezvous services, 

The project team achieved three things in Velizy, Because it kept in 
constant touch with users, the team was able to identify the features of 
videotex that got the best response and, together with service providers, 
to test what struck it as the most appropriate types of services. The team 
took its multiservices strategy to its logical conclusion, a strategy since 
partially abandoned, however, with each service provider having opted 
for an intensive rather than extensive approach, but which might make 
a comeback with the introduction of a more flexible rate structure in 
1987, But above all, the project team played a leading part in involving 
the professional sectors that are videotex users today. 

Misfires included the disappointment of users who expected, official 
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, . in in their cars, miracles and who fo~nd 
P
ronouncements stili nn~ gl b g free ,001 offering mundane servIces 

·th not entue y u - , 
themselves WI a to ex ectations, Leclercq's team did not grasp 
that did not meas,ure uP

d 
d PlOP good_neighbor relations with local 

I d' enslOn an eve . b d 
the loca I':" I I officials thereby giving its enterpnse a a 
political. SOCial, and ,c~ tura

d 
b the Velizy crew's penchant for secrecy, 

name, which was rCIn orce Y f 1980 knowing that someone (or 
\' d th gh the great scare 0 , ' h 

Having we rou l' ' 't involved in a catch-up contest Wit 
something) was always ylng 10 ~t~~ antici ate results. wanting above all 
the British that tOO often dr~ve I , h'l-, P,o get a full-scale operation 

d t its engmeers a 1 I Y 
else to emons~ra ~ . did not jibe with what was really a 
going, the team s hklOg for ~ecr~ty d they may be though, such charges 
social experiment. Howeverh1ustl\,e f an expe:iment without which 
, d tract from t e va ue 0 \- h f 
In no way e, Id ' It likelihood not have seen the 19 t 0 
mass-market Videotex wou 10 a 

day in Francc, ." b bl safe to say that the big 
Apart from videotex Its,elf, It IS hPro a y Howls of anger had met 

f Vehzy waS t e press. 
winner to emerge rom that it intended to give videotex a try; 
the government's announcement , medjum that the press had 
then came the vehement campaign ~galnfstha 1980 outburst was matched 
. 't The mtenslty 0 t e 

Sized up as a compeu or. \_ _ h -ng pr-,viledges on the press, 
P T I • I'bera IN 10 s . owen , 

only by ra~ce e ecom s I ~ ff the ress a number of exduslv~s 
Not only ?Id .F~ce Telecom ~ ei: furth~r made considerable financial 
- somethmg It did for no other f _ I Technical Committee for 

- h h the lnterpro esslona , . 
conceSS1ons t roug, h If f 84 dailies Liberally subSidized 
Research. the CTIR, actmg on be a, ~T o~ defunct news service 
by France Telecom, the CTIR set up 10 h~ 'hzy 

a n undisputed hit with 
EI - N s UEF) w IC was an 

called French ectrOntC ew , th Ie in Vetizy _ was 
users and which - another exception ~o ,e"t p, .. l'bert took 
available on a pay-per-use basis, The Pans dally, ~ts ao"'wSn"nne~s s~rvice 

, terms to open I • 
advantage of the attractIve start-up r 't d videotex services in 
which to this day remains one of the most so ICI e 

France. k h th to 
With VeJizy. a number of legal stu~b~n~ bIO~h! ~;fa~~u~a"legal 

incipient videotex were removed. Ther.e ~ ,eenthe long hot summer 
vacuum" incessantly invoked by journa~lsts un~gd' n the f;ll of the same 
of 1980 and into which lawmakers had een su~ ~'nister Pierre Ribes 
year, To fill a vacuum that rankled so ~~ny. I , ' videotex 
had proposed setting up a commiSSion for mOOitonng 
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experiments to be chaired by government adviser Pierre Huet and 
was supposed to submit draft legal solutions for videotex. The 
sian closely monitored goings·on at Velizy and issued its 
January 1986. 

But Mexandeau's staff had not waited until this late in the 
begin considering the neatest way to go about filling the infamous 
vacuum. Under the supervision of Philippe Bodin and Alain 
whose aim it was to formuJate a more all-embracing legal ap.pr."",:b 
communications, staff engineers working in the P1T Ministry dnlfte 
number of bills which arc now French law since their incorporation 
the 1986 Leotard Act, following related 1982 legislation. 
services were thereby placed on the same footing as broadcasting servi .. 
with, however, one difference owing (0 the fact that videotex services 
not shackled by a finite medium. Videotex services would be 
unfettered as the press, and providers would accordingly simply have 
declare them, whereas those wishing to offer broadcasting services, 

require the attribution of frequencies, need to apply for a~'~;;i:,:~: 
The legal transition (authorization request until 1986, simple 
thereaher) was thus deftly handled, sparing everyone an involved 
on videotex, which would certainly have meant making lasting COl1ce .. 

sions to the pressure groups bent on curbing the use of Minitel. 
implementing legislation took account of the Huet 
findings and did not call for the creation of any parliamentary body 
other "high council for videotex". 

Ille-et-Vilaine, the electronic departement 

The electronic directory was unveiled February 4, 1983, in Rennes. 
before a select gathering of ministers, deputies, local officials, and 
journalists, all there to witness the launching of a project that had been 
the talk of the town for so long and sparked so much protest. No one 
wanted to miss the opportunity to see the strange beast up close, one that 
had several times been left for dead but had bounced back from each 
onslaught. Moreover, P1T Minister Mexandeau who like his predecessors 
had stood resolutely by the venture and done his utmost to see it 
implemented, was beaming. "The event that brings us together today 
concerns [he IIIe-et-Vilaine dipartement. But it concerns all Brittany as 
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. d even many foreign 
ore broadly, our enure country, an 

well and, ~ . ld's first." . . 
countries: it IS a wor.• rId's firsr". France waS back at It, show~ng 

There we ~o again: a w°the rest of the world~ that come hell. or high 
the world that It could ourd? h th boldest technological strategies; that 
......ter it could come up WIt . e at·,onal help· that its engineers are 
•• . I with no totern ' . ·bl 
France can go It a one,. . ct so long as it seems ImposSI e 
the best, and can acco~phsh an~ prole P;ecisely therein lies their glory 

the "more" impossible the euer. d because no one would have = and indeed there was glo,!, t~ go arou~~ one had really been so bold 
bet the farm on the electronte dlr~~:O~m a string of access points. with 
as to believe that it woul~ be pOSSI e the world's largest data base! 

. . I se times to manage 
infintteslma respen . .' was extended throughout France, 

Once the electroOiC d,recto.ry .th . The American press 
Id be laVIsh WI praise. 

outside observers wou tho F ench succesS story. But the system 
devoted considerable space to IS r tw.,thstanding. After all, have 

b d·, good press no . H d 
was not to be sold a roa ,1 s. d· the challenge of selhng? a 

1I b en totereste m b 
the French ever rea yell technological excellence has to .e 
it ever occurred to them that, to.~:; fla ? 00 they not have a nasty habit 
played down, not paraded ab~ut II d cts ;re the best they will be bought, 
of thinking that because their p~o ~ TGV. is bought. not sold," the 
salesmanship or no sale~manshl~~CF e TGV is reported to have said to 
man in ~harge o.f exporttog the

f 
r the ~nited States. where a high-speed 

one of hIS negotiators en route 0 J nese French and German 
train was to be selected from among aP

l1
a 

en'a poor p'roduct. carried 
h kn whowtose ev 

offers. The Japan~se, woo h h were convinced their product 
the bidding agamst the Frenc • W 0 Tod Americans ride Japanese 

. . ·t was the best. ay, d f needed no sellmg smce I . mber of overtures an a ew 
. d· Ctory despite a nu . h 

and have no electroOiC lfe.' h f Los Angeles which t e 
th . B'g Bear nort 0 • h 

test runs, such as e one I~ .1' . va·,n It is hard for the Frenc 
d A ncanSOI - m . th French conducte on me . ft n longer and tougher than e 

to admit that the sates process h" hOI e teemed in French society. 
. uch more Ig Y es f· 

creative process, so m Id b short on esteem. In Ive 
d h· team wou nor e . d 

Jean-Paul Maury an IS h h had set out to do: deSign an 
years they had accomplished w at t ey electronic directory system. 
build from the ground floor up an 

• Train 11. Grande Vitesse, France's high-speed train. 
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Appreciation would be forthcoming. Once the Velizy test had 
course, they would be selected to conduct France Telecom's 
policy in its entirety. But on that February day in 1983, they too 
beaming. They had survived daunting trials. In the teeth of 
doomsayers. they had devised the system being unveiled to the 
They had summoned up the strength to overcome the handicap of 
Saint· Malo test, which in 1980 had shaken the entire project to its 
foundations. Day in, day out they had forged ahead. First, they had 
in 1981 an upgraded version of the system in four townships 
Rennes. Next they had conducted successive experiments, while 
to the industrial developmem of the system. In 1983 knew 

system's architecture could be extended. Thereafter, otherr :::fi~:~:'7:'~ 
would be able to hook up to the system without any major n 
AJI of which did not prevent them from heaving a collective sigh of 
when at me 1981 Velizy inauguration the Minister announced that 
electronic directory service would be accessed on a volunteer basis. 
a result the pace of extending the service would slacken, a fact that 
make everyone's life easier, above all the engineers'. The team could 
thus focus its anemian on reinforcing system reliability as it was 
extended. 

But France Telecom still has its work cut out for it. Today, three years 
after the service was started up. the network's control system is not yet 
operational. True, data are available but they must be randomly gleaned 
from mountains of listings; such information should, moreover, be 
displayed on a control board. This network monitoring function was 
included in the two prototype schemes Maury ordered in 1979 from 
CAP-Sogeti and SESA. But the final decision to mesh parts of each 
system meant that a dialog protocol needed to be established between 
the two series of elements, failing which no monitoring system could 
function . The prOlocoi was completed in late 1987. The most pressing 
problem today, however, is not network surveillance, but updating the 
reference files, i.e. user registrations, which is expected to be finished 
more quickly in the future than at the current pace. 

But on that inaugural day in February, proof was offered that there 
was no going back on nation-wide extension of the project. In addition, 
Mexandeau confirmed that he had just signed for a second large order 
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000 for the regions· that 
Id be a total of 600, . roach 

of ~ini{els. The;i ~~ube added tha~ this [egi~n-by~:~I~; :~:the[ 0; 
vo~~~:~;~~~ rl:gion~1 counci.ls we~ gt~~sfre~::lnri~~ to some co~ical 
Vi h wished to hook m~o e h rubber-stamp the reglon~l 
;1~:a~i:~S . The PTf Ministe.r did ~: e:t~: ~a::s for directory stan:-up to 

'!s' decisions by settmg ~ I. of France showmg the 
cou

nel 
ion When an electrOOlC directory ;~p in the Socialist Party's 

~hnir:: da~e for each regi~n w~ ~~~:r e President Valery Gisc~rd 
b~letin, the Auvergne region d white and unblemished, ~methl.ng 
d'Estaing's home turf - appeare s of the 19th century. Terra m(~gnlta. 
I
'k the Congo on the world map looked the notiCe? failed to 
I e .\ f Auvergne over I h d 
Had the regional counCI 0 . ? In an invent, since no re~ y a 
understand it? forgotten to proc;ss 1~. d bee~ scheduled for openmg the 
made its way back to .Paris, no ate T~e oversight was remed.ie~ a few 
electronic directory to Auv~rrgne: f Auvergne's elected offiCials, who 

th reat saltS action 0 
monthS later, to e g . discrimination. . . 
were on the verge of crylOg. t After lIle-et-Vllatoe. the 

For the time being, . the .dle was _~~~ce and picardy. In 1984 the 
directory would be operatlona~lnr~l_e~!e_de_Calais, Alsace. and Prove~ce
regions of Lower Normandy, o. De mber 31 1987. all the regions . r Stoce ce, . 
Cote d'Azur were next 10 me. . M' 'tels via the electroniC directory 

'd f om their Int , are able to access VI eotex r 
service. . d _ when the hatchet was buried 

Indeed not until inauguration ay d 't that electroniC directory and 
lor good _ did France Telecom dare a ~I U til then it had skirted the 

'd f the same com. n . f 
videotex were twO Sl es 0 . to avoid providing more grist or 
issue of their obvious complementarity of its way to make a number 
its opponents' mill. It had even g~ne o~~nouncements on the su~iect, 
of convoluted and incomprehensible p matter to deny the obVIOUS. 
which just goes to show that it is ~o ~~: matter of record; nO one takes 
Today in 1988, their complemen~n~-, . Hutin of the daily newspaper 
exception to it, least of all Franc;01S- ehga"s been busy preparing videotex 

r er a year now Ouesl-France, who or ov 

d . . uative regions. 
• F 'd' 'd,d " nto 22 a miniS ranee IS IVI 
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services as part of a groupem t d'- ~ ~ I 

has backed in word and in e;; dtnt;:et ~(onomiqut* that France Tel«:o.1I, 
B d . ee , t at IS [0 say financially 

ut espuc the euphoria of the marne. . 
establishing a rate schedule for the el . nt. 10 Renoes, [he issue of 
be raised. A wise precaution ectronlC directory service would 
of all the ink the news on the part of Mexandcau? Indeed! Think 
Mak papers would have spilled h . 

e telephone subscribers a (or d' . on t e subject What. 
book is free! At the time p Y h Irectory assistance when the phone 
th everyone ad the derc 

at directory assistance, obtained b diali I acy to overlo.ok the fact 
the phone books of mher departer:enls. ng 12J was a pay service. as were 

The avowed aim of charging for b h h 
and the phone book had m d n ~t l c. electronic directory service 
engineers. Basing the rate t a e leaf but Impossible for the project's 
that of the phone book "'" s ru~ture 0 the electronic directory service on 
h o-ve flse to two rna'o d'ff I' 

t at calls requesting direcro . f . 1. r I ICU ties. To make sure 
f ry 10 Onnatlon In the "h .. d' 

were ree of charge and those k' . Ome epartemenl 
dipartements were fee-based th as 109 for aSSiStance relative to other 
must be identified. To do so'm e so~rce n.umber and the target number 
teoninal, thereby increasing i ~ant .msta~mg a recognition device in the 
anonymity of the caller and th pn~t bnd, moreover, how could the 
condition prescribed by law a e

d 
~ ee N e. preserved in the process, a 

Processing and Citizens' Rights n the ~NI~t~O~1 Co~mission for Data 
on the horns of a dilemma, witl~ no I .' . e .engmeers were caught 
spen~ trying to find a way round the

so ~~~~; In slg.hc. ~onths Would be 
SOluDon proved workable. p m m vam. No technical 

!he .right combination was not found un '1' . 
on-hne In He-de-France in December 1 tt the directory service went 
manager of France Telecom h 983. Jacques Dondoux, genera' 
the basis of time, not dis[a~ce~~ll~~~ felt that calls should be hilled on 
1981 and 1986 were in kee . .th e rate changes he made between 
configurations he submitted ::n

g
d 

WI. t~is approach. All the network 
he decided to use Transpac th re e~Jgne accordingly. In the same vein 
no aCCOunt of distance t~ e e pa~ et-switched data network that take; 
France. The same would' hold xpan

f 
mass-market videotex throughout 

true Or the electronic directory. When the 

• G':oupe~cn! d'interet economi uc' .. 
nOI Identical with, a eonsonium.

q 
. type of JOint venture in France cquivalenl 10, bUI 
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service was connected to lIe-de-France, the decision was made to charge 
by the minute, although - noblesse oblige - the first twO minutes, 
subsequenlly increased to three following renewed skirmishing with the 
press, were free of charge. It was only after this initial period that the 
meter started running. 

The electronic directory's viability was contingent not only on a 
suitable rate structure but also to a great extent on advertising. 
Advertising, another bone of contention between France Telecom and 
the press, had not yet made its mark on the new medium. Conventional 
wisdom has it that videotex, even its electronic directory facet, is a 
·perishable commodity". Advertising on videotex, like any piece of 
information, must therefore be renewed regularly. In the phone book, 
this is done once a year; in the electronic directory, renewal has to be 
much more frequent To this day, however, the tools for updating the 
directory are inadequate to change advertising inserts as often as 
necessary for selling space on videotex. A further question mark was 
whether space should be leased by the week or month, as is current in 
billboard advertising. The issue is up in the air, but this order of 
magnitude is most certainly appropriate. A space on the screen that can 
be updated for displaying a trade or corporate name was to be available 
by the end of 1987. 

In his speech inaugurating the electronic directory. Mexandcau said 
that "a first-class technological success should be matched by its 
successful insertion into society" - and such has been the case. The 
electronic directory has become a part of daily life, so much so in fact 
that those who are still without it (the mass distribution plan was [0 have 
run its course by the end of 1987) are quite unhappy about it. From 
something that was forced on people, the Minitel has become an object 
of desire. Isn't this the true success story? Mexandeau did not want the 
PTf to pursue a policy of imposing videotex, the way for instance 
France's state-owned power and gas authority, EDF, had enforced a 
policy of nuclear power generation, paying no heed whatsoever to 
negative feedback. His hean was set on applying the fundamental rules 
of democracy, and he furthermore realized that coercion was no way to 
win the public over to innovation, and that once people were convinced, 
videotex would expand much faster than it might otherwise. The phone 
book still exists, but the electronic directory is gradually supplanting the 
old medium, which, since the advent of videotex, has been forced to stop 
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v.:riti,ng its balance sheets in red ink T 
distributed is steadily dro . ..' oday~ the number of phone boob 
coming. and it will be acc~~npfishlOdO o~°thvldeo~ex" may not be long ia 

e WI pubhc support. 

The Tour de France 
of videotex 

,In 1983 videotex in France was b . . 
Pans~Rennes axis. The nat,'o I .. ,Y no means limited to the 
I na air! ng of views 0 "d 

o a novelty item, and the medium's . n Vl eotex, the artraction 
development of a numbe f . potential all contributed to th-
oro ventures lOde d I -

operatJons. France's telecomm '. pen ent 0 France Telecom's 
t UntcatJons adm' . t' . 
o some lengths to back them and lOIS ratio? did of COurse go 

start-up capital but these vent .often helped raise the necessa 
spirit of their IdcaJ promoters n:S ~elled exc~u~jvely on the enterprisjn~ 
projects included the Claire . o~t sophisticated or original pioneer 
project in the City of Nant~;ogra: ~n the city of Grenoble, the Te/em 

newspaper ks Demieres NQU1)eljtsa~'AIs e <?re~el system devised by the 
sensation at the time and ele I f a~ In trasbourg, which caused a 
become after Velizy. ar y Ores adowed what videotex was to 

The~e three services, unveiled in 19 . . 
conceptIon, aims and ,'mplem . 82, differed In terms of their 
I I ' entation Was th· 
o~ concerns. Or the different wa'th . IS on aCCOunt of specific 
buslne~? Or was it a consequence oIsthe e promoters .went about their 
the project heads, or simply of d'ff o.ft~n eccentric personalities of 
and should do? In any event, betw' er~~t VISions of what videotex could 
to them, and 1982, when the been 80, w~en thought was first given 
blossomed". y ecame operational, "a thousand flowers 

Claire lights the way 

Daniel Populus is a man ·th 
who set up Grenoble's cable ne:' ~ y~n. for communication. It was he 
1977 executive order banning o:abl:ICll~ o.fyale')' Giscard d'Estaing's 
monopoly lasted until 1982 wh th te .ev.JSJon In France. The TV 

• en e soclahst governmen .... s Ie . I . 
l gts allon 
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on broadcasting was passed. As for Populus, he was on the lookout for 
any openings and got involved in videotex at the very outset. The mayor 
of his city was Hubert Dubedout, a died-in-the-wool Socialist who had 
long run Grenoble's affairs and who would go down to defeat in 1983, 
taking the Claire system down with him. His Honor was a man of 
measure but had a pronounced weakness for all things modern. He had 
given his city an unequaled stamp of modernity, which was crowned by 
the hosting of the 1968 Winter Olympics. The University of Grenoble 
was the first fruit of French decentralization. The city thinks of itself as 
a vital part of the Lyon-Milan-Grenoble triangle, and takes seriously its 
role as the cultural capital of its region. It has one of France's leading 
cultural centers and boasts sports and entertainment facilities that are on 
quite a scale for a city its size. 

The other side of the coin was a high municipal tax. rate (which was 
probably responsible for the election of neo-Gaullist Alain Carignon to 
city hall in 1983), and a number of problems in disseminating 
information. City hall and its annexes were constantly besieged, and staff 
members had to cope with a thousand and one questions. Populus 
regarded videotex as the obvious remedy to the city's information 
gridlock. and also as a way to supply information more reliable than that 
served up by overworked municipal employees. Already in 1980 
Dubedout was won over by the project and agreed to have Grenoble's 
municipal and local information made available on videotex. 

Protracted negotiations got under way on what type of system should 
be used. Some leaned toward a self-service approach, whereby people 
would operate the terminals themselves. Others recommended providing 
municipal employees with a videotex system and having them pass on 
the information to the public. The self-service vs. professional service 
debate was very heated in 1980, a time when no videotex system was yet 
available. Many held that the public at large would not know how to 
operate a terminal, no matter how simple, since it would encounter 
difficulties in manipulating the terminal as well as understanding the 
instructions displayed on the screen. Only employees specialized in 
information, they argued, would be able to find their bearings in a data 
communications system. And it was this school of thought that carried 
the day. The municipal employees lobby obviously had a hand in the final 
Outcome. They were not about to allow themselves to be made 
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superfluous, and felt that new h ' h . 
enhance their somewhat ta "h' d'~ -class eqUipment would 

. rfilS e Image. 
So It was decided to go with a 5 [ . 

consequences that implied' ys em for professionals with all 
(printers and so forth) b t tn, term

f 
5 not only of terminals and -elipllen 

. u a so 0 architectu e d 1'1 I'" 
mentation-based system W 5 d' r an I e contents' a vid~otex. Claire is one of : ~~~~r ~ngly used. In the annaJs of 1T·,unk ... 
fesslonals. When Claire be • e ~nly one to be dedicated to 
in city hall, the regionaJ C:~e ~~ratJ~nal, 25 terminals were in 
centers, the tourist office in s~~n~st~tl~e building, the social sel-vK:It 
where they were integrat~d in t: a . ~ government "branch ~~~":~ 

But what should be f d' e m~mclpal employees' work 5 . 
line to be drawn between etn ,t,o an mformation system? Where is 
'f' useuanduseles ' f' ~n ormation anyway? No one had s m ormation? What is useful 
mformation distribution anal ' h a ~Iue, There was no available 
scope of the problem and th YSIS t at might give an indication of lhc 
either missing the k e wa~ to approach it. There was a danger of 
contained everythjng~'tr, cohm p etely or conceiving a monster that 
h' u In w ose entrails th IS way, The difficulty of desi nin e user would invariably lose 
the fact that another "'p e ? .,.g such a system - compounded by 

, r rnlere was involv d 
cooperation between the em I e - called for close 
information over the count~r oye~s, who~e stock-in-trade was giving out 
the technical know-how B t', an

G 
thebvldeotex project team, who had 

s h ' ' U In reno Ie like a h I 
,omet Ing new is involved, people balked' d nyw ere e se whenever 
mnovators were bent on " "' an refused to cooperate Th. 

th 
gomg It a one 'b' , ' 

ereupon retiring to a seclud d ,prescfl 109 the muacle cure and 
challe Th e retreat to conte I th • nge, e users were just as det' mp ate eir next 
the system they would be s '" de",?med not to lift a finger and ignore 

upp Ie With, 
Thr~ughout the world, but especiall in F . 

accomphshed in spitc of thos . , d ,Y rance, mnovation is only 
CI . e It IS eSlgned to se F th 

alrc was perceived as someth· f rYe. rom e outset 
others involved. Computer expe:g ,Of a "'pu.t-up job" imposed on the 
.geney • 10 ormation snPci r representatives were all k t' h r-- a ISts, government 
turned Out the light themselves) a~ur': t ~ dark (unless, that is, they 
well. The team respons;b'e f . project that concerned them as 
I " or setting up CI" '"k egltlmacy is tied to the , ' alre, I e any group whose 

d success 0 Its enterp " d 
procee at a fast pace To do so . d" fiSC, was etennined to 
grounded, that migh~ impede ;~t c IS~TlISS~ all obj~ctions, however well 

e utwn, 0 sand In the works, please. 
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In fact, although potential partners were kept abreast of developments, 
they were not brought into the project. What if they had ideas! And the 
gap between syst~T?s designers and future users yawned wider with every 

passing day, unul It was tOO late, 
Populus' personality, though not entirely to blame, of course, was 

partially responsible for this state of affairs. He is a man who likes to 
present people with faits accomplis, to succeed in spite of everyone and 
everything. Persuaded that he knows the truth because his powers of 
imagination are boundless, he is naturally little inclined to take account 
of the so-called real world, He believed that with a small close-knit team, 
practiced in the am of proceeding at a fast clip and taking risks, any 
venture could be made palatable, through coercion if need be. Populus 
was an advocate of 'small is beautiful' in a sector - communications 
_ where the major players tend to be behemoths (municipalities, 
television stations, France Telecom, TOF, ministries), and he never had 
second thoughts about it, confident that the prince's (or mayor's) backing 
was enough to ensure lines of communication between his commando 

unit and its theater of operations. 
It would be rash to infer that the Claire information system was a 

failure, even if Grenoble's new mayor Alain Carignon did decide, barely 
sworn in, to close it down. It was most likely a politically motivated move: 
To admit that the left had done a good job was probably more than he 
could bear, especially in view of the fact that he and his rival had played 
real hardball during the election campaign, Shutting down Claire, which 
had been operational for only a few months and which had a direct 
impact on few people, was a politically safe mOve. Moreover, as was his 
wont, Populus had launched Claire amidst much media fanfare. Not a 
municipal or council meeting went by without Claire coming up for 
discussion. So the project had a high profile, involved only a handful of 
people, did not really enjoy the backing of municipal employees, and was 
accused of swallowing toO much of the taxpayers' money; and it would 
surely have encountered funding problems somewhere along the line, For 
a young, newly elected mayor determined to show that things were going 
to be different in Grenoble, it was tOO good an opportunity to pass up. 

Although like a rose blossom, Claire lived only the time of a morning, 
it nonetheless served to point up fundamental issues concerning 
videotex. Who should be responsible for editorial content? Could such 
responsibility be shared or should it be wielded by one person? To what 
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extent could information gathering and publishin be 
~ow cO,uld a system be made homogenous !ithou,~t'e~:;: ~;:~~= 
~nfor~atlOn to the point that it was devoid of all meaning;! The 
earn 5 response was rather to central"z Ith h . 

f?und by splittin~ the thesaurus into tw~ :~~_aS~:!bl:CSC'Ol~,aro:~m~;;s~e;~:,: 
live data base, a Videotex version of France's well kno . 'd 
rights and where to turn for redress and the I~I wn gUl e t~ 
wh.i~h. contained everything you aJwa~s wanted to kn~e~Oau~:~:.~a~ta~;~:: 
facIlitIes, from childeens' day care to tennis I f d 
to computer clubs! essons, rom ance 

the :o~~no~s p~ttT~ai~~ :~::r~~~rs cou~d at la,st estim.ace more accurately 
With its 12000 di!pla

g 
.. .. f~~nlng a Videotex mfonnation system. 

municipal' 'd . Y
f 
pagc~ 0 In ormation, Claire would be the larOPd' 

VI eotex In ormatIon system around h d" b""-
event, it cost the city of Grenoble some $500000 a It lived. In any 

But the pro" . • . Jec.t s major contribution was to heighten local off . 1-." 
awareness of the Importance of . f '. ICla 110 

Claire may now be re rded ~ In ormation pohcy. On this score 
change their whole app~oach t

as 
h e catalyst that led communities 10 

1 1 
. 0 ( e matter, encompassing a 

on oca radio stations, systematic use of toll-f b ~pe~ran~es 
of leaflets free of charge cabl t I .. ree num ers, distribution 
events and multimedia ~am ~ e eV;lo~ netw~rks, and all manner of 
important in economic term:a~;~ T utt;ng a cMlry on t~e map is also 
ble . " ou ouse, ontpelher and Greno 

- to name Just those which deliberately chose to chart s' h -
_ come up ye ft' uc a course 

competition, and at~ ~e:; Ine;:t:~~ c:a;,i~:~ie~:~~a b~~:~zes to stay. in 
qua nOtl for securing tomorrow's well-being. power, the sine 

Telem in Nantes 

The Telem videotex progra . 
the heels of the Velizy project~ ~:s ~:au!u~t~ in Februa~ 1982, on 
Maurice Jeanneau, were dead set on havin y . antes and hiS deputy, 
starting up before Grenoble E d gb

lt 
so. They were obsessed with 

project, which for months' h:~spetn>l te y the hyping of the Grenoble 

d 
'd d s 0 en everyone's thunder th h d 

eCI e on a simple counteran k . . . ' ey a 
first to open up. ac requlflng no media resources: be the 

When Loul's M d exan eau arrived In Nantes In F b e ruary 1982 [0 
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inaugurate the Telem system. he was probably startled to find that he had 
been taken at his word. He had floated the idea of municipal videotex 
in 1981, part of the reason being that he himself was an elected official 
and aware of the significance of local information, but mainly because 
a videotex spin-off had to be found to silence the press. 

And so today municipal videotex exists in the city of Nantes. Here 
again the go-ahead had been given to relieve the congestion of 
information distribution that plagued municipal services. But the 
approach differed from the one taken in Grenoble. In Nan tes a 
self-service system is open to the public; the users themselves tinkle the 
terminal keyboard to obtain the information they want. Did greater 
confidence in the ability of the public to use the information terminals 
win out in the end? Was it the fact that the project was headed by local 
officials and that they did not need to bargain with municipal employees, 
who this time were in favor of the city fathers' plans? In any event, the 
decision sailed through. No complaints were heard, because it was 
perceived to be in response to a widely-held desire to relieve the town's 
frazzled information services. 

And so the terminals were to be directly accessed by the public. But 
where should they be placed? Local officials, who wished to take 
advantage of the operation to revitalize their ciry's public buildings, 
decided to station the terminals there. Thirty terminals were installed in 
the Nantes city hall, the main post office, the train station, the public 
housing office, the youth centers, and so forth. In short, in those areas 
where the public at large could consult them with or without the aid of 
nearby hostesses. This approach was meant to provide an alternative to 
the Velizy test where everything happened in the home, the hope being 
to foster community life, to get citizens to take advantage of available 
facilities, and by so doing to give a boost to the local scene, jeopardized 
by the television-induced couch POLato culture. 

But what exactly are public buildings for? It turned out that in 
people's minds they were tied to specific purposes, and that it would 
never occur to anyone to look for school registration information in the 
post office, for instance. Breaking old habits, changing long-held, 
deep-seated perceptions is no mean task, and not one that is going to 
be accomplished by a little information machine, no matter how 
attractive. 

It is worth the effort to observe the behavior of people, often in 
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~ouples: entering a government building to ask for information. Tbe 
~nteractlon between couples can be quite amusing. There is the husband, 
In a foul mood and dete~ined t~ go to any lengths to gct the informatiOIl 
he ~as come for, and ~IS charmmg and conciliarory wife flashing a fixed 
smile at the clerk., as If to ask forgiveness for her testy husband. Or the 
~oman ,who hesltate~, I~king to be reassured about every bit of 
;nf?rmallon. ~nd her gu'lfnend. who is letting the clerk know by repeated 
ae.a] con torsIOns that she has gOt it, that her friend is really slow on the 

uptake, and t~at she will explain everything to her outside. 
. The fact IS that entering a public buildjng is not as straightforward 

as It seems,. a~d every~ne has a personal way of going about j[. Admire 
the m~n s,tndmg confidently up the middle of the hall, his shout to th~ 
clerk rmgl.ng ~roughout the building. What does this man, who thinks 
the W?r1~ I~ hiS oyster, have in common with the hesitating little old lady 
who, l.ntlmldated from the starr. hugs the wall as she makes her wa to 
the wmdow, pulJs herself up to the clerk to ask, short of breath ~nd 
exc~ses at the ready, for the tiny bit of information she needs? God help 
~er If ~nother user, struggling with a worn-Out clerk, demands that she 

ear witness to the shabby way he is being treated! 

All the~e different attitudes, visible to the watchful observer, are so 
ma~y ~eactlOns to the unease felt when entering public buildings and 
subJec~ng oneself to the looks of others, and to the feeling of insecurity 
stemml~g from the c~mplex relationship between government agencies 
and their representatives and the public. 

~ow w~uld things go with an infonnation machine located in a 
publt~ place. What new tactics would result from confrontation with the 
new l.ostrumen.t? Would those who were cocksure yesterday be self
conscIOus and msecure to.morrow? Would user attitudes change? 

'!"he scory of Tele~ gIves some insight into what would happen. It 
rrovldes an op~rtunlty to read the behavioral patterns that emerged 
. rOm a~ exp!oslve and. unprecedented comparison between peo Ie's 
mt~ractlon with a rnachme and their behavior in public places. Three 
malO types ~f approaches were identified at the close of several weeks 
spcnt.observmg people operating [he Telem system. 

First, .the technical ho~hor's approach, the main attraction being thc 
opportUnity to compete With the machine. This type of user could not 
care less about the message, except as evidence that he knows how to 
operate the apparatus. He explores the machine's possibilities, evaluates 
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them, and practices going faster and faster, often vying with friends for 
lOp honors. He wants to prove his mastery of the system to himself and 
10 others. That and no more. It is the syndrome of one-upmanship 
already diagnosed among microcomputer fanatics. He plays with the 
machine, beats it, breaks it, and, when the dust has settled, lets it be 
known that he cuts the mustard. No one can predict that he will not one 
day ask for information but., for now, he is only interested in 
manufacturing an image as a high-tech hotshot. 

Then there are those who want to know what the machine is made 
of. Thus they ask questions to which they know the answers to see 
whether the apparatus is up to the challenge. If the machine gives a 
different answer, they think they have cornered it. If it confirms what they 
already know, then the machine must be right, too. Their first move is 
to see whether they are in the machine. If they come across their name 
or that of their company. they voice their approval to no one in particular 
or flash a smile of satisfaction and promptly acknowledge that the 
machine does indeed work. They infer therefrom that it knows the other 
names as well as they do. And Telem is given the user's seal of approvaL 

Lastly, there are those practical souls who quickly get down to 
business and use the system for what it is designed to do: supply 
information. They immediately set about looking for the information 
they need. There were very few examples of this critter in Nantes, the 
totaJ novelty of the system driving people to experiment with it The 
species has nonetheless proliferated. Such people will be the customers 
of tomorrows more sophisticated services. 

A further novel feature of Telem, besides the fact that the machines 
were instaJlcd in public places for use by the general public, was its 
COntent policy. The partner information providers were constantly 
sounded, and none were forced to get involved, an approach that was 
especially wise as they were hard put to see the point of the new medium . 
They were not accustomed to dealing with multi-corporate or multi
organizational information systems. They were still living in the age of 
providing their customers with information by newsletter or telephone. 
They had a hard time picturing their niche in a system that concentrated 
information from various sources and they feared losing their identity or 
image. All of which did not smooth the way for Maurice Jeanneau and 
his team to win them over. 

However, the Telem team's slogan, "a public service in the service 
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of the public' dOd h b 
_ ,I a~e a and wagon effect. The hard core of !:~; 
anlo~ern~ent agenc~es for youth, urban development, social 

e ucatlOo - qUlckly ballooned with the arrival of th 
~on.or'" that were France's national railway (the SNCF) the 

atlanal Consumer Protection A en (h INC • e 
ployment Office (the ANPE) ~ NCY t ~ ). the .National 
"opportunists" would climb o~ ~:ard :n~es local transit authority. 
been lent credibility by the arrival of th bit la~er, when the operation 
few opportunities went awry with infor~:~or gov~~nment agencies. 
rubbed the wran wa 0 h h n pravl ers who had 
d . g y r woad weaved themselves a coco . 

eSlre not to ~ke part, but that was not the worst of it. Some on 10 
~re more pamful than others. The rna r' if . 
Intention of relinquishing its ed't 'I yo s 0 Ice In Nantes had 

d'd I OrIa control and those wanti n 
sayd-so I, not always appreciate the fact, But at all events Telem g 
an runnmg! ' was 

In the final analysis Telem's 'k' 
ity'dMissing was user friendliness~:tt:::'_s~~:te:::~ec::: it~ ~omogene-
rna e communication long add' " u lion system 
"'human certification" conside~ed ~e I~US. Llk~wlse sorely missed ... 

i,e, ~achine-based information syst:=~~~tt~s ~~: :: ~?f~e~~ mediatized, 
gettmg a good response and getting the right response W ith ~el betwtheea 

got a response but no kind of uara D' ' . e em, ey 
when the r ' g nree. oes mformatlOn have meanino 

supp ler remains unknown) Behind th' I' "0 
question lies the fundamental proble~ f th IS apparent y mnocuous 
was no exception to the rule d tho e world of data bases, Te lem 

continue to rely on convenrio~a~nsourceet~~~~~o~~~:te~ w?uld long 
matters. For the time being the u d T . n. or Important 
lead up to th ' ',y se elem for mmor mquiries or to 
SOurces, e major ones, whIch they would verify from authorized 

Telem opened in Februa 1982 'th . 
what happened in Grenoble:h I ~I i'OOO display "pages", Un like 
stripe had no impact on s~rvi~ e ectw,n 0, a mayor of another political 

upgraded ,system continues to f~n~~i~~ni~'~aT~day ~ishcontinuously 
access pomts has I'umped dram t' II N n es ,an t e number of 
I k ' , a Ica y, antes' City fath 
00 Ing Into cable to round off th ' , f . , ers are now 

eu In onnatlon pohcy, 
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GRETEL, the innovation long shot 

One almost needs to know Michel Landaret to understand what took 
place in Strasbourg (Alsace) in 1982, As soon as the subject turns to 
computers and communication, his eyes light up and he launches into 
endless considerations on what remains to be invented, His mind is 
brimming over with projects and, a rare commodity, he channels as much 
enthusiasm and energy into the production phase as the original concept. 
At the risk of dealing a blow to his natural sense of modesty, it must be 
said that he ranks among the outstanding pioneers of videotex. Not that 
he lays claim to being an inventor, in the usual sense of the word, rigging 
up some kind of prototype in a laboratory, Landaret's hallmark is an 
entirely different sort of invemion, much more venturesome than the 
laboratory variety. It involves the ability to watch people in action and 
to follow them by stepping into their shoes, in order to tailor des ign 
something new for them, something that whets their appetite for novelty, 
Landaret accomplished an unprecedented feat in France's Cartesian 
culture : He let himself be guided by society's pulse, adjusted accordingly, 
and proposed the optimum technical response to imperfectly defined 
needs, 

And yet when, as a computer engineer, Landaret was put in charge 
of working up a videotex service at the Alsatian daily les Dernieres 
Nouvelles d'Alsace, nothing in his background predisposed him to such 
an undertaking, True enough, he was not starting from square one, since 
he "inherited" a project previously run by a neighborhood association in 
Strasbourg that used videotex for local activities, This might have been 
a factor in Gretel's amazing success, in that listening to what people had 
to say was a main concern from the start. How far was Landaret prepared 
to go along with plans that were not his? He had been instructed to devise 
a "conventional" videotex service replete with local practical information, 
more general interest infonnation of the timetable variety, banking 
services, classified job ads, and so forth, In short, a "normal" service for 
a newspaper no different from any other, In compliance with the terms 
of Landaret's contract, all these services were available when Gretel was 
opened to the public. 

Gretel's true value, however, was (0 be found neither there nor in the 
stripes it had won in the videotex campaign. It resided rather in a small 
in-house electronic mail service at the newspaper, which was designed 
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to enable the Gretel team to 0 [0 

service. Landaret stood b "I g I the rescue of users lost inside 
y 51 eot y as the Sf bo . 

newspaper's assistance service. let them ras urge~ls broke into 
what he would see, saw, fine· tuned hi go .about therr business to see 
had seen, and ended up makin "t hS servIce on the basis of What 
rendezvous services that are aU ~h~ t e forerunner ~f. France's on-Jiad 

But to begin at th b '. rage today on MlOltel. 
e egrnnlOg whe th AI " 

to embark on the road t "d' ". c sallan newspaper deci..L..li 
'. 0 VI eotcx It ap r d F --regIonal office for funding h" h' P Ie to ranee Telecom'. 

and financial aid. With F ' w 'T
c 

IWas granted in the form of techni ........ 
. ranee e ceDm's b k" ..... 

SUIted to his needs, Landaret was able to ac mg 3?d a host computer 
Gretel system. He realized from th tackle the Job of designing his 
to .drop. aD information system one t~utset that.it was not enough simply 
gUided m their initiation to a I e market, users would have to be 

new arm of co '. 
we needed to be able to ex I . mmumcatlon. "'We realized 
to find their bearings aga,"nP aWIn tad ~opJe Who had lost their way ho" 

. . e eVlsed an' h 
se':'lce; they discovered it; the used i . In- Ouse electronic mail 
This electronic mail serv,"ce y . '. tl'l and then the flood gates opened. 
h was mltla y a a . 

ost co~puter to user. But it alread c . ne-way street, running from 
become Interactive comm . . Y OntalOed the seeds of what Would 

. unlcatlon on the network 
Since the architects of Gretel were . 

lost users, the system was de" d f ex~ected to respond on-tine to 
I h slgne Or real-ttme '. 
ay t e novelty. As related earlier th VT communication. Therein 

operated both ways but" d I' e. e IZy electronic mail service M' . ,In eayed urn . 
mltellers left their messages in a mailbox e usmg a m~jlbox set-up. 

foun~ a reply or another messa e. The ' where som:- ~Ime later they 
real-lime, personalized ,"nf ~ promoters deCISion to provide 
" h ormatiOn On the d' 
IS t e brainchild of Michel La d C .me lUm and by the medium 
10 h . . n aret. redlt goe t h S r avmg made It a tool fo " I' SOt e trasbourgeois 
h d . r Clrcu atlng and h " " 

t . e ellght of "daddy Gretel" as . exc angmg Information to 
OIcknamed. "As for the hackers' the ~~s, most affable promoter was 
went about it very well and tau ht Y Ih? t worry us. By and large they 
the system out of commission

g 
B uts ~ t Ing or two. And they never put 

safeguardS to prevent just th t . I u en we had devised a number of 
With his dad's Apple who co a" t dW~ a 10 year-old kid eXperimenting 

"th nnecte It to rh M' . I 
WI the whole password syst H e mite and wreaked havoc 

d Od em e program d" 
we I n't pay any attention to it'W I me I~ In a loop. At first 

Was the hacker of Gretel h e et people key In their paSswords." 
, w a went by the name of "S" P th ~ 18 an er, 
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really to years old - like in American TV series? At any rate, legend 
would have it so. Hacking perpetrated by children is so much more 
endearing; it lends it a certain innocence. It is hard to get worked up 
when youngsters playa few pranks. Landaret deserves credit for sitting 
back and simply letting things unfold, even though this meant that 
hackers would break into the system at night after the newspaper's 
computer service had been closed down. The next morning it looked as 
though a tornado had passed through . Gretel's computer people were 
increasingly hard-pressed to cope with the situation and it was decided 
to disconnect the modems at night. With that, the users, protected by 
their nicknames, were to bargain with the promoters through the now 
interactive electronic mail service to transform the Gretel system into a 
truly interactive communication apparatus organized into a network. 

Whether the hacking was perpetrated by that 10 year-old towhead 
tinkering with his father's Apple or adults fiddling with the Minitels they 
had purchased at their local telephone dealer, one thing is sure: none of 
it would have been possible without the newspaper's experimental 
communications software, whose shortcomings actually made matters 
that much easier. Nevertheless, as the first raids were launched, the 
newspaper's staffers began to fret over what would happen nexl. They 
were tom between letting things ride a little longer - coming to terms 
with a new mode of interactive communication - and incorporating it 
into a system - and re-establishing their control over the system by 
locking it up. 

Exhilarated by the challenge, Landaret opted for the first approach 
and found himself caught up in a slightly madcap operation. "We had 
to gradually fine-tune the electronic mail service to match user speed. 
At first they crept along, but the faster they went, the less suitable the 
original software was. In fact, it weighed the service down somewhat and 
we had to upgrade it to adjust to the speed of execution," Landaret 
explained, adding modestly, "Given the circumstances, we had to design 
increasingly faster software. We went through loads of different electronic 
mail services. The changes were self-evident, but it must be borne in 
mind that most designers are users as well. We spent hours using the 
system to see people's reactions." 

Was Landaret's strategy as deliberate as he claims? Some of Gretel's 
users contend that he was totally overmatched by his own system, and 
that the ever-expanding horde of users systematically outflanked the 
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system's newly introduced checks. A game of leapfrog between ben~ 
lent hackers and Gretel's sorcerer's apprentice? There is undoubtedlf.. 
some truth [0 this insofar as the situation must not have been simple 
Landaret, who after aU worked for a newspaper with an image to up~ 
The commonly held view is that he seesawed between a permiss ive vi""'o&. 
of what the service would be and an urge to curb its excesses. 

In the final analysis, Strasbourg had been a living videotex laboratOlJ' 
for over a year. Unlike an official experiment, with national or 
international ambitions, the Strasbourg operation involved no samples; 
no striving for representativity, no statistical tallies, no reputation to 
uphold. Here an entirely different approach was put into pract ice: the 
ongoing observation of unidentifiable users. For Gretel, the gamble paid 
off. Upgrading the system in response to the observed behavior of usen 
spawned the prototype of on-line electronic mail services. To Landaret"s 
way of thinking it was a stroke of luck that the interactive mail di mension 
of the medium had escaped the grasp of France Telecom, which would 
most likely have clamped down on it for reasons of "corporate" image. 
He was perhaps alluding to the chat services that France Telecom never 
intended to mass-market on the grounds that such informal networks 
were home to epistolary mores that it found shocking. And yet it was 
its faculty for bringing people into contact, and no other, that catapulted 
videotex to success. Would videotex even have existed without it? 

But what was the great attraction of Gretel? What prompted people 
from all over France to try for hours on end [0 access the service? Nothing 
more than the opportunity to communicate. But communication of a 
third kind: anonymous, instantaneous, fleeting. It was communication in 
a vacuum, for the pleasure of simply having someone on-line at all times 
to say something to. Trifles to be sure. Nothing earthshaking, as "earnest" 
people pointed out. Identity games, asserted sociologists who had 
observed Gretel and who had been struck by the extreme vitality of this 
anonymous forum and the mask games that were played there. 

In 1982, for the first time ever, a caller could converse one-on-one 
in real time with anyone of 36 other people on Gretel - with no threat 
of censorship. The state of the art, however, was such that exchanges were 
limited to three lines of text. That notwithstanding, no other medium, 
except citizens band, offered the possibility of calling upon one of 36 
unknown souls and sending him or her a little message. No other 
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rtuni to change identity and .conversa-
ediurn o{fered callers the op~~ ty d them. What an incredtble haven 

~ artner whenever the spmt m~ve n to enter into a chance 
uo~al ~om that made it possible, slg~t unsee ' no' And then there was 

~~c:nter, with the final opti~n O~~y~~~J:eo~f it 'sooner or later .. That 

h b"d"'ng hope that something g (I"(e'"tme or personal Jester 
teal partnero at , h' 
a felloW traveler, feHow gamester, remedy for loneliness. And al.1 ~ .. S a~ 

. ht be found. Or a momentary t'ons could be tnttlate 
m'g d f light, since several conversa 

I 
the spee 0 d d 
. I ("( roof be nee e , simultaneous y., f records offers proo ,I P _ 

Moreover, Gretel s book 0 f the longest uninterrupted con versa 
f the s stem's appeal: 72 hours. or 200 hours for the longest 

~ion, 610 pages for .the longest ~td~~~;a~~~:rr's per second for the fastest 
total connect time m one mon , 
typing speed on a Minitel key~~r? through and for Gretel, and ,,:,ho 

But who were these people Ivmg h II the Mediterranean cruises 
felt that a trip on Minitel was w~rtres:archer at the Unive.rsity of 
combined? In September 198~. ·t I to get a more detailed ptcture of 
Suasbourg conducted a poll by .1::; e 1 109 replied. Thus it turned out 
Gretel's clientele. Of 2,000 subscn rs'that 40 % were single, that 79 % 
that over n % of the users were dm:~, and that the bulk of respondents 
were between the ages of 1 5 a~ ~llar workers. 70 % of the rople 

were middle managers and white c 'c mail service; of those, 62 '/0 had 
calling in to Gretel used the el.eclron~ners face-to-face; 70 % used a 
met some of their conversatlo~ pa I ",. and 40 % stated that they 

h ot a kICk out a I. 
seudonym because t ey g . . 

~referred the new med
l 

ium ~~ ~~e~~:IO:~ly electronic mail/chatTse~i~e 
Until 1984 Grete wou .. from all over France. 0 a e, 

accessible on Minite1 with ~alls coml:~v;us service accounts for al~ost 
this type of electronic m.al~ or ~~~ Michel Landaret an~ les. Denlleres 

40 % of mass-market Mlntte~d " h' ing given videotex Its hrst boost. 
d''''. takepnemav NOll t;eUes fl I-.)ace can 
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V er~ail1es or the crownin 
of vtdeotex g glory 

Videotex was queen for thfe d 
the Ju~e 1982 economic summit ~f ~ys at th~ Chateau of Versailles 
COUntnes. Prince Conson h t e world s seven most 'n,du';[,;,a1i .. 

d h was t e President (F " 
ran • w 0 had decided to center d" . 0 rance, Fran~ois M;", ter, 
impact on Western society and .Isells/Slon on emerging technology 
were concerned. ,Its ro e where Third World • 

The proposition that emer in t 
world economic recession w g ~ echnology offered a way out of the 
Jacques Attali, a close Mitterra~d ~t. summer's conventional wisdom. 
~ nation's economic recovery hin a ;15er, ,had long been convinced that 
lnfonnation·based Socieh.r H ge on us successful transition to an 
I' "'" e was very I ong-tlme student of the sub"c t d c asc to Yves Stourdze a 
Japan watcher. Stourdze thusJhcd

an 
knowledgeable United Stales ;nd 

th a amuchm f' matt~rs an most French observ ore arslghted view of such 
consIderable study [0 the F hers. Furthermore, he had devoted 

. d renc telecom '. amve at a number of unorthod munlCatlons scene and had 
understanding of the mal rra o~ ~onclusions, so many keys to a better 
belo k' l' nfalS 10 the area of " re ta 109 the reins of Fra • C communIcations Well 
Tech.nology Studies, the CEST~e ~e ~nter for Advanced System's and 
conv~~ce French officialdom of' th ~d ~een hard at work trying to 
transitIOn to an information-based :0 ~ so ut~ necessity to make the 
post, he had spared no effort to s t thclety. Smce taking over this key 
France could not afford [Q lose th~ b e

l 
recrrd Straight, persuaded that 

lost the m.ass-market electronics w a~ e 0 c~mmunicatjons as it had 
guru Attah, would be the drivin foa;' tou~dze, together with summit 
focus on technology. Both g c~ behind the Versailles Summir's 
delegations' and journalists' a:e::e qUIck to realize that heightening 
better accomplished by USing th ness of such technology would be 
. Mitterrand approved of th· .. em rathe~ tha~ talking about them. 
10 th· IS new-tech pol . . 

any. 109 new that COmes alon h . ICY onentatlon. Interested 
potentIal for bringing about ch g, cMwas Impressed by new technolo ...... ?s 
apport . ange. Oreover th . 61 
. ~nlty to promote French tech nolo ,e summ.lt was a dream 

SIX foreIgn delegations; a once-in-a-life . gy befor~ 3,000 Journalists and 
most novel products. And so the r tl~e OCcaSIOn to display France's 

g een lIght was given, and Jean-Louis 
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Bianco, young special affairs adviser for Mitterrand, was put in charge of 
bringing the Versailles Summit into the videotex age. 

Bianco was by no means new to the subject. He had a long-standing 
interest in France Telecom's new products, a number of which he had 
used when he was in charge of an inter-township board in the 
Haute-Provence departement. At the time he had had a teleconferencing 
system set up to enable townships that were hard to reach in the winter 
to communicate with one another. Together with elected officials, city 
hall authorities, and local associations, he had also tried to devise an 
information distribution system that he hoped would culminate in a 
videotex network. In addition, he wanted to take advantage of the 
Versailles get-together to dispel certain political friends' doubts about the 
value of such technology. And so he set to work with France Telecom's 
Michel Bouvier to do the impossible, i.e. to organize a paperless summit, 
one where heads of state and their delegations would obtain information 
through screens and communicate using keyboards and electronic "magic 
slates". 

Four months of intensive work got under way. France Telecom 
provided "'unlimited" funding; some $850,000 would be spent on the 
operation. Bouvier, the operation's main architect, had carte blanche but 
he had been given to understand in no uncertain terms that the operation 
had to go off without incident since the summit would be outfitted with 
one information system only - an electronic one. There would be no 
paper communiques, bulletins, programs, or conference notes. The only 
paper would come from hard copy printers. The signal was unmistakable: 
they had better not screw up, since the whole operation depended on 
videotex. It was Bianco, with presidential backing, who pushed through 
this all-or-nothing approach, which in retrospect seems risky. He knew 
that old habits were hard to break and that it would be difficult to prevail 
on people to use a new medium rather than conventional tools of 
information. To avoid any possible rivalry, videotex would be the only 
system available. And that was that. 

Pumped up by the challenge, the technical crews worked round the 
clock for four months to put together a system combining Teletel 
(interactive videotex) and Antiope (one-way teletext), both outfitted with 
hard copy printers, a facsimile network (telephone transmission of 
ordinary documents), and an experimental telewriting link (those 
smallish electronic magic slates) between delegations' offices and the 
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coronation room where the heads of state were to meet 2:;0 term;,naI>; 
were installed in 35 strategic locations. 

The terminals offered access to three main rypes of services, w",,,,,,,, 
contents were ultimately the responsibility of Bianco: a "Summit 
Newspaper" supplying continuous infonnation broadcast by the Antiope 
teletext system; a real-time network for distributing urgent information,. 
consisting of television sets equipped with T elete! decoders; and lastly 
a "Summit Guide" containing 8,000 pages of information accessible 
through Minitel, a complete data base on the industrialized countries for 
the use of journalists covering the summit. It induded facts and figures 
and an economic survey of France, not to mention a catalog of the 
delights of Paris, including a section entitled "Three Days in Paris" in 
which those "wild Paris nights" did not receive short shrift. The whole 
operation was synchronized from a mobile control unit built and installed 
in Versailles at the behest of Bouvier. And to top it off, more than 3,000 
electronic mailboxes were made available to participants. 

The technical crews could not get over installing their systems in an 
historical site of the symbolic significance of Versailles. What an amazing 
experience it was to cable the throne room! What a strange impression 
in the dead of night to install Minitels beneath the massive canvases 
depicting the Napoleonic wars and then to watch them light up before 
the great figures who had made the history of France! What a thriU to 
cross the palace grounds along the Grand Canal to go check on the 
cabling in Marie-Antoinette's rooms! 

The advance divisions of Americans, more concerned about presi
dential security and the logistics of transporting bottled American water 
to France - lest their President not be able to handle thc water of 
Versaillcs - had not paid very close attention to the information system 
being put into place. They were nonetheless amazed at the novelty and 
reliability of the system, at least until that unhappy day when, with 
temperatures rising in the un-airconditioned rooms of the Versailles 
palace, a number of terminals went on the blink. The joke making the 
rounds (launched by the Americans with their special brand of humor) 
was that the most advanced technology to date was really air 
conditioning. 

Most of the journalists gave the new system high marks. There 
followed a spate of favorable, even highly flattering newspaper and 
magazine articles. They vied with one another for the catchiest headlines: 
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. A" wrote Jean-Michel Quatrepoint in le frlond~. 
"Telematlcs at the Chate~u, to. bi n Gruhier in a more caustic 
"Magic Slates for the Pnnces • Signed ~a e k-raking Canard 

l Ob 'ateur The meverent, muc 
vein in the N~IH)e .. .ren; Sh' ot the Guru'". In Liberation, Michel 
enchaine headhn"ed Don,t Or

o 
at the Palace", For I'/-/umanite it was 

Lepinay offered ~lectroOlc g1 Fi aro saw in the operation "a 
-French TeJematics Showcased . . Le

11 
g 't" And the well-known 

, . t the Versal es summt . 
telemau~s premiere a ffered u a series of delightful .cartoons 
French Illustrator, Cabu, 0 f P t Versailles": Everythmg look 
d 't' g the "closed-door con erence a eptc 10 I . th n in front of the screens. 
place out 10 e o~e ili ks to the Versailles operation, finally taken to 

Had the Frenc , _ an ) B an ironical twist of fate, the 
their own national vldeote~ sYdstem. romY ote French datacom systems 

'II ation conceive to p .' I Versal es oper, I d'd however render Justice at ong 
abroad, had little impact on expop ~. t I f' the sum'mit were frequently 

'd . France omons 0 
last to VI eotex 10. . . . 'd otex was ubiquitous and thanks 
rebroadcast on teleVIsion; for ~ t

1
·me

l 
VI. e

t 
French homes Its credibility 

, , d't way pam ess y 10 0 . 
to teleVIsion ma e IS. da d 't soon became an everyday 

w: rei~r~~rs::~ese:~~~~s~:~ sta~e~nth; ball rolling, by ar~using th~ 
~r~~c:hma~'s curiosity about videotex, thereby paving the way or genera 

acceptance of the medi~'F h blic learned that, thanks to Minitel, 
A few months later be:n r:;car!~d for years had been reunited and 

twO brothers who h~d . hildren had been returned to their parents. 
that a number .of :;~Slr;;,a~er of its actual use in French homes beyond 
But there remal~e e. h did b en tested. The year was 1983. 
the west of Pans where It a a rea y e 
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Radio stations. TV net ks Stf'Ile up tt~ti ~r ! news.papers, magaz,ines - they all 
storm . cs Jef'1nets SI"Ce, the mass media took videotex by 
jmpro::;/?o8:'::'~lt:t:~~m of mforming the public that makes for 

Th French videotex format tum barely of! the drawing boards and 
,as already belittled for its primitive graphics ((Ipaci/y. But the 

.{raphics people have worked wonders with thi ~alpbamosajc" display 
lormat, so called from the little squares that art assembled into a 
p ture, and ma't come up with real works of arl. 



;~~ is.a/~al: 011 tht l~ko,!' for ~ew ways of commllnicating and has speeialized in 00"
u am mg I spots as us frotlom de Butnos Aires" alld "New York-New York~ rr-T 

More and more infomlalion is . 'labf r. I' . in a designer soowcase of scre:stal b' e IQr d(~n~/j II"dflOn 
(II a sl~Jgle ~pot via A/initel. Here, for tXJIf'f 

'J (om wing 'gila a/a and ""lro Images. 

the videotex 
• menagerie 

T
he videotex fete in Versailles ended with everyone in high spirits. 
The operation had gone off well, to the great relief of the 
organizers, who were testing their marvelous communicating 

machines ·without a net", The engineers might well have appreciated 
cooter weather for a flawless performance, and had to admit grudgingly 
that their machines were not cut out to withstand unusually high 

temperatures. 
In Velizy the party was still going strong and would continue to do 

so until 1984. In 1983 the electronic directory in llIe-et-Vilaine was 
inaugurated amidst great pomp and circumstance, together with a plan 
calling for its rapid extension throughout France and the gratis 

distribution of Minitel terminals. 
By the end of 1983, 120,000 terminals had been installed in France. 

A total of 600,000 was projected for late 1984, 3,400,000 by December 
1987, tantalizing figures for all manner of adventurers itching to take the 
plunge into videotex. And they were legion, as attested to by videotex's 
mind-boggling growth. In January 1984, Minitel users had 145 services 
to choose from; two years later, 2,071 services were at their fingertips. 
Between March and April 1986, almost 900 services were put on the 
market. Today Minitel delivers some 8,000 services. It took only a little 
OVer four years to build up this extensive range of electronic information 
and communication services - amazing! 

Naturally, the July 1982 law on broadcasting and subsequent 
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measures have contributed in lar ea' . 
videotex services. By rcsistin th; p rt to the massive p!oh~eration of 
early, i,c. testing, days, FrancegTelec~~S~~~ ~~;y bne~ leglslat~on in ,the 
for a legal framework well-suited ( th ou. te y made It pOSSible 
As said earlier. the 1982 law on bro~d e ~ew Ted~urr.- to be worked Out 
footing with print journalism in that ca:tmg 

p a~e . videotex on an equal 
on Minitel need only sign a statement f ~ons ;lshmg to open a service 
Or regional administrative building as d~ that e ~c~ ~t the local prlfecturt, 
a newspaper, or a book the ~ . ase w~s ',ng to publish a tract, 

;~~nThSibele in the evdc.nt ~f Ijtjg~ti°~~ti:%:~te~ ~~~~~Ite roWy:~:: !~~Jslyo 
. new me !Urn was th ed ' , 

framework a rare OCCurrence . JS so.vem by a very flexible legal 
"adventure~" bent on doing so~ne~~n In Fr~h law, and s~ attracted 
of leeway, provided of course that the gc new.. eY.had a ce~m amount 
rules laid down in the legislative t y omplied with the ethical ground 

N exts. 
ow, as a rule, adventurers go ab t th . b . 

have a trick or two up the,o, I OUd elf usmess very intently and 
s eeves an the M' " I °lbl exception Some had tak .' ml e tral azers were no 

. ' en part m one opacity 0 th 0 , 0 

project and had gained hands~on videot r an.o . er m the Vehzy 
acquired computer skills elsewh S ex ~xpene~ce. Others had 
know-how on other media Sfll erei. Orne ad gamed publishing 
associations and were well ve~edl. ot e~ h~d worked primarily with 
f . In organizatIOnal matters Th . 

o mass~market Videotex possessed aU Jour of th k.U· e pioneers 
There were Some who had "come f h e~e SIS to Some extent 
far between. out 0 now ere, but they were few and 

Adventurers in the service 
of Minitel 

The service providers and h d d 
who had harbored fears that th ~r .war~ an sof~ar: operators at VHizy, 
farther than the left bank of e~ 1n~0 .vemen.t In VIdeotex might go no 
investment in mone and brain e eme, WIth .the attendant loss of 
Minitel would indee~ be distrib:~7;e wert ~verJoyed to learn that the 
They would finally be workin on an in~ 0 ~ arge and .on a large scale. 
a real market setting unshac~ d b u~tnaI scale, With real users, in 

, e Y expenmental rules and guidelines. 
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The operation would not be simple, however. In Velizy there was no 
convenient means of payment for the billing of electronic information, 
whose unit cost was often low; and [0 this day an ideal solution remains 
to be found. Electronic payment cards have been shelved by engineers 
pending a more favorable climate. Pay~per~use billing systems are much 
too costly given the tiny amounts involved. How many bills amounting 
to only a few francs from the days of the Velizy test have never been 
collected because they were not worth legal action? The providers did 
not know whether to offer their services free of charge or on a fee basis. 
The first option posed no problems for those wanting to sell something 
via Minitel, i.e. for mail~order houses that wanted to use terminals to 
garner orders or for the French national railway, the SNCF, to sell train 
tickets. The free-of-charge approach did, however, give headaches to 
those who intended to sell their videotex service as such, e.g. the press 
with its electronic newspapers and, in a more general vein, publishers 
with their know-how. 

As matters then stood, presubscription was the only solution. The 
question arose, however, how to get people to subscribe to a service they 
did not know about and so had never tried, and which was alien to them. 
There was little room for maneuver, which is why mass-market videotex 
services did not take off until the -invention" of the kiosk, whereby 
videotex services were simply tacked on to the phone bill. The 
introduction of the kiosk system in 1984 was preceded by various 
abortive attempts to combine in one way or another the free-of-charge 
and fee-based approaches. The ensuing systems were often jerry~built, 
but they did serve to get mass-market videotex out of the staning blocks. 

Another issue was how best to use data processing resources. The 
decision to centralize all the data in the Ve!izy host computer prevented 
service providers, except major companies equipped with up-to~date and 
powerful computer systems, from acquiring data communications 
know~how. Fortunately a number of software and systems houses -
Sorinfor, since become G-CAM, SESA, TClesystemes (a France Telecom 
subsidiary), CAP~Sogeti, and Steria - had had a hand in the Velizy 
videotex and IlIe~et-Vilaine electronic directory projects and had come 
by some datacom skills. Incipient mass-market videotex was to rely on 
these firms until datacom competence had been forged in other precincts. 
Together these firms would host all the consumer videotex applications of 
the day. When one considers the fact that France is today home to 136 
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co~panjes specialized in hostin vid . 
qUisite data-base reSOurces g eote.x services and providing Ute 

Then there was the • ~~~;: ;rp~la~e how far the country has 
neur'S wondered how to P f WII nnlng Over the public. EnOren"; 

In arm peap e ab 'd 
persuade them to try them out- h out VI eotex services; how 
first time. Only the cess h d' ow to get them to access for the 
newspaper space or ~vert' ~ no ~uch problems, since it could 
h JSlOg [0 Its new videot . Th 

owever, had no such forum at their di e~ services. e 
and magazines that put to th 'd sposal. ~nd In fact, the n~;~;~~:, 
and there were many of ~~ er VI eotex. services throughout 1: 
" th· em, were qUick to "b" "d 
In ~'r pages, which they subse uentl. . an outsl e advertism, 
the Situation was different" th q Y I'fted In 1985. But back in 1983 
th d" 10 at potential servO ·d e ru Irnents of cornmunicatin d . dice. ProVI ers lacked even 
test. The Teletel team renderel~ eOl~ ~em du~mg the Velizy videotex 
conflicting statemen~ m d be nits y y the dire consequences of the 
conv.inced that the quali~ e o~ ~~Itic e test .it had c~nducted and righdy 
consistency, was bent on co p . relations polley depended on its 
th h d ncentratlOg the decis·o ki 

e an s of one individual din-rna ng powers in 
r .. ,an never allowed a si I . 
o enter IOto direct Contact "th th b . ng e service provider 
Asf. WI epu!lC. 

or service conception and . 
conducted at Velizy On a no f b . operation, the first tests had been 
easily satisfied COnsumer T· - ee hasdlS, han approach that had made for an 

f .Imesacangedth hU 
payor what they consulted and would ,?ug. sers would now 
would be in the market f . Want their money's worth. They 

II b I or services thar we .. I 
we - a anced, and that worked well The s re o~glOa, appealing, 
workmanship was out of th ... takes were high and slap-dash 

e question. VIdeotex . . 
~o normal market forces. The onl was lncreastngly exposed 
Importance, was that no one I~ good news, but of considerable 
explains in large measure wh W?d

U 
need to buy a terminaJ, which 

despite skepticism in Europe y ~ ~ote~ ~t 0(( rhe ground in Prance 
were thus developed under mo'" I. e. OIted States. The first services 
Th .. nopo IstlC conditions . . 

e consumers" were people ·th., . ,In a captive market. 
like using them. WI complimentary" Minitels who felt 

~ .And so the first service designers 
Velay school, tried to get a footh~l~ome of. them graduates of the 
well-guarded, terrain. on thiS rather slippery, yee 
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The Who's Who of mass-market videotex 

What gusto! The energy, vitality, grit, and entrepreneurial capacity 
of the pioneers of consumer videotex are truly awe-inspiring. Their 
powers of persuasion and salesmanship are just as staggering. The drive 
with which they saw their projects through is no tall tale either. In spite 
of all opposition, despite friends and colleagues and skeptical superiors. 
they produced the first videotex services. 

Manine Toumier is a very discreet woman who grants few interviews 
and is ill at ease blowing her own horn. When she went to work for the 
Paris daily Parisien libed, her business administration degree in hand, she 
knew nothing of videotex. She knew that a number of projects 
- shunned by all the newspapers - were in the works in Velizy and 
that the Parisien Liberi was distributed in the Yvelines departement, i.e. 
where the city of Velizy was located. She thought she spied an excellent 
opportunity to tum out an electronic version of her paper as part of the 
Teletel experiment, even if she had [0 fight to sell the idea. Had the 
Parisien /ibm been waiting all along for someone to take on such a 
project? Candidates must have been in short supply. All the journalists 
had been accessories to some degree in the anti-videotex crusade of the 
summer of 1980, and those who felt any such ca1ling must have been a 
rare commodity. They reasoned that there was no need to risk taking a 
beating on a new medium when they had it so good at the newspaper. 
But because she had just gone to work for the paper and had not yet found 
her niche, Toumier did not "'have it so good". She was more than ready 
to take personal risks. She was intrigued by emerging teChnology and 
wanted to have a look-see. And so she obtained her paper's grudging 
consent and was off. 

"The press was against it at first. If I had not shown tbe way, it would 
have missed out on videotex just as it had passed up the opportunity to 
work with television. But none of it would have ever happened without 
Marie·Josee Varloot, head of electronic news at Prance Telecom. She 
helped and guided us. She deserves the credit for the success of PL" To 
this day PL (for Parisien Libert) ranks high among the leading services on 
Minitel. 

In late 1983 Toumier opened her service in the lIe-de-France and 
Picardy regions. In 1984 she would be the first customer on the kiosk. 
In six years her team has increased more than ten-fold [0 cope with the 
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growing number of cans and the . 
which has an answer for e e th. ongoing expansion of the PL 
version of the French sc~ ~ I m~. In June 1986 it offered the cor,..; 
test, an operation that un:;h:~Vtngf1 examination the same day of 
serves up frequently u dated oe a ood of cal.I~. But the service 
an electronic mail se~' . ws flashes, classified ads free of 
(tennis tournaments the,cpe, ,racD,"gk results, all manner of sports 

1 • ans- a arRaIl dth· 
Cll tural events on in Paris th Y a~ e hke), shows and 
(~rance's version of the Os~rs e annu~1 wlOners of the Cesar 
stogies and album hit chart )'dthe ~mted States and United Kin~dor 
hallmark of PL is its all_inds, ~n van~us games, just to name a few 
motivating Minitellers w'th usl,.veloess; It nonetheless has no qualms' 

one-arm bandits. • some 0 its games the looir. 
O

f I a Itt e cash giving f 

ForTou ' in ' ,rmer, constant renewal of the se ' competitIOn, which turned cuM ,rvlce was the only way to stIJ 
growing stale. Success clearly dOd roat to 1985, and CO prevent it from 
r~gards her profession as a rea; .. niot ,g~ to her head, Moreover, she 
Videotex bug she and h p COIC even though bitten b ~L_ 
n " er team worked th' 'I ff' Y UK 

o vacatIon. Asked about th' . elr tal s 0 for five years with 
answered without hesitation: .. ~ ~~jr~dlents for her success, Toumier 
had CO have stick-co-itiveness . h be an adventurer, a dare-devil' I 
~ love of the contest is neces~ "xt

d 
~t~se". That was yesterday. Too:.y 

.~urn,er whose ambition is to' ~~e plve tough competition", claims 
VI eotex services for a long ti p among the front-runners of 

C' ., A me to come 
eCI e Ivergnat is as blond as M . . 

as dete~ined, though quite differ::n~ To~mjer is brunette and just 
contact With people, While still ve In c aracter. A1vergnat loves 
:rom one political meeting to a~ ~~ung, she accompanied her father 
Istened to him enthrall the doer and, fdled with admira~:o crow sun, 

At an important oliti I .. on stag h p ca conventIOn she un d . e _ s e was 23 years old Sh h d' expecte Iy found herself 
In short she had t . e a to speak to cha ' she"f II' I 0 communicate with the ubI" A rm, to woo over, 
. e In ove With communication" ' PIC, t that very moment 

hf.e, She set up a children's bookst ,which be~e her watchword for 
alIve and well, to which she h d ore, £Cole BUlSSonniere, which is sti ll 
to take children's minds off th~i: I de~,workshops called MLibres E1ifanls" 
promptly moved on to oun one !ness w~~n outside the home, Sh 
show Mltaliques" th ,Y

th 
g ~ople s teleVISion, took part' h e • en In e public broad . In t e TV castmg network's program, "De 
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livre etl livre", She then turned to radio when Anne Gaillard asked her 
,0 take part in a show called 'Amstramgram', which she hosts on one of 

France's public radio stations, France-Inter. 
Until then Alvergnat had always leamed by doing; her experience 

with videotex would be nO different. In February 1984 she put out the 
first issue of Crae _ the print version - which specialized in emerging 
media, together with Crae the videotex service. Crac Editeur was then a 
non-profit association. In September 1984 she sold her small apartment 
to start up a company with Pierre Guinchat. editor in chief of the 
magazine H, and set up her service on Jean-Louis Fourtanier's crL host 
computer, She gained access to the kiosk in 1984 using Guinchat's 
magazine registration number (the registration number from a newspaper 
or magazine was needed to enter the kiosk system). Crae then really took 
off. Four people were involved in running the service, designing the 
applications, and devising ways of communicating with the public. 
Unlike Martine Toumier, who could spread the word about PL through 
the Parisien liberi, cecile Alvergnat could hardly use H, a journal 
specialized in professional data bases, to promote Crae. She was the first 
to run up against the very serious matter of finding the meanS to reach 
the public, a problem that invariably confronts videotex services that are 
not newspaper spin-oUS. Credit goes to Alvergnat, then on the lookout 
for new advertising media, for resolving this problem. She leased 
billboard space in the Paris metro and put up posters for Minitel showing 
off the voluptuOUS Miss AC.I, symbol of the Crae on-line electronic mail 
service. Alvergnat worked hard to infuse her videotex products with her 
love of live broadcasting, her thorough knowledge of the press and book 
industry, and her sensitive grasp of the child's world. All of Crae's 
numerous innovations derived from this three-pronged approach and 
were fully in line with Alvergnat's conviction that today's world generates 
seas of solitude. To her way of thinking, videotex, with iLS communication 
potential, looked like an effective means of limiting the damage, 

Alvergnat continually came up with new products. In May 1985 she 
came out with the mnemonic CRAC J. essentially for young people, 
which offered games and an electronic dialog service. In January 1986 
it was A.C.l. whose tittilating come-on left no room for doubt about the 
nature of the service. which sounded truly "rose", i.e. erotic. Always game 
for big get_togethers, Alvergnat organized a fantaStic party in a 
well-known Paris night club with the equivocal name Us Trottoirs de 
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:e':t~e::o(~:~i~~:~:e~~u~u~:~Se~irs} att~nded ~ ma.JSe by 
the last minute was packed to rfI . n a nelghbonng hajJ rented 

ave OWIng. 

th Very much concerned about latchkey kids AI bmn.h, 
e spnng of 1986 ' vergnat 

an unheard of service 0 M" I 
(Homework). Children would finally be abl n 100te : ,S.OI,S.-D • .,.;; 
between:> and 7 pm to do th ' h e to monopolize the 
I' db' elr omework, not, as s I 'th nen S, ut with a teacher On M' . J Th' u ua. WI 
the hilt. Since sophisticated co !nlte" ~ lIve approach was taken 
reasoned it might as well be "dversadtlona sof~are was available, 
r . use to 0 somethmg I J f everydl", Ivmg. Alvergnat worked On th' . d d . use U Or 
when she came up with S.0S."2'4e2a4 ay '", day out until the fall of 

.. ,- • on erac3 h' h ff 
expert advice On such dispa t ' W Ie 0 ered on-line 
insurance books and of cora e matters as travel, law, data processing. 

I .' , , urse, encounters Bereft of d' , 
re ay 10 the press, and without th b ' " . ~ny a vert,su18 
forged ahead undaunted 0 I 8e acklOg of fmanclal mstitutes Cr-at 
"Jardin! du Mjnjte'. 0' "dJu Yd ,1987, the first Minitel restaura~t the 

J pene Its oars Courtesy f C' I ' 
recent buyout of her company b b 'd' 0 eCI e Alvergnar. The 
to confirm her success. y a su Sl lacy of the Havas Group goes 

On December 10 1984 F, 'I 
of French videotexdo~ It w' as

untte 
wdads ~nveiled in front of the cream 

, . regar e m som 
Important event since the ele tro' d' e quarters as the most 
Ille-et_ Vilaine perhaps bee c, nrc Irect?ry was started up in 

, , ause It was the first - b 
pnvate-sector players had take h major gam Ie that 
- without France Telecom sU~Si~~ t ~ g:o~th of COnsumer videotex 
of the French lottery The ne res. nS w at players: the inventors 
$2 million and included such

w 
company, ytem, had assets in excess of 

La Redoute, and three banks part~rs as the ~r~nch ,?ail-order house, 
Lyonnais - the first bank b onus, CredIt National, and Credit 
President of CEO and S t

S 
tO

Cl
et on mass-market videotex. The 

d ' . y em, aude Kretzsch h d . , 
eSlgns for hiS videotex baby H Id mar, a ambitiOUS 

ti b ' e wou need 160000 ho f 
me to reak even, a figure equal db' , urs a COnnect 

To reach that figure, he inten;ed : no competitor at the time. 
and embarked on the largest-scale tech ~ use sO,me powerful machinery 
of vi~eotex. At first Funj/el offered ;;;:;' .project m the young history 
meanlOg that 300 people could call in th slmu.ltaneous access points, 
raday's standards 300 access ports' to e servIce at the same time. By 

If ' ' IS commonplace but t th ' system 0 enng even 100 was co 'd d ' . a e tIme a host 
nSI ere an accomphshment. Observers 
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were further amazed to hear that he planned to offer 1,000 ports in the 
spring of 1985 and 2,500 in the fall of 1985, and they wondered how 
much of it was hype. But if Sytem managed to deliver a host system that 
did actually offer 1,000 simultaneous access points, it would truly 
revolutionize videotex. It would provide the potential for realizing 
economies of scale and organizing big events through videotex. 

Kretzschmar threw himself into the venture. He owed his credibility 
to the success of France's national lottery, and knew how to use his 
reputation as a winner to convince people mat he was going [0 succeed 
on the new medium. He further had managed to win over the bankers, 
a real feat in the eyes of videotex professionals, He was not knowledgeable 
about videotex - yet - but he knew how to do something of much 
greater importance: He knew how to come up with games that worked 
and he would try to do as much on the new medium. His first offering 
was a videotex version of a well-known French TV game show, "Des 
Chiffres et des Lettres", from where he went on to produce the very first 
on-line dictionary, Funiul callers could also play hangman, naval battle, 
the longest word. and an adventure game. 

His was a two-fold gamble. No one could predict how Minitellers 
would react to electronic games and no one knew how to charge for such 
products, Kretzschmar gave all possible hilling methods a try, from 
presubscription plus entry fee to a window on the kiosk with 
presubscription on 36-14, until after a number of near-fatal ups and 
downs (Mini tellers were decidedly averse to subscribing to services) 
FuniUJ at last adopted the "a La carte" or kiosk billing system, 

Until they sold Sytem to the Credit Lyonnais in March 1987, 
Kretzschmar and his associates were to add feature after feature to their 
Funi service and increase traffic to over 200,000 hours of connect time, 
overtaking PL in the process, which lost its number one ranking for the 
first time, They would never be short on ideas. In September 1986 they 
launched the Stock Market game in which the trading rates on the Paris 
Bourse were made available on-line and updated daily. Players managed 
a fictitious investment portfolio valued at $100,000. The winner took 
home a sum equaJ to the amount of money "made'". 

Henri de Maublanc is one of their old accomplices. His big regret 
is not to have been the first to go into videotex. because had he been, 
he would have been the best - at least that is what he claims. But until 
1983 he spent most of his time in the United States marketing 
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boardgames that he financed b II" .. 
corporations His "Fortune 500! s:n:ng advertl~lOg space to the 
has become a world -d . g e (known In France as -

-WI e wmn d' 'b . 
Maublanc is quite proud of th tr

• ~tn ut~d In 17 countries. 
was up, he returned to Fra c e ~ct. nee his job with the Anoerica ci 
Claude Termens vldeote new ere he came face-to-face with a 

d 
• x manager at Fran T I 

report etalling exactly what M- _ I ce e ceorn, lent him a 

CI 
mite could do 

aude Perdriel. who was oin . weekly the Nouvel Obs . g g through a had patch with the ~re'" 
trvaleur. whose d h' n 

were dropping at an alarming :ate k ~ead ers Ip and advertising 
a new layout for his mag' ,as e e Maublanc to come up 
de azme and to gi 

partures. such as freebies and vid P v: some thought to 
hand over first with the d 'I eotex. erdnel. who was losing mon.,, -I 
million) 3?d who was not m:k~nnewspaper Ie Matin (rumor had it 
no ,intention of pumping astro~:ui~~1 With the Nouvel Observateur, had 
proJects. So de Maublanc turned to F sums of money into any new 
a few people and, like the news ranee Telecom where he knew quite 
start up a videotex service ~pers. applied for some financial aid to 
O.bservateur pocketed $500 000 e answer was yes, and the Nouvel 

x service on-line. peno to bnng its vldeote . . ' over a three-year - d -

The farsighted de Maublanc bet h . 
and came through with the idea of Aline cou,ld devl~e a 24-hour service 
start~d later on by the Nouvel Observat e, which, until the advent of Jane, 
on-h?c electronic mail service H ttlr, WQul,d ,be France's most famous 
loneliness and the potential ma~k t

e, shared Cecile Alvergnat's views on 
was a low computation-ca aci e It represented. What he needed then 
of access ports so that calfe" ~o~~;t:stem that offered a large n~mbe; 
on-hne ~or as long as they wished . h arm o~er ~e service and remain 
~echaOJsm. Aliru went into 0 Wit ~ut ~mg ejected by the overflow 
Im~edia~e hit. In six months it ~eorat1on 10 July 198:; and was an 
m.311 :ervlces with 2,000 connect hou~~ number one a~o.ng electronic 
With Its slogan, "Aline is terrific. day .. The advertlsmg campaign 

All 
• was as stralghtfo d 

was not roses ho F rwar as possible 
dl ' wever. rom the 0 AI- -

an en. ess series of technical roble uts~t me was plagued by 
defective and the second Foun:· r' crms

. The fast host computer was 
as soon as th . ~ Ole s L, would beco f _ e servIce hit its stride A d me too expensive 
or senSible technical solutions wh' ~ .so de ~aublanc went looking 

Observateur would host its own se~~ as~ premise was that the Nouvel ces. e Maublanc had met Claude 
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KretZSchmar and his group six months earlier at the inaugural show of 
their games service at Espace Cardin, a chic Paris eatery. and their 
encounter proved to be consequential. De Maublanc put titde stock in 
their marketing concept (how could people reasonably be expected to 
subscribe to games with delayed results when their whole appeal was 
precisely the fact that the player was operating in real time') and their 
first products (why so many graphics when it takes sO long to display 
them?), but he immediately realiz.ed that their technical choices were 

The ensuing friendship developed into a close partnership when de right on. 

Maublanc, after leaving the Noutoel Observateur, decided to start his own 
videotex business in late 1985 with almost $100,000 cash on hand from 
the sale of his houseboaL He decided to put his new service, Ludotel, on 
the Sytem host computer, in exchange for making future software 
upgrades and through proceeds from the sale of his own software. He 
seiz.ed the first opportunity that came along to buy into Sytem with his 
houseboat nest egg. Ludo alone was already realizing 60,000 connect 
hours a month, while Funite! was bringing in 100,000, and PL - still 

at the top of the ratings - was running up 140,000. 
Henri de Maublanc was everywhere at once on the videotex scene 

and one is at a loss to put a finger on an his varied activities. Sporting 
an ample hat in winter, glasses that dangle from a black neck cord, and 
an English tweed sportScoat worn to a fine gloss in the back, he is 
ubiquitous. He publishes Luclo and £Col, both stored on the Sytem host 
system. and Anabelle, on the crt host computer. He continues to do 
varied consulting work for the NOIHltl Obserl-'ateur. He has a share in 
Sytem and has inaugurated Politel, a service billed as a "computer-less 
host system", on which service providers lease computer space. He nOW 
has an oUice in one of France's best known advertising agencies, 
Roux_scgueia-Caiz.ac-Goudard, where he is surely cooking up something 
new in advertising or communications. Quick on the draw, de Maublanc 
has been known to register to trade-marks in an hour - for future use. 

Bubbling over with ideas, de Maublanc has announced preparation 
of a major project bringing together a number of small-town newspapers 
interested in a new, trans regional approach to classified ads. Tn 
conjunction with the regional daily press and French "freebie· specialists. 
de Maublanc is rethinking the classified ad business from top to bottom. 
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~e very. classified ads that nearly torpedoed the launching of vidleootet/ 
will be given a good face-lift by the same medium! 

These are a few of the men and women who have made CO'","'IIM", 
videotex what it is in France. After the infamous summer of 
Fran\=ois Henrot succeeded in staking out France Telecom's territt,rv 
distribution of roles was clear-cut: France Telecom would 
hardware system, build it. make it reliable. Others would devise 
products. The only exception to this rule was the electronic 
that France Telecom developed for its directory assiSlance service. 

By early 1985, Michel Landaret was no longer alone in inventina' 
vide~tex ser:ices. (His service was by then receiving 1,000 calls a day for 
a dally traffiC count of some 800 hours from 2,000 "subscribers", whQi 
often bought their Minitels direct at the factory outlet in suburbaa 
Strasbourg.) Mass-market videotex products were cropping up all ovct 
thanks at first to the aforementioned pioneers and later to people ·fro~ 
out of nowhere"'. From 1983 to 1985, over 2,000 videotex services 
appeared on the market. 

Doing business on Minitel 

In an effort to defuse the crisis that threatened French videotex PTT 
Minister Louis Me~andeau had announced in his Velizy ina~gural 
address that profeSSIOnal, as opposed to mass-market, videotex would 
receive top priority. There were of course political and short-term 
considerations involved, but he also took this new tack convinced that 
it ~f~ered a golden opportunity for promoting videotex. He was of the 
OP~D10~ that busine~s should use this new means of communication just 
as It did other media. Moreover, a look at the first professional services 
on T~letel in Velizy and th.e .success they enjoyed would be enough to 
conVInce anyone that the Mmltel was not confined to games and the like. 
There was already a market, albeit embryonic, for professional informa
tion ~ervices,.with railway timelable information heading the list of calls. 
Bankmg services also scored well . The mail-order service of La Redoutc 
was less popular, but highly valued by those who did use it.. Its success 
attested to a high degree of service relevance. 

On October 2, 1982, the Banque Franf:raise du Commerce Exterieur 
o~ French Fo~eign Trade Bank, the BFCE, set about conducting a 
Videotex experiment. Looking to evaluate videotex potential for accessing 
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stomer account information, the bank installed 15 terminals on its 
~':emjses. The results were conclusive, s~ in 19~3 it o~fered. t~e same 

. t 200 of its customers whom It prOVided With Mlmtels. In 
service 0 D h"' 1·1. ~ ~ 
November of the same year, the daily newspaper aup me l(Kre 

ipped 50 of its newsdealers with Minitels so that they could order 
~~~r newspaper stocks directly. At the same t.i~e, the daily Def~che du 
,\-fidi opened up an experimental service ~o.ntamtn~ 12,000 claSSified ads 
accessible to the public through 140 Mtnttel-eqUlpped dealers. It cost 
about 15 cents to consult and a little over $10 to ~n an ad. In Mar~h 
1983 the Peugeot bicycle company outfitted 20~ of ItS 2,400 d~alers With 
Minitels offering them services for stock ordenng, product display, and 
general ~ssistance. The system (called Cegetel) was first and foremost a 
means for Cycles Peugeot to touch base with its ~e~lers. Else,:"h~re, 
companies set up videotex services for .sales staf! trammg and bne£mg; 
yet others used Minitel to keep their franchIses abreast of parent 

company developments. . 
Professional videotex experiments sprang up like so many dan~ehons 

after a spring shower. Soon there were hundreds under way. ~ay ~n, ~ay 
out the industry press announced the emerge~c~ of new, Imagmatlve 
services some of which involved sectors of actiVity that on the face of 
it did ~ot lend themselves to the medium. From 1982 to this day, 
professional videotex has been enriched by an avalanche ~f ideas and. a 
proliferation of all manner of initiatives. What "'up-to-date company m 
France does not offer a service on Minitel as this book goes to pre.ss? 
Frenchmen wishing to know where to spend a ski holiday co~sult Skltel; 
those wanting to go on vacation call S.O.s.- Voyages; those w~ntmg to k~ep 
track of their investment portfolios call A.J.; those companson shopptng 
for the best credit arrangements look up Cetelem.' 

Of these myriad activities, only those designed with the genernl 
public in mind are visible to the naked eye~ there, are as many and as 
varied intracorporate videotex services. Credit. for. It ~11 ~oes. of c?~rse, 
to the VeIizy test, which proved that the g,.at~ ~Istnbut~on of MtnltelS 
was the only way to solve the ".chicke~ and ~gg dlle~na. I.e. the fact that 
people cannot be provided With. a.vailable mformatlon unle~s they ~av~ 
a Minitel but will not have a MlOltel unless they want the mformatJon . 
This was a prime factor behind the surge of activit~. A few noteworthy 
people blazed the trail in professional videotex, showmg the way to others 
who would set out later. 
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Rene Riffard is one such tra "Ibl T" 
made of the Credit Co . I dl aZec. his Imaginative banker 
r mmerCla e France tM· CCF h."king', 
Ight in matters of videotex. In late I' . ' ~ .. 

service destined for individual aCCOunt ~~~d he u;veJ/ed his Vh/io, .... 
CCF has been testing 'rd ' ba . ers. Or over a year now P'. ~ __ th • 
Through it, com anies . COrporate aCCOunt 
readoulS, and re~eve . ~n ve~fy ac~ount ?al~nces, Obtain\:·:;~: 
number, aCCOUfl[ numbe~na~~"::~~:,.;:smg cntena such as cl 
funds, order checkbooks' and call aunts. Customers can also 
Working hand in love w~th F up for exch~nge rates on 
to CCF custome;' Riffa:d lai;~: Telecom, which distributed MII·,i .. 
October 1987 15000 CCF groundwork (or home banking 
aCCOunt holde:.s _' were COns c~~tome~ - including 12,000 .' 
were encouraged by the resul~s, ~~hthelr :ccoun[s via M~nitel. Bu'i·ine .... 
seven minutes, the remaining 20 Oft 80 Vo ~f them calling every day 
for twice as long. The CCF's host 0 conne~tmg only every other day 
an IBM 3081 CPU 'th system IS muscle-bound: It includes 

WI two front-end co '. 
access points. Plans were to a t mmUOiCatlons units and 400 
leasing 40 T ranspac accesses. gal ,600 ports by the end of 1985 by 

Other banking establishments folio d . 
were the first to make heavy us f'd we SU it and, after the press, they 
Populaire de Lorraine offered 30~ ~ V.I eotex. In Apr~1 1983 the Banque 
took off like a rocke and a uSI.ness Owners a Videotex service that 
bulk of which access~d the c

yea r 
la
l 
te~ It was receiving 200 calls daily, the 

. onsu tatlon services M' . I b 
lIOn services, however, were Ion er . ..' mite - ased transac_ 
a season for everything I J g 10 establlshmg themselves. There is 
Tete/ion; the BNP Telis;rv:e ~~uaryd i

th
984 the Credit Lyonnais launched 

A ·1 f ' • an 0 er banks prom tI f II · I· 
pC! 0 the same year the Credit du Nord lau . p y .e. 10 Ine. In 

system, designed to enable prof . I nched Its ambitiOUS Norestel 
industry to manage their funds t e~lOna s, small bUSinesses, and small 
month. For a little Over $]00 a ehgreatest effect; cost: about $15 per 
take advantage of a service :..~ntd~t~Ofessionals and businesses can 
account holders at the Cred't diN a e features, Corinte. Individual 
charge. 1984 would be a bre~-t~ro or~ have acce.ss ro Nordirect, free of 
sector, which was keen on 'd' u~ year for Videotex in the banking 

. . proVI 109 Its customers w'th 
eXistmg services at reduced coses A' . I new services or 
Minitel were those that St' ccordlOgly, the first banks to opt for 

en Customer statements through the mail and 
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for which customer access via videotex would be much more cost
effective. They were well advised to promote it. 

The various banking services are all cast in the same mold, the only 
differences being that some are more legible than others, some better laid 
out, and some accompanied by high-quality instructions. And it is no 
wonder that none of them stand out from the crowd, since they all offer 
the same services, e.g. direct and real-time access to account information 
and a number of at-home operations (funds transfer, fo r instance). 

At France's national railway, the SNCF, Jacques Darthou lost no time 
in idJc speculation about the potential of videotex. Without even testing 
the water, he dove in. First stop, VeIizy. Just as France Telecom had 
directory assistance problems, the SNCF had serious over-the-telephone 
information headaches. The main number for timetable information was 
dose to meltdown. The numbers of the Paris train stations were just this 
side of gridlock, and the plight of outlying stations was just as bleak. To 
say nothing of the never-decreasing costs of the switchboard operators 
who, their printed schedulebook in hand, dispensed information to 
callers from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (and tough luck for those calling after 8 p.m.! 
they would have to go to the station to find out the exact departure time 
of the next day's train). And one could forget about trying to get 
information about connections, since it was somewhere else in the book! 

Darlhou's energy, kindness, and determination got the best of even 
the most doubting Thomases and attracted other carriers in the SNCFs 
wake. At VeIizy he set up a skeleton service and analyzed user reactions. 
The service offered general information and times for the main lines only, 
but it was available round the clock. The transition to a more 
comprehensive service was hampered by the scope of requisite invest
ments in machinery and it was decided to wait until the number of 
Minitels in use rose to do so. When the electronic directory was hooked 
up to lIe-de-France and Picardy at the end of 1983, the SNCF alone 
accounted for 8 % of traffic. 

Darthou realized immediately that the Minitel would be fantastic if. 
after obtaining train times, callers could reserve tickets - and pay for 
them at the same time. But as long as {here was no smart card for 
payment or some sort of verification system for weeding out pranksters, 
it was a pipe dream. SNCF managers' jaws would hit the ground if an 
entire train was reserved on Minitel by some practical joker! Meanwhile, 
the SNCFs electronic information service improved with every passing 
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day. It was SOOn possible to reserve . k b " 
had to be picked up d 'd f tlc ets y Mlnltel, even tho .. ..&. 

an pat or at the ta' 0 ..... 
Operations will be effected . "d 5 tlOn. ne day all 
h' Via Vl eotex and once' th . ave nammg to do but bu . In e station riden 
boarding. y some reading material and victuals 

A host of carriers (ol/owed Darthou's I . 
RA TP). France's international and d . ea~. ~or the Pans metro 
Inter). and numerous others b h Ornestlc ~Irlmes (Ajr France and 
offered an answer to th ... · ,e t ,cy .Suppllers Or middlemen 
h ... It commUniCatIons probl . ' 

t e regional level thecA ems with the PUblIC .. , d ... was an avalanche of . 
In uStry. In March 1984 the M'd ' Py i, . starr-ups In 
which delivered 3000 b'ts f ~ f'- re~ees region opened up SYS/~ 

• lOin ormation on 
rants, and entertainment and J . . .. . accommodations, 
With the 0 . f . elsure actIvItIes In three of its d:ip,m., ..... 

penJng 0 the kiosk service tea J' d 
every stripe swarmed onto videot x I 'J ve In ustry professionals 
was host to 65 promoters who e .. n une 1985 the Voyagetel se""'" 
lasting an average of 10' . received per month a total of 160000 

minutes each The nov I ' 
promoter to pay an entry fee of $1500' $ e set·up. required eQ 
and a one·time fee of $670 for ~ttin to 2,.00.0' They ~ald $20 a "past! 
Informatel company prom t ~ V. g their informatIOn on· line. 1fte 
million that year and empl~y:~ 0 f IfJ4.geteJ, had gross earnings of $1.7 
how to use videotex were plemil:' ~n ~~Ime StaU of fo~r. Bright ideas OQ 

have the potemial for resolvin bee rrave! ~nd leisure sector. Some 
for instance that of using t g anum r o~ cntlcal economic problems, 
last· minute bOOkings. In t~ns~~ ~paclty to a maximum through 
experiment Viewtfon oUered e ?He States the abortive videotel: 

, . a service - LaSt Min t h peop e wanting to leave on a mo " u e - t rough which 
at 20 % to 50 % fare reductio ment s notice could book remaining sealS ns, 

The maiJ·order industry has I 
test either. France's largest m "no

d
[ s achkened the pace since the Velizy 

'hF al·orerouseLaRd 
~It rance Telecom well before the Vel' ' e oute, had worked 
It had observed the Tic- .~ IZy watershed, As early as 1973 
h ..... c venture and was co . d th ' 

t e push-button phone/computer comb' . nVlnce at It could put 
pu:chase or.der service open round the c~~;~I~n to good use to keep its 
of mformatlon retrieval M' , ,. . nd to hold down the cost , th . mite IS convemenr' tho 
IS e CUStomers themselves wh k . 10 IS respect in that it 
th 0 un nowmgly key th '. d e computer, which is able' f b . e requISite ata into 
orders to process. La Redoute ~m,. or uShlnesses t,hat have millions of 

as Irst on t e scene In Velizy with a basic 
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service that offered information of various kinds (what orders could not 
be filled, for instance) and enabled callers to order catalog items and new 
catalogs. 

Jean-Pierre Masclet was responsible for molding and upgrading La 
Redoute's videotex services. Like his counterparts at two other leading 
French mail-order houses, the CAMIF and the Trois Suisses, he was 
pleased with the Velizy results and was looking forward to expanding La 
Redoute's geographical base of operations. It is true that mail-order house 
services have changed little since the basic recipe was developed at Velizy, 
but [hen the clientele of mail-order businesses it not crazy about change. 
The CAM IF did, however, know which way the wind was blowing when 
it opened an on-line electronic mail service; and La Redoute took 
advantage of the medium's ready "updatability" by launching a "This 
week's bargains" entry. Masclet forged ahead painstakingly, knowing that 
his company's customers would be slow in using the Minirel spontane
ously to place their orders but also that he could show a return on 
investment on his computer system with a relatively small percentage of 
orders. Minitel orders currently accoum for] % of La Redoute's gross 
income and 6 % of CAMIPs. To the outside observer it might seem a 
drop in the bucket, but for the company's videotex managers it is a very 
encouraging result. In a word, confidence is king and the use of Minitel 
for advertising sales promotions goes on. The service is free of charge 
- no need to subscribe - and the customer pays only for the call (to 
access the service he keys in 36-14 and the letters "'La Redoute'" for a cost 
of around $3.50 an hour). 

It is only a matter of time before the Catalogs of other retailers find 
their way to videotex, and projects are in the works everywhere. Some 
mail-order houses may wait for tomorrow's sophisticated.graphics 
Minitcl before taking the videotex plunge. Others may take the classic 
route by combining their videotex service and their catalog. CAMIF, in 
what is perhaps a sign of things to come, has already recorded its catalog 
on videodisk. One thing is certain, though, the trend toward the use of 
visuals will be combined with videotex - in the initial phase at all events. 
The fact that some 3,000,000 Minitcls and a powerful data distribution 
network are available is too good an opportunity to pass up - and watch 
others use. 

The conventional distinction between consumer and professional 
videotex, adopted here for clarity's sake, is much more tenuous in reality 
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than at first glance Fo . . . 

li.~e La Redou~e c~ns~;:rtaonrC~r~f:s:~:I~t? o~~~~ ~ea Sn;;~Forder 
VI COlex to reheve the congestion f' I h' in:;:~~:: !t is really dealing with the eneral 0 ~~. te ep one mformation 
In the want-ad market, C:mtesse p~ b'I~' .~hen one of France's leadea 
servO U IClte, starts up an info . 

Ice on newspapers listing class' f d d . . rmaboa 
in the market for a job. Despite th I '; a ~ It IS natu~a!ly ~rgetting people 
been designed by professionals (oretha~t t at such utlh~n~n services have 
needs, they are essentially mass eklf Own ~ommuOJcatlon or publicity o . -mar et services 

ulSlde of this gray area where consu . d . 
there arc nonetheless a numb f . I mer an . professlOnaJ overlap. 
Genn, for example has d e; 0 ~rflct r professIOnal services. Merlin 
Customers with real' ,,' ev.e ope ~ Videotex service [hat provides 

- me assistance m repa' . h' 
malfunction has been ide til' d th lOng mac meso Once the 
through Lhe operations to b~ I~, Cd system guides Lhe repairman 
lists the parts that have bee pedorme .. At the end, the machine even 
d · n use torepalrthem h' d' 

a vised otherwise, dispatch them to ~c me an. wJ!l, unless 
morning's mail. This is a ty . all ( th.e repamnan With the next 

N d . piC Y pro esslOnal service. 
. Ot a ay goes by Without similar servo '. . 

helping sales staff, for bulking orders for I~S sp~ngmg up; services for 
for restocking quickly Profess. I'. pc or~lng remote-repairwork., 

·th . lana services are either' h h 
WI contractors and other rtn b . 10- Ouse Or s ared 
because they are more or I~:s e.r usmesses. They are not all known 
36-14 (users keying in this ~nvate, and arc not accessible through 
the point is not to charge ;~mster pay ~nly for the call) or 36-15 (since 
time (or a gratis after-sales se ~ orner a most $10 per hour of connect 

f . rvlce or an employee for po' t ) T 
pro esslOnal services, callers enter 36-13 (f In ers .. a access 
one dolJar) or key in a confidential ac or an hourly ~te of a htd~ over 
telephone network This' h cess code uSing the switched 
·d . IS were the real full fl d d f· 

VI eotex services that are not I ,- e ge pro eSSlonal 
'"lodged". re evant to the man in the street are 

"Citizen Kiosk" 
Once videotex was Out of the ex . . 

about looking for ways to ch ~~mental stage, profeSSIOnals set 
arge a air market price for electronic 
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information, since suitable rate schedules and payment systems were 
lacking. France is not the United States, where customers need only give 
their credit card number to have merchandise mailed or on-line 
information transmiued to them. France is more conservative - or less 
trustful - and its Carte Bleue (Visa) consortium does not go in for such 
practices, which offer no means of verifying that the cuscomer doing the 
ordering and the owner of the card are one and the same person. It is 
feared that the numbers on stolen cards could be used by others, and the 
company recently reiterated its policy of not guaranteeing payment in 
such cases. Videotex service providers could therefore go one of two 
routes: presubscription or no charge. Attempts were made to find a 
solution based on one or the other, until April 1984 and the advent of 
the kiosk, which settled the matter by offering practical billing options. 

Subscribe now! 

Sytcm Corporation's Funitei offers a good illustration of how services 
zigzagged between various payment methods. The problem is that few 
people are willing to subscribe, even for a few short weeks, to video 
games, no matter how much fun they might be. They want to see them 
close-up first and will onJy subscribe once the service has passed muster. 

France's first pay TV station, Canal Plus, got off to a rocky start on 
account of the slow pace of subscriptions, and this despite repeated 
advertising blitzes that some considered out of all proportion. On the 
other side of the coin, Canal Plus was not later hit by a wave of 
subscription cancellations, unlike cable 1V networks, which are forced 
to run hard-hitting marketing campaigns to retain or lure back 
subscribers. Once they have signed on, the French remain faithful to their 
coded TV station. In the United States brand disloyalty and rough-and
tumble competition among services are the rule, and cancellations will 
always be a headache calling forth gimmicks and "quick fixes". This might 
occur in France the day that the TV networ~ offer weighs more heavily 
in viewer decisions. 

In 1982 the Teletel access service instituted a reversed-charges 
system; by keying in 36-13, the caller could access services paid for by 
the person or organization being called. As 1983 faded, the Teletel access 
service introduced a system for charging the caller, but only for the cost 
of the call. The truncated magic number began with 614, smce 
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renumbered 36-14 with France's transition 
system. 

S~rvice ~rovjde.rs were to build upon these two approaches to 
chargm~. w~lch at first were available only in those areas covered by the 
electro~,c directory. a~d later extended throughout the country. At the 
same tl~e the Mmltei 10, with its Azerty keyboard and built-in 
elee.tramc telephone set for communicating with other Minitels or 
stormg data on peripherals, hit the market 

In De~ember .1984 it was not expensive to subscribe to the video 
game se~lce FunJlel: an annual cntry fee of $25 and $2.50 per hour of 
connect time. If one SlOpS to consider the astronomical cost of pin-ball 
and other bar games, user reluctance is baffling. Although people do not 
have second ~oughlS about paying for something outside the home that 
they .have dehbe~tely sought ~ut, paying from the home for something 
that IS consum.ed m the .ho~e IS another kettle of fish altogether. A good 
example of thiS mentality IS newspaper subscriptions which are losing 
groun~ i~ France in the face of newsstand sales. Th~ advantage of the 
subscnptlon ap~roach for the vendor is that he holds a captive market. 
On the oth:r sl~e of the coin, it gives rise to a host of aggravati ng 
problems pnmanly due to the proliferation of minor bills that often do 
not amo~nt to the cost of the paper they are primed on. If legal fees for 
prosec.uti?g bad debts are figured in, it is readily apparent that the 
subs~fI.ption approach is ill-suited to [he flitting habits of videotex 
practitioners. No sooner have they asked a question, leh a message or 
exchanged a laugh, than they disappear! 

The situation is not much different where professional data bases are 
concerned. A company that consumes a great deal of information does 
not ~esitate . to subscribe to a number of diverse electronic services 
~overtng.a Wide range of information. A company, however, that needs 
mformatlon only on rare occasions or from highly disparate sources is 
not tempted. to take Out ~e nu~ber of subscriptions necessary to cover 
~II the ar~ Its rare questions might touch on. The latter either foregoes 
mformatlon sources that would nonetheless be useful or enlists the 
sen:ices of "information brokers". They do the electronic "footwork" for 
buslOesses thanks to their many data-base accesses and know-how in 
matters of data-set interrogation and interconnection. No one had ever 
heard of i~fo:mation brokers as recently as just a few years ago; now they 
are estabhshlOg themselves as key middlemen between information 
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systems and businesses. Data-base editors owe them the bulk of their 
traffic and subscriptions. . 

Frmiul did not have a monopoly on hybrid billing methods. Until 
February 1984, when the kiosk opened for ~usiness in th.e Paris reg~on 
and Picardy, each service improvised accordtngly: The miracle ~olutl.on 
remained elusive and videotex schlepped along With no-fee services like 
those of La Redoute and the SNCF. The banks alone had the means. to 
promote an active videotex strategy. TheX had no billing and C?J1ect1On 
worries to cope with since the cost of servIces was deducted straightaway 
from customer accounts. Therein may lie the reason so many banks got 
involved in videotex: in 1983-84. 

They even had the opportunity to .extend their in-house system. to 
include non-banking services. The ~Ighest. e~helo~s ?f ~he .banklng 
community were asked to consider haVing theIr. flnanClal.lOstltutlons take 
over billing and collection for videotex services. TheIr refusal. surely 
stemmed from the fact that they did nOl wish to be held responSIble f~r 
videotex bills which they themselves could not .vet .. Above ~II they dId 
want to bear the brunt of disputes that would lOevltably anse because 
France Telecom had no reliable metering system. These were the days 
in France of repeated challenges to Telecom's phone bills. rte~ized 
hilling, which has since been introduced in a number of areas, did not 
exist. Banks do not appreciate handling the amounts due to others. 
especially when (hey are questionable or hotly contested. 

The same lack of billing and collection problems explai~s why tOwns 
opted for videotex. Nantes' Telem system was promot~d With the slogan 
"a public service for the public". In Alsace, the reg10nai host ~ystem, 
Videotex Conseil sensed that municipal videotex was up and commg and 
accordingly ca~e out with Urbis in September 1983, a videotex tool that 
is sufficiently malleable to accommodate the specific needs of each 
community. In August 1984 a consortium including the new~paper 
Ouest-Franct and the city of Rennes opened the paper's To.M servl~e. In 
December of the same year Jean-Marie Rausch, mayor of the City of 
Metz, unveiled Mirabel, which three years later was to become the hub 
of a multimedia municipal information system. 

Members of Parliament would also be among the first to get a taste 
of electronic communication and information services. As soon as he 
took up this duties in 1981, Louis Mexandeau .s~t out to convinc~ every 
lawmaker of the merits of videotex by provldmg an OpportUOlty for 
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hands· on experience Some ~arty's 1982 conventj'on in th;~rld see for themselves at the 
It during the Versaill 5 ,ty of Valence; others would he'." .... 

es ummJt But rno t Id 
supporters as they signed the': . s wou become de 
Mexandeau's way of th' k ' IT ~eglon up for the electronic directory 
on personal usc. 10 109, owcvcr, rrue allegiance was • 

. He accordingly suggested th 
tmplement a program es c' . at the two houses draw u 
forthcoming. Dominiq': ~~i;;, su,t~d to their needs; the Senate !. 
had to summon forth all h' .ft, exandeau's parliamentary 
of the National Assembly ~s gnt and c~arm to bring the three q""" 
to his way of thinking Whoseprcsl~nSlble for its administration 
M'" . en ar lament co d . • 

IOlster maugurated an electro' . . nvcoe In 1983, the 
developed and financed b th nte mati service on the Teicrel ncotwcod 
access from their offices a:d e ~~em.bly, which all the deputies 
committee rooms Th ' as o. pnl of the following year from 

, e new service del' d ' 
reports, memoranda agendas Ie I Ivere appointments calendars, 
frequendy updated ~ervices, 'In ~~e d~ta, .and a thousand and one other 
democracy, lawmakers of eve ra kalals •. Bourbon, symbol of French 
explore the wonders of 470 M~itet" ' stnpe, and accent could now 

Key in 36-15 + whatever 

In May 1983 at a colloquium 'd 
for Journalists' Training and C ~n ~I eotex organized by the Center 
head of Commercial Affa' F ontl~umg Education, France Telecom's 

I 
Irs, ran~OlS Henr t b h· 

coset. He explained that it was a s 0,' . roug t kiosk Out of the 
reserved for the press, ystem for btllmg videotex services, onc 

, A special call number would be as i which would have a surtax Ie . d ~ gned to calls to videotex services. 
The revenue raised from th ~Ie on em payable by the person calling 
co ' , IS tax, a flat rate d t . . 

nscnt with service rov'd e ermlOed by common 
Teleco~, less the cosi' of ~i:t~b::~~ld;e , r~mitted. to them by France 

While the announcement of kio
g ~ I~ ormation. 

a.nendance, it was already apparent t;: bllhng was a scoop for those in 
hnes of Mexandeau's inaugural h~yone who had read between the 

, speec 10 VT A d 
was not universally popular At th . . e IZy. n yet the proposal 
system's promoters, who we~e take~ ~ltT~e 1\ occurr~d to no one but the y Its e egant Simplicity and the fact 
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that it guaranteed confidentiality, that the kiosk system would be a 
bonanz.

a
. Service providers. who had been expecting news about the 

promised home banking terminal, gave it the thumbs-down. They were 
'Worried about user reaction to a telephone.based method of payment. 
Then chairman of the Association of Teletel Service Providers, Jacques 
Oartho

u
, aired his views to Mexandeau: "Service providers have vcry 

much appreciated the stands you have taken on numerous occasions with 
respect to videotex in France and the resources needed to ensure its 
success ... On this same score and to illustrate our point, we regret that 
the groundwork laid for home payment of videotex services is noW 
seriously jeopardiz.ed, .. An ambitious project for smart-card readers 

should already have been launched." 
In actual fact a few dozen smart· card readers had been tested at 

VeIizy and the prevailing view was that electronic payment of videotex 
services was the first-class way to go. Day in, day out, month after month, 
they would announce that it was imminent, mat it was making headway, 
that it would be ready any day now. As can be readily imagined, the select 
assemblage of videotex people sat in stunned silence as Fran~ois Henrot. 
with his legendary deft touch, impiicitely acknowledged the real motives 
behind his kiosk proposal: home payment was not conceivable, not for 
the time being anyway, and not on a national scale. What had actually 
happened was that the various partners involved in the f)nQnitique" 
electronic money project had not got along and had promptly become 
bogged down by the hoary issue of who would pay for the terminals. The 
banks agreed with the concept of monetiqut but had no intention of 
spending a penny on it. France Telecom, already deep in debt on account 
of the phone catch· up program and the datacom project of which it was 
sole financier, was not about to foot the bill again. As a result, the project 
was postponed .sine die, The manufacturers involved, however, did not 
jettison the venture and continued to work at resolving the technical 
drawbacks. Politically, though, the project was put on ice until 1987 when 
it was revived in the wake of the uproar over pay checks and the advent 

of smart -card pay phones, 
In his address Henrot had also spoken of consultation, but to whom 

was he referring? France Telecom'S partners had never been under the 
impression that consultation was a hallmark of the house o[ Telecom. 
Consumer representatives who had been heard by the commission for 
monitoring videotex experiments had never received answers to their 
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questions. Neither had the s stem 
views. As to the press it hIs operators, who had endorsed 
that to get France Teleco:n's

co7e t~ the. bitter (or joyous) concllUliiai 
newspapers. a tentlon It had to speak out in 

From the Outset France Telecom' 

would spell the indefinite s panners feare~.~t~ha~it~1k;';O:~S~k~~\"Sl.: they Were afraid that chargi~~~n~ment .of the smart card. In 
for nothing (timetable - I . n Ormation that was 

10 ormation, purchase d 
put a damper on the overall rowth ~r ers, and the like) would 
favorable [0 confining the k" gk of traffiC. Accordingly they......, 

. lOS system to com '. • 
communIcation This rna I . panles 10 the business of 
reserve kiosk biiling for le ex,? am ;hy France Telecom's decision to 
no legal grounding and trans)~: ~;t br~adficasting media, one that had 
On consumer videotex d'd 0 a e acto monopoly of the p ..... 
b • I not arouse the 0 .. 

een expected. But what reall . PpO~ltlon that might h8"o'e 
the possibility that the publ} gaveldvldeotex publishers night-mares was 
Th IC wOU stay away Iro h k" 

ey were reluctant to abandon a know . m t e Josk system. 
an approach that might very well n quantIty (presubscription) for 

Then there was the matt I thflotbPan out (pay-per-use billing). 
I dOd er a e reak-e . . 
t I not take a Harvard MBA t f ven pOint of kIOsk services 

be taken off the top by F 0 '8
T
ure out that 30 % of the tOtal would 

. rance elecom 'ts h 
remamder would be split between th ,I S are as carrier. Th~ 
are stored) and the service pro"d e

l 
host system (where the services 

bala VI cr. t was though t th th 
nce among the sector's playe . h b at e delicate 

systems, whose operating costs arslt m~g. ~ Ie. tipped in favor of the host 
whe' er mltJa mvestme ts reas servIce providers had t I . n were very low 
services. Would kiosk billing ~p ow ea~mgs back into developing ne"'; 
services? p mpt service providers to host their own 

. E~eryone did agree on One thin tho .' . . 
thmg 10 that it spelled Out th g,. ugh. Kiosk billing was a great 

1I f e econonuc ground If" we as uture _ videotex servO B' OJ es Or eXlstmg - as 
service providers endorsed th Ices: ~lcal1y al.1 the information and 
reserved the right to challenge s e ~;;~:ple of ~,os.k billing, but they 
example, no one could agree or: th peets of Its Implementation. For 
t~ere would be only one rate _ fo: amount to b~ charged, and since 
divergences posed a problem A d tb purely technical reasons - such 
those offering what they conside n dIe. ~ap Was to grow wider between 
who wanted to be renumerated re edg.Jtlm, ate value-added services, and 

aCCOr mg y and th " , Ose almmg to make 
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Minitel a communication rather than information medium, and who 
argued for the lowest kiosk rate possible. But France Telecom had honed 
its bargaining skills to a fine edge and let it be known that several rates 
might be proposed in the future. It had some sophisticated rate strategies 
in store! For the time being, though, France Telecom had what it likes 
best: the green light from the authorities. It therefore knew that no one 
_ not the banks, not the newspapers, not any rate.fixing parliamentary 
commission - would pry into its business. By late 1985 kiosk billing 
had been extended throughout France and got consumer videotex off the 
ground. 

Let there be no mistake about it: The decision to go with kiosk billing 
was not easy for France Telecom. It ran counter to the traditions of the 
house and the mind·set of its engineers. The kiosk option had in fact 
already been proposed to Gerard Thery, France Telecom's pre-1981 
general manager, who had brushed it aside. The idea of France Telecom 
acting as bill collector for third panies was not at all to his liking. The 
same system had again been put forward by Philippe Bodin, a member 
of Mexandeau's staff, and grudgingly accepted by Jacques Dondoux, 
whom Fran~ois Hencot frequently reminded that, although the profes
sion of tax collector was pleasant enough, throughout the history of 
France such people invariably ended up on the wrong end of a rope! 

Jacques Dondoux was mainly concerned about confidentiality. The 
thought that users might be "traced" through the billing system gave him 
pause. He set about looking for a way to guarantee the privacy and 
confidentiality of exchanges on Minitel. A chance conversation with his 
Swiss counterpart, Me. Traxel, apparently started the wheels turning. As 
a good Swiss, Mr. T raxel knows what privacy and confidentiality are all 
about. He let Dondoux in on a li({le secret of his own when he advised 
him: "Why not set up a kiosk? That way no one will know who buys 
what". 

The idea made converts slowly but surely, but the set-up went against 
the grain at France Telecom, which for the first time would be called 
upon to collect money for a third party. A detail perhaps, but not a minor 
one. The specter of customer complaints and their aggravation at phone 
bills inflated by videotex charges loomed large. Then there was the matter 
of devising a system for metering Minitel calls. 

The balance would tip in favor of the kiosk system, on the grounds 
of both ethics and economics. Better than any other system, it guaranteed 
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the ~nonymjty prized by DondOllx and the P1T '. 
required by law. In addition bask b"Jr Ministers staff and 
within the network and mad' . I 109 was ensured by the networt 
amounts. When the kiosk e It cost-effective to collect even the smallest 
odds-makers saw it as a Jong'Y,'h

tem 
Nwent into effect in March 198.4 

h Qt. 0 One had 0"r<I d th ... 
was t e fourth movement in th "d b'~Spe at the kiosk 
the packet-switched data net e ~J ,;:otex symphony, after the Minite~ 
videotex access points With th

wor
.• rdans~ac. and the introduction of 

ff" . e Intro uellon of k" k b·ll· . 
tra Ie sky-rocketed, c1imbin from 1 IDS I 109, Videotex 
November and December 19~4 to 2 2 ~8il~?O ~ours :>f connect time in 
a year later. For the month of Ju . IO~ ours In the same months 
hours! Today, the monthly co oe .198.1. th~ ~lgure exceeded four million 

um IS SIX mdlJon hours. 

Knocking on heaven's ... ports 
Callers access France's videotex n k· 

system that stores the sought-aft e~orI Via ports to reach the host 
are accessible from anywhe e . e~ service. n France, such access poims 
The March 1982 decision to' '" the cTountry, and all at the same price. 
. use e ranspac n tw k h tlme- not distance-based to tra . . e or, w Ose rates are 

outgrowth of Dondoux's e~ ress ~~mlt Videotex data was a logical 
Out-of-the_way regions h p . ~IS not to penalize the inhabitants of 
range of videotex service; ~:~~s ~~t~ctures couid not handle a wide 
from Brittany Auvergne p ranspac, all Frenchmen. whether 
Videotex. Unli'ke his pred~ce~: r~vence, w~re equal before the god 
distribution of professional in~~' o~doux did not buy the idea that [he 
~i~~otex network profitable. In ~~~tlOn wo~ld be e?~ugh to make a 
IOItJally dedicated to the trans r1 ;me vel~, the Telecom 1 satellite, 
used to transmit television Sig:s. 0 profeSSIOnal data, would later be 

The matter of simultaneous access h 
for host system operators Too few . ports. as always been paramount 
~et through, whereas too· many m;~lOt~ ~.I~:S away callers who cannot 
IOvestment. es It J Icuit to make a return on 
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Microcomputers vs. megamachines 

Access portS are important, especially in videotex where the more 
successful the service, the more ports are needed: Only one person at a 
time can enter a port, which remains occupied until the call is over and 
the user has disconnected. 

The first videotex host systems, like the one for the Teletel test in 
Velizy. the CITV, or those devised by CAP-Sogeti, Telesystemes, Steria, 
and others, were mere computers specially adapted for the occasion 
(access systems, communication protocols with the Teletel network, the 
very first electronic mailbox software programs, and the like). At the time, 
the commonly held view was that videotex services would be unwieldy, 
with huge data bases to manage. Thus data processing capability was 
naturally uppermost on people's minds, whereas the seemingly insignifi
cant matter of the number of access ports got short shrift. It was also true 
that the early days of the VeJizy test had seen a number of megaservices 
go on-line. Managing such behemoths as the Redoute catalog, the SNCF 
timetables, and the citizen's administrative guide was no mean feat - to 
say notbing of the electronic directory, still the world's largest distributed 
data base. 

During this entire period, France's "conventional- software and 
systems houses dominated the scene. They soon fonned a key sector in 
the development of consumer videotex by raising the comfort level of 
service design, which went a long way to spurring coment-provider 
creativity. Credit is also due them for the vertiginous drop in host system 
operating costs, which plummeted within a year from $25 an hour to less 
than $2, and without which the viability of videotex service publication 
was no more than a pipe dream. Moreover, it was the only videotex· 
related sector that managed to export, thereby initiating a number of 
foreign countries to videotex a. fa jranfaise. Together with service 
publishing per se, it has been the main source of new jobs within the 
videotex industry. 

And yet the systems and software houses did not take the new 
medium by storm. They were hardly sanguine about its prospects, 
otherwise they would have invested in it and continued to play the major 
part they had in the early days. Once the large-scale public projects had 
been completed, and once Teletel and the electronic directory were under 
way, they would appear to have lost interest. They had been ambivalent 
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abour cooThsumer videotex all along. and tOday theirs is onl 
presence. ey have remained t t. y a 

~s~; t~neyk~~ng hWith thCi
k
, corp;:;:t;Ot:~~:S:;~;aa,~lZ:ii~~\:eh~ 

w ow to ta e and with the wa th ·T,.... 
jnve,sting. They may make ~ comeback th Y . ey are accustomed 
services appear (0 be here [0 sta and th o~g~, now t~at con" .... 
January 1987 f h Y'. e Credit Lyonnals' Out 

o ( e consumer service leader S t f . oulbsi,tIia..J; 
Sligos, is a clear signal of just such a revival of r em or Its ~ , 

In th· Interest. 
. e meantime, however, they have been overtaken b ~:~:! 

~ompa.~les. often set up with and for videotex bY"adventurers!tf 

J;P:li~ I:f~~~~q:eas~·y~eamrkesteVgi~eOtexd machine. Outsiders like 

, ,In, an so many othe h ~'t;:"!~= spectacular growth h' h h . rs ave 
The h k • W IC t ey owe to their offense-minded 

y ave ta en the trouble to d· r 
needs of information provide ~v~e ~ me of products suited to the 
systems that stand in stark co~U:t to a: ~~ r~liablef' flexibl~ operatioa 
and sofrware houses. e 0 enngs 0 the major systems 

Contrary to the British approach h .. 
to the Prestel network F"""nc T I w, ere everythmg IS subordinated 
f· , .. ,. e e ecom s strategy was t . 
ree rem in choosing host computers and b 0 g~ve operaton 

standards were concerned G t d to e broad-mmded where 
French industry had to off~ b ran ~ , ~eps were taken to promote what 
lntertechnique's Realites ; J;,~smg d ~noeywell Bull's Mini 6 computer, 
Micromega. France's Agen 'f ;n p' 00 .models, and Thomson's 
similar tack by subsidizin CYth or f aea .~ocesslng, the. ADl, had taken a 
equipmem. But despite su~h b:c~~~ v~ eote~ operations using French 
be able to hold On to the ho t ,renc manufacturers would not 
but disappeared in 1987. s systems market. from which chey have all 

From the Outset foreign a f 
~ark~t. IBM, DEC, HeWlett-;ac~~r~~t~~/~I7v~~ti0~: ~ar~ of ~e 
. oug as supported systems and software h .'. ac onne

Videotex. They knew how to d t k ouses In theIr approach to 
of marketing techniques and a ;~ ~ol~ar ~t trends; they had a range 
of service providers. When ~~ t~~ ~:;t at. mesh~d with the needs 
computers were caHed for they had. : gOlOg, high-capacity host 
around 1982-83 . ' JUSt w at the doctor ordered. When 

, microcomputers were need d th 
the demand, and in 1984 the su lied th e, ey ~ere able to meet 
seeing through a mass-markerstr!~gy Th e. mbegal. machines necessary for 

. elr a I Ity to change COurse and 
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mOve with market trends explains how they managed to retain a foothold 
in the market despite starting out with nothing more than their products. 

It was Michel Bouvier who had introduced videotex to a number of 
the outsiders who subsequently went into the business of hosting 
videotex services. He had recruited them in the Velizy days to help design 
and build the services he was promoting the world over. Jean.Louis 
Fourtanier is the best known outsider. In 1979 this affable videotex 
pioneer started up crL (a computer language consultancy), by no means 
a run-of-the·mill software house. His goal was to develop data 
communication tools. To meet the increasingly insistent requests from 
Bouvier, with whom he had devised some 500 pilot-scale services, he 
decided early on to market videotex host systems under the crL name, 
which in June 1982 accounted for 70 % of his gross revenue. 

Fourtanier's big break was to realize, well before anyone else, that the 
Unix operating system was ideally suited to videotex, both in terms of 
quantity and quality. He claims that his choice was a stab in the dark. 
Before striking out on his own, Fourtanier had worked for Dassault 
Aircraft where he had been surrounded by American consultants who 
swore by Unix. And so later, when it came time to select a system, 
Fourtanier went with Unix in the absence of any hard data on the 
performance levels of available operating systems where videotex was 
concerned. Developed in the Bell Laboratories in the early 1970s, Unix 
was the product of a search for an operating system that would provide 
a pleasant and efficient working environment in laboratories. Unix is a 
time-sharing operational system with some 100 utility programs that can 
accommodate an unlimited number of programs without becoming 
overly complicated. Unix's feature attraction, though, is the low cost of 
transferring programs developed in the Unix environment on to other 
computers, thanks to its C programming language. 

Unix ranks among the de facto operating system standards and has 
since become a mainstay in data processing. But at the time, few people 
Were familiar with it. Fourtanier was one of the few. He selected Unix, 
which as he tells it was responsible for his company's incredible 
breakthrough in videotex. While other host systems remained tethered 
to the Mini 6 or equivalent hardware and dropped out of the consumer 
videotex market one by one, CTL invested in hardware that operated 
under Unix, thereby enabling it to transfer its services on to increasingly 
powerful computers without making any software upgrades. 
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CTL was able to finance its own fantastic growth. Today Fourtanier 
is pleased to say that he never needed outside capital, even in 1985 when 
investments were heaviest, since he is convinced that his bank would not 
have granted him the necessary line of credit Until 1985 CTL was alone 
in hosting communication services on big computers. The "conventionar 
systems houses had thrown in the towel and had carved out a niche in 
professional services requiring few simultaneous access points. Other 
outsiders caught up in the move to smaller hardware developed 
microcomputer-based strategies. Started in April 1981, the software 
house SoCree adopted an approach round an eight.bit microcomputer, the 
PSI-SO, compatible with CP/M software, and which sold, basic software 
included, for $13,000 taxes not included. Each PSI-SO could manage 
eight simuhaneous access points. Integrated in the KOBUS configura
tion, 120 simultaneous access points would be available at a cost of 
15 PSI-80s + $3,200 for the KOBUS coprocessor. There were many 
such schemes using Apple, Logabax, IBM PC, Thomson ... and which 
resulted in a balkanization of the market. 

During all this time, Fourtanier continued to forge ahead as his team 
got a better handle on the Unix operating system. Naturally, a number 
of coworkers had left to go into business for themselves, taking with them 
a portion of CTL's know-how. Still, Fourtanier was prepared for the third 
wave of videotex services foreshadowed by the mass-market strategies of 
PI.., Funitel, Libi, and the Nouvel Observaleur, which relied on mega
machines with communication functions prevailing over computing power. 

On-line electronic mail services came into their own. Fourtanier had 
opened his in March 198.5 with 100 access ports. By late 198.5 he had 
over 1,000 ports (or simultaneous access points) on hand, whereas most 
of his competitors had to settle for a few hundred. He had become the 
pivotal figure in consumer videotex circles. Requests for access to eTL 
poured in. The Nouvel Observateur service, which had run into problems 
with SGIP, went over to CTL, which was attracting a growing number 
of services and plowing every penny earned back into increasingly 
sophisticated hardware. Fourtanier remained loyal to Hewlett-Packard 
and in the course of 198.5 bought 10 big computers to replace the 
"Model 1" he had started out the year with. Other systems operators had 
gained a foothold in the big-capacity computer market Energie Videotex, 
oddly enough a Johnny-came-lately to the sector, announced for 
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tober 1984 a l,200-port host system incorporating computers 
Dc , d U' and installed by CTL, d 
operattOg un er f nIx 1984 Minitellers found themselves transporte 

In the ye~ 0 grace.. '... 22" Services were hard to reach and 
back to the dIre days of ~srue:~:s . lease call back". Minitel watchers, 
screens frequently flashed. H~S th ~ 1f of all calls did not get through. 
statistics at the read~, d~lm~ a~a : to get through they were often 
And when callers did fInal y maid g t his finger on the exact cause of 
-ejected" by the host. No one cou thPuTeletei network was saturated. Or 
such a streak of bad luck. P~h;h~ch ~ad not been designed to handle so 
maybe the Transpac netwo.r . was at fault. The hosts were 
many connectia.ns and dlscon~~tl~a~~' ex lanation struck observers as 

Perhaps not entirely bug-free. dlSd' d Pd tum out to be the culprits. 
1 'bl d the hosts t to ee . 

the most p ausl e, ~n ( nder-capacity of hardware, poor deSIgn 
But there was a myC1a~ of ca~se~ u d e malfunctions, service downtime 
of software for managtng ca s, ~ war twas a case apart 
for program updates), an~ each ost. sys cm

have 
faded from' memory. 

Today, yes~edrda~ vlde~te~o gil~~~:~e productivity to offset any 
Nowadays, besl es . e ne~ . stems 0 erators' biggest worry 
decreases in electromc servIce pflC~S, s:t ~ty There is talk of a 

d communIcation capaci . 
is to augment entry a~ f h ·th 2000 ports (they exist on the 
possi~te fourth generat)lo; °h bi~s~i:~ing is in response to the unabated 
draWIng boards a~yway" uc. d th . vasion of videotex by the mass 
surge in electromc malt trafhC

I 
an e tnd'ence as possible at any given 

' th d t reach as arge an au I . . medIa at nee 0 . d .' eeds in that, and thiS IS not 
time. Lastly, it reckons wl.th a vert~SI~s~n campaign that comes along 
generally ~nown, the fi~t vld:~t~:t ~ ::em st~ring the service in questio~! 
runs the fisk of explodtng th Yof the 0 inion that electronic ma~1 

And yet. numerous experts ~~~k of traffi~ today, have reached their 
serv ices, which account fo: the th tting edge of service development 
peak. True, they will remam on e cu d lace behind the value-added 

h well drop 1O secon p . 
but 1 ey may very .' . that are looming on the honzon , ' d mmumcatlOn servIces . . 
mformatton an co . er than electronic mall services. 
and require much greater computtng pow 

T ranspac, the indispensable 
d h F ch packet-switched data 

In 1982 Jacques Dondoux sel~ct~l \ ~~~ He had three aims in 
network, Transpac, which covere a 0 . 
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view: to offer same·rate Mini I . 
geogrnphicallocation' to turn a te tervlces to all callers, '~~:~ 
was far from being ~t t d. pr~ It On a professional data n 

The value of T cans u: ~a'd an, to keep billing within the 
Marti in 1977 when htd 'd d a ready been brought home to 
at the Berlin Trade Pa· e,c

h
, e h(O put On his videotex dea,on'mol 

If WI out auf h' 
!o that end. he hooked into the Tran~ng IS own c~mputer to 
m order to link up with h' pac access pomt nearest 'h •. ...: 
by the CCEIT team whi~~ c~:r~~~r in Re~nes. This was made 
from scratch. Dondoux mad' . t? deVise a prototype access 
technical kinks had be e hlSkddeCISlon safe in the knowledge 

en wor e out, 'f 
pcmotype to industry_ri e roduct . ev~n I the transition 
problems. And indeed tcGrr ~ust mevltably give rise to a 
so many in fact (hat th f engl?eers would enCOunter a nlulti .... 
Ide Irst generatIon of YAP ( ·d 

p ague by inconsistent perf VI eotex access 
generation of access points YA~r~ce, would calJ fonh a 
mOre reliable and mor .' lJ· . ~ new model was the same 
ability to manage a e ~nte Ig, ent, wIth mOre features . ' 

. ponlOn 0 the com .. .' 
(ermlnal, to feed information back to the mUmcatIOn with the . 
the shon term a flat· rate schedule d. host, and to accommodate hi 
schedule: the famous "mulrirate ki:k 10 the long run a diversified rare 
1987. s system scheduled for the fall 01 

In its immediate aftermath n 
decision. All those promotin r'. 0 ~n~ was really thrilled about the 
in the back. The engineers ~w:g:o~: v'deo~e.x services saw it as a stab 
transmitted on their netw~ ks y k ry ~ensl~lve about what was beins: 
system designed to distri~ut; too .a dIm VIew of the diversion of I 

transpon mass.market co pre~IOus and serious information to 
beca . mmumcatlons But the d .. 

USe It was seen as the m "d : eCISIOn was taken 
a t" I d· OSt emOcratlC" It funh I 

na JOna !mension: Services Could be h . ermore ent videotex 
the fanhest recesses of Franc ·th b ~sted on computers located in 

Th e WI Out eJOg penalized 
e only problem was that France T I . 

a sudden surge in consumer videote t e. eCOm had not expected such 
the kiosk system gradualJ d x rafflc. By late 1984·early 1985 as 
France Telecom SUbSidjary,Yw:~:~u :~ COver the country, Transpa~, a 
w~ compelled to place a quota on t; br ~~q~ests for aCCess points and 
~o~nts each service provider was enti~: t Imned the number of access 
hkJOg, but a situation that was to subsist f to, a mo~e that was to no one's 

or Some tIme. Because the kiosk 
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system was reserved for the p~ss, ~ranspac access ~oints were begged 
for like so many newspaper regIstration numbers, whIch are bought and 
sold on the black market in France. Those who wanted to play by the 
rules took a number and waited to be served by Transpac; they also made 
arrangements to have a magazine or newspaper in their group. And so 
the laws of supply and demand, with the concomitant share of fast 
dealing, took root in the shade of the monopoly tree. 

For the first five months of 1985, videotex was a veritable cornucopia. 
Starting in April, anyone with a Minitel could access 25 billion characters 
on· line. The electronic directory was receiving over 100,000 calls a day, 
four times as many as the number (12) for directory assistance, and 
processing up to 2,000 at a time. Sytem made a spectacular recovery 
thanks to the beneficial effects of kiosk charging. G·CAM and TF-OI (a 
subsidiary of the TV network, TF-l) launched Pluriei, the first videotex 
emporium. The Nouvel Obsen:ateur knocked one out of the park with the 
opening of its on-line rendezvous service, Alhu. Libtratio'l had recently 
changed host system to shift in[O a higher gear. In a span of two years, 
over 1,000 services had sprung up. 5,000 jobs had been created. France's 
P'IT had invested $500,000,000 in videotex. The public adjusted well to 
the kiosk system and used it without hesitation: 11 million calls a month 
were recorded for 800,000 Minitels in operation. 

There was electricity in the air. Not a day went by without a new 
product being unveiled. Not a newspaper that did not contrast French 
success with foreign failures. The Minitel had definitely been adopted, 
and was used for everything: to converse, make inquiries, play games, 
purchase merchandise. It was a known fact that over 30 % of those with 
a Minitel did not yet avail themselves of the little machine, but amidst 
the prevailing optimism this was simply regarded as a sizeable market 
waiting to be captured. 

And then on June 18, 1985, the Transpac network broke down. 
Dominique Commiot in the magazine Sciences et Aveni,. commented the 
event thus: "For two months, in this column, we have been describing 
the wave of madness sweeping across a France bitten by the videotex bug. 
Since then, the phenomenon had only increased in intensity, so much 
so in fact that on June 18 those hundreds of thousands of Minitel fanatics 
knocked out Transpac". 

Transpac is the flagship of French datacom technology. Operational 
since 1979, it was the world's first public packet·switched data network 
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and remains the most powerful. It was one of the major reasons that the 
X.25 standard was adopted worldwide, a format that enables computta: 
the world over to communicate with one another. In July 1985 Transpe 
consisted of 28 automatic switching systems connected by ultra 
high -speed links. Serving 25,000 subscribers, it is guilty of only a. 
transmission error for every 10 billion characters transmitted. TranspIC 
conveys 400 billion characters per month, whereas the two largest 
American networks, Tymnet and Telenet, record traHic levels of 100 and 
50 billion characters. respectively. Transpac has made of SESA, who 
designed it, the world's packet-switching leader. 

How could a network such as Transpac simply give up the ghost one 
fine day? The French were dumbfounded to discover that their high-tech 
did not rhyme with perfect and that they were so dependent on 
telecommunications networks. Contrary to what people claimed, how
ever, T ranspac did not blow from overloading. The network was not 
saturated and the volume of information was not on the hot seat. Calls 
from Minitels accounted for 40 % of calls to Transpac, but only for 25 % 
of the data transmitted. The cause of the breakdown was elsewhere. It 
lay not in the amount of data transmitted but in the way people used the 
MiniteL Minitellers, and especially devotees of on-line electronic mail 
services, lend to access a service just long enough to see who is there, 
and then zap over m another in search of better action, and so on. In 
short, they drop in for a visit, take a look around, and move on to another 
service to see whether the grass is greener. 

In tenns of the technology involved, this so rt of activity is managed 
by the software that controls the automatic switches. And it was the 
culprit. It must be borne in mind that this type of software is extremely 
unwieldy and contains seve ral hundred thousand instructions. Most 
important, though, it is impossible to simulate the reactions of such 
software under actual operating conditions, a drawback compounded by 
the fact that in real life a snowball effect ripples through the network. 
For example, when callers cannot get through to a service they keep 
keying in the number. The automatic switch is thus deluged by a growing 
number of calls that it is increasingly hard-pressed to handle. The 
number of in-coming unanswered calls increases until the other 
aummatic switches to which they have been automatically rerouted are 
in tum congested, and so on, until the heart of the network is saturated. 
This snowball movement must be stopped cold. 
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the extraordinary breakthrough of today's small and varied videotex 
services with their summary, yet to-the-point. contents? Who could have 
imagined that on-line electronic mail services would assume the 
proportions they have, accounting for haU of all consumer videotex 
traffic. And lastly, who would have thought that the media (television, 
radio, print) would pounce on videotex in an effort to establish closer, 
more interactive ties with their audiences? 

None of this was in the cards. And what is more, the system, as 
designed, does not really lend itself to person-to-person communication. 
It is better suited to interrogating data bases. And so it was in the shadows 
that users, encouraged by the Gretel episode, were to contrive to divert 
the new medium from its initial purpose and make of it an object of 
communication. And yet one needed only take a close look at the results 
of the Velizy test to realize that something was afoot. That something 
had not escaped the attention of Louis Mexandeau, who in his address 
inaugurating the electronic directory in lIIe-et-Vilaine cited the on-line 
electronic mail service as one of special delight to the Minitellers in 
VeIizy. 

And yet France Telecom's engineers were averse to acknowledging 
as fact a state of affairs that did not jibe with their version of reality. They 
objected to their system being used to host a real-time electronic mail 
service for exchanging sweet nothings. Basically, they felt that such a use 
was not dignified enough to be featured on an infrastructure of Transpac's 
caliber. The same story had unfolded in the early days of the telephone, 
which was accused of being a handy tool for arranging lovers' trysts. They 
could not bear the thought that videotex would go down the same road. 
They even went to great lengths to juggle their statistics in an effort to 
mask the magnitude of on-line rendezvous service traffic. And they took 
their strategy to the limit: The 1984 directory of videotex services listed 
only three real-time electronic mail services - and they were all 
professional. The others, which accounted for the bulk of kiosk traffic, 
were concealed with a delicate sense of propriety under other headings 
such as 'press', 'information', and 'games'. This same intolerance for 
anything they felt smacked of flirting had led them to cut short the 
on-line chat network that had enjoyed considerable success in the city 
of Montpellier. Prospects for increased traffic often carry little weight in 
[he face of conventional morals. 

On the other hand, outsiders may also underestimate the feeling of 
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Today the working principle of on-line electronic mail services is so 
well known that there is no need to expand at great length on what made 
Gretel special. Its most attractive feature at the time, and one that has 
since found widespread acceptance, was the use of a pseudonym and the 
fact that the pseudonyms of the other callers on-line were displayed. 
Should a caller decide to leave an on-line electronic mail service for a 
stroll through the information services, for example, he or she will be 
contacted in the event a message arrives, which can be answered or not. 
On Gretel no subject is taboo; callers can talk about whatever they want, 
to whomever they want, at all hou.rs, night and day. They can look for 
soul mates, converse with strangers (with no ulterior motives), or hook 
up with their usual chat partners. By changing pseudonyms, callers can 
indulge in mask games and assume various identities. On Gretel and her 
future little sisters, callers are there without being there; they can see 
without being seen, play at being someone else, and venture into the 
unknown - at no risk. They feel protected by the screen and their 
anonymity. 

Adventurers poured through the breach opened up by Gretel, with 
varying degrees of success. Gretel worked well and, with the kiosk system, 
there was money to be made, so, went the argument, why not take a 
chance? Many apparently shared their thinking, because a wave of on-line 
electronic mail services hit the beaches in 1984-85, at times under 
comical circumstances. 

Such was the case of Doctors Fran~ois Lagarde and Daniel Hallaby. 
who found themselves in July 1984 at the head of an on-line electronic 
mail service, almost in spite of themselves. Both felt it would be useful 
for doctors to have at their disposal an electronic medical information 
service. Their basic idea was to offer doctors a no-fee service that would 
be financed by pharmaceutical companies. Minitel was still relatively 
unknown, and the companies were not about to be wheedled into 
sponsoring the operation, so the doctors set up the service themselves 
with no outside financing. One day they happened upon the makers of 
the first French microcomputer, the Goupil-3, invested $17,000 in one, 
outfiued it with a dozen access ports, set it up in a basement in the south 
of Paris, and started up the service. Six months later, they were on the 
verge of panic: There had been so few calls that they were about to close 
up shop. In desperation, Lagarde opened an on-line eleClronic mail 
service. A stroke of genius! Those who wished to pay less (S.M is accessible 
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through 36 14, the number for accessing professional services) arranged 
to meet on SM, which as no one knew did not signify "sadomasochis( 
but Jen.:eur medical or medical host. The two founding fathers bought 
another Goupil. moved into different quarters, and finally obtained 
authorization [0 access the kiosk. Then misfortune struck: Over I 

weekend the microcomputers had been overloaded with calls and had 
literally melted down. Everyth ing had to be replaced. Four months later, 
Lagarde revived SM, this time with 48 access points. Today the service 
is stored on A 1T -Olivetti computers, and although the hardware has 
changed, the service has remained as fresh as ever. SM offers four forums: 
Ankae, Bahia, Capri, and Delhi, which can handle 5 calls at a time, no 
more. SM was a new twist on [he concept of on- line electronic mail that 
was all the rage in 1985. With 40,000 hours per month, SM still occupied 
seventh place among consumer videotex services in the spring of 1986. 

STel appeared on the scene at the same time and can rightly be 
considered Gretel's little sister. At the beginning of 1985 it was vinually 
impossible to get through to STel. Calls came in from all over France, 
and the service was constantly saturated. STel was just as interactive as 
Grete l (it had adopted the same features from the outset), respected no 
taboos, and was a prime example of an on-line electronic mail service 
By keying in MSG or AMI from anywhere along the network, callers h.d 
six lines of screen to correspond with the persons of their choice. 

With such an access code, Sextel makes no bones about its intentions. 
even though owner Cyril Jubert claims to sell the stuff of dreams, not 
sex. On the verge of bankruptcy in December 1985, the service now ranks 
among the most sought-after. And yet sensing the imminent end of easy 
money in on-line electronic mail services, Sextel, despite its name, is 
currently diversifying to other, "softer" on-line rendezvous services, such 
as Tcbips or Chipy. 

After opening their videotex information services throughout 198-4. 
newspapers could not turn a blind eye to the marked success of on-line 
electronic mail services. Although they had battled throughout 1980 for 
the principle of editorial responsibi li ty, one perfectly alien to the world 
of real-time electronic mail services, and had obtained in return a number 
of distinct advantages on the new medium, they were tempted by on-line 
communication services and the profits to be made from them. Slowly 
but surely, they penetrated the market. At first they treaded delicately 
by proposing hybrid services combining the electronic mailbox and the 
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on· line chat service. Messages left on the service of the newspaper 
IXJ.*cht dll Midi, for instance. could be read by all, but the answers could 
only be seen by the person who had leh the original message. In addition, 
cOmmunication was organized by subject matter (bridge, computers, 
literature, and so forth). The caller was assigned a code that provided 
aCCess to the confidential information received. But despite the system's 
code.based structure and compartmentalization, the "rendezvous" mes· 
sages quickly spilled over into the other boxes. The users of Minitel had 
no intention whatsoever of going along with a system that tried to impede 

their freedom of circulation. 
Everyone would have sworn that the newspaper Liberation would hit 

it big in videotex, remembering the newspaper's risque "Cheri(e)s" lonely 
hearts classified section. It was indeed among the first to take the plunge, 
but not without putting a toe in to test the water. Callers to LiM could 
read and write love letters, make suggestions, and contact over a dozen 
privately-owned radio stations. Once again, though, Minitellers decided 
the service was not interactive enough and proceeded to appropriate the 
system for their own purposes. They used the classified ads section to 
correspond with other callers who had called in at the same time. Among 
the services offered by Libi, one, the Videotex Comedy Theater, heralded 
the great videotex developments to come. By assuming the personality 
of one of the characters (Lady Dee, Miss Plume, Professor Mortus) callers 
could read that person's correspondence, knowing full well that today's 
Miss Plume was not necessarily tomorroWS. 

A computer trade paper, Ie Monde In!ormatiquf, opened an e1ectronjc 
suggestion box under the code LMI. The Parisien modeled its service on 
the Vetizy electronic mail/mailbox system, replete with password and 
breakdown into fields of interest. In short, nothing new. The Nouvel 
Obsermteur, however, made a fantastic breakthrough with Aline. Within 
only a few months of its launching, it had become the on-line electronic 
mail service. As the ad said, "Aline is terrific"! Her more luscious sister, 
Jatlf, launched a year later, would be just as big a hit. 

Then there were those that were not newspaper and magazine 
spin-offs and that were not specialized, like SM, in real-time electronic 
~ail. This was a new breed of videotex publishers offering either 
Information services, like erae, or transaction and comparison shopping 
services, like TeUprix, or specialized information services, like Ellete/, 
whose target audience was women. What set these publishers apart was 
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~eir freedom of action and their enthusiasm for the medium. 
bIg newspaper, they had no image to preserve and were free to 
new ideas in videote~ ~~thout worrying aboU[ any potentially 
effects on other actIvitIes. In fact, videotex was often their 
occupa[ion. They aimed to build a full-fledged on-line service .«tor. 
to ~nk am?ng ,the best, it had to offer. They would be the driving 
for Innovauon In real-orne electronic mail. 

~en. he, star:ed up his I!liprix se~ce in 1984, the last thing 
Herve DelIsle 5 mmd was on-Ime electrontc mail. His aim was to 
consumers with an on-line information service which he called 
"Videotex Guj~e to Bargains in Paris", Grant~d, he introduced 
contests. to e~hven. the system, but he gave no thought to ,e"I-lm,. 
electroniC mati until later. In 1985 he came Out with a nest of on-Ii .. 
electronic mail services under the access code AZ On the first level 
w~s an on-I.ine chat se~ice ~Y su~ject maHer. On the second lev~~ 
pnvat: on-ltoe electro~1C mall ser:lce accessible with a password . .As to 
the third level, there reigned unbndled imeractivity "3. la Greter. Callers; 
wrote whatever ~ey wanted {~ ~homever they pleased. AZ is still gam, 
great guns, and Its promoter IS to the process of redefining his strategy 
aroun~ a videotex m.all conc.epr. No. one can say whether Delisle is 
ret~rn.tng to the b.astc premise of hiS comparison shopping service. 
ieUpnx, or prepanng to move with the market trend toward more 
utilitarian services, or both. 

, .Crac's services had likewise become more communication-oriented. 
Cectle Alver~a(. had dropped the quality-of-life angle with which sh~ 
had ~ebuted to Videotex for a strat:gy involving not only more "practical
servIces, but also greater emphasIS on. co:nmunication. She had always 
comended that Teletel was a commumcatlon medium and so it came as 
no surprise that she was one of the first to promote an on-line electronic 
mail/conversa~ion service that would be as free-wheeling as callers would 
care to make 1(. What mattered to her was uncensored communication 
using the finest available techniques. She selected the easiest-to-use 
software and quickly shot to the cop 10 On the videotex service charts 
,,:here she remains to this day. Billing itselC as the specialist of "live; 
Videotex, erac owes over 80 % of its traffic to on-line electronic mail 
services. 

. The story of Ellete! has all the ingredients of a fairy tale and yet it 
IS true. In 1984 the Women's [nformation Agency, the AFI, gOt involved 
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in videotex to offer services for women. Available was information on 
relationships with men, contraception, feminine hygiene, rape, but also 
on baby sitting, shopping, bartering, news, and data processing. All of 
which was presented with the woman in mind. Ellete! further o((ered a 
real-time electronic mail service "for women" under the evocative code 
name AmotlfS. Women were invited to talk about their problems, 
exchange experiences, and so forth, until the day [ha.t this women
oriented service was taken by storm by a mascuhne force that 
overwhelmed Amours and shut out the women. It is the only instance 
in the history of videotex that the women promoters of an electronic 
service for other women found themselves excluded from a service they 
had set up, but would pocket the proceeds from an operation that was 
all in all very lucrative. 

The turning point in the development of on-line electronic mail 
services was thus negotiated by a host of outsiders who had no other 
activity to faU back on. There were many of them and we could just as 
well have mentioned Reso and Anti as STel and AZ. Their hallmark was 
to move in lockstep with the unmistakable surge in demand of 1984-85. 
As the communications applications involved are semi-automatic and 
manipulated by the users themselves, there were no major operating or 
design problems. The situation changed, however, as users became 
increasingly demanding with respect to service quality, i.e. access times, 
response times, ease of circulation, and so on. Th~ outsiders went to ~?rk 
on enhancing service quality to meet the increasmgly tough competition 
from new arrivals head-on, including representatives of the print 
medium, e.g. Liberation with Turiu, the NOtlvel Observateur with Aline, 
the Pan'sien libert with P/aisir and (A/in, the Hachette-Fillipacchi 
Telematique Consortium with Union and Parents. They fine-tuned, 
modulated and multiplied their approaches to produce roday's host of 
available c~nversational forms on videotex, e.g. forums, soapboxes, grafitti 
walls, blank walls, confessionals, drawing rooms, and on and on. In short, 
they offer real-time conversation via a screen in all manner of places and 
environments. 

In its own inimitable way, the French PTr followed suit by opening 
Meslel, the first-ever large-scale public on-line electronic mail service in 
the southern port city of Marseille. It announced the colors from the 
outset: The system was designed as an alternative to the telephone, the 
mail, and the telex. A serious tool for serious people, as it were. The 
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project has enjoyed well-deserved success, and French Telecom 
preparing to expand the system, which combines the electronic dil"ed:ccJ 
and on-line electronic mail. Callers wishing to send an electronic 
or message will find the mailbox number of their correspondent next 
his or her name in the electronic directory. 

Concroversies surrounding on-line rendezvous or chat services flare 
up regularly. They fuel conversation at dinner parties, in the office. at 
home. Those violently opposed take the P1T Minister to task, raising the 
specters of prostitution. rape, and the resulting sink of corruption. It 
bothers them that the Minitel is being used to promote behavior they 
condemn. In September 1986 the holier-than-tholls mounted a large_ 
scale campaign against on-line rendezvous services. It was down with the 
"rose"! (Videotex was first dubbed "rol~ or pink in 1981 because of the 
newly arrived left-wing government's avid promotion of it: The rose is 
the symbol of France's socialist party. The color "rose" or pink is also 
associated with amorous goings-on in French, and so the Minitel had 
gone from being "rose" because of its left-wing affiliation to being ~ 
with sexual overtones.) And so the PTT Minister got involved; the 
chairman of the commission for monitoring videotex experiments 
announced that a task force would be set up; and the association ofTelete1 
service providers took the same line. 

This sudden, negative burst of interest in on-line rendezvous services 
was due to a rape purportedly committed "through Minitel" and to a 
prostitution ring that was supposedly started on the medium. But there 
is no point exaggerating! Since the dawn of time communication has 
been used as a vehicle for sex. This should come as no great revelation; 
it is common knowledge that the phone has long served the same 
purpose (Paris' renowned tarts of the tum of the century, denizens of the 
Bois de Boulogne, were among the first to subscribe to the telephoneQ, 
but that the telephone is put to such use is a fact of life and does not 
upset many. It may be that videotex is considered something of a minor 
and in need of protection from those who would "deprave" it. If people 
really want to clean up prostitution, there are plenty of less intangible 
places to start! 

DevQ[ees, on the other hand, touted the genius of the service, 
invoked society's liberation and the sheer number of exchanges, and 
praised the free-wheeling sound of the medium. They were delighted that 
it rehabilitated after a fashion the art of writing and modernized it by 
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Ie irimizing onomatopoeia and abbreviations. In their eyes, th~ Minite1 
is gsomething of an instrument for. m~ing the ~ritten word .h~e . They 
furthermore appreciate the medlU~ ~ potenual for allevlaung the 
rampant solitude of our modem societies. . . 

The PTT Minister tried to soothe ruffled feathers wtth a few chOice 
d However the problem was rooted not in the essence of such 

:e%i~~S. but rath'er in the way they were publicized, in t?e sam~ way that 
publication is unfettered, but posting regulated. And smce thiS state. of 
affairs was perfectly in keeping with the legal framework govern~ng 
Minitel (since passage of the law of July 1982, ~e same as t~at regulat~ng 
publishing), France Telecom was well a~v,sed .to ~vOld beco~l1ng 
entangled in such a controversy. As a pubhc service, Its purpo.se IS to 
distribute messages, not censor ~em. There. are censorship la~s 
empowering the authorities to act If they see ht to do so: In fact 10 

December 1986 and March 1987, the Minister of ~he lntenor, Charles 
Pasqua., invoked a 1949 law on the pro.t~ction of. mmors as ~rounds for 
banning the advertising of sexually exphclt magazlOes. Pasqua s approach 
to censorship may not have been the most appropriate but would appear 
to have won the support of Parisians, who had grown weary of the 
proliferation of erotic newsstand posters. 

For professional and for that matter amateur ~initel watchers, the 
problem is of an entirely diffe:ent !'ature. Marc GUIllaume, profes~o: at 
the University of Paris-Dauphme, IS a watchful obser:er .of the Mmltel, 
which he sees as the finest example of the communtcaUon tool of th.e 
third millenium. For him, the fact that conventional morals m~y ~ a bit 
rattled by the new medium matte~ little; what interests him 10 the 
Minitel is to see in what ways It foreshadows the ne~ forms of 
communication and the new behavior patterns of the commg century. 
It is his feeling that the Minitel is insinuating us into what he call.s the 
"spectral society". where the individual, protected by screen~ and re~leved 
of responsibility by anonymity, will be able to communtcate Without 

revealing his or her identity. 

The media pounce on the Minitel 

As long as no system for billing videotex. services had b~en 
introduced and any return on investment remalOed an abs~~ctlOn, 
videotex initiatives lived and died with France Telecom SubSidies. A 
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handful of outsiders and municipaJities were the exception to the rule. 
Back in early 1984, though, the French broadcasting scene had not yet 
changed much. Since passage of the 1982 law on TV and radio 
broadcasting, local privately-owned radio stations could broadcast legally, 
but they were barely able to keep afloat for lack of advertising revenue, 
which was still prohibited by law. Once they were allowed to advertise, 
as a result of various forces at work and the realization that no medium 
could long survive on volunteer help alone, local radio stations would be 
prepared (0 use videotex to establish ties with their listeners. By late 1985 
the move was in full swing, peaking in the spring of 1986. Already in 
February 1986 'Radio France', 'Radio Music', 'Stereo', 'Radio Aline', 
'N.R.].', 'R.M.C.', and 'Sky Rock' all had videotex services. 'Sky Rock' 
service, originally s[Ored on Maxitel, a system known for hosting the 
high-ranking services of Antigel (communications, including on-line 
electronic mail) and FNAC (event ticketing, merchandising catalog, 
among many~ is currently chalking up 100,000 hours of connect time 
per month. Its new host system, TelHun, with its 16 different access 
codes, was the fifth ranking videotex host system in tenns of connect 
hours as of June 1987. During the month of March 1986,20 new radio 
stations opened electronic services offering information, games, coverage 
of various events, rock-and-roll hit charts from many countries, and 
- guess what? - on-line electronic mail services. 

But back in early 1984, it was the "conventional" media that were 
getting into the act. The publishing groups Hachettc and Fillipacchi set 
up a consortium, Hachette-Fillipacchi Telematique, for research, devel
opment, and operation of consumer videotex services. The consortium 
was headed by Roger Lajus, a videotex leader who had made a name for 
himself back in the Velizy days by creating the videotex version of one 
of Paris' events calendars, Pariscope. A few months later, the TF-l TV 
network set up a subsidiary, TF-Ol, which it turned over to Jean-Marc 
Vernier, with a strategy that called for ventures combining data 
processing, videotex, and television. In October of that same year TF-1 
launched television's first electronic infonnation service. It served up 
news bulletins, TV schedules, practical information, poll results, and 
TV-related games. 

Audiovisuals and television now form an effective team. The project 
development director of the Antenne-2 nerwork, Fran~ois-Henri de 
Virieu, had analyzed Ute process correctly. His political "talk show", 
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f'Heure de Vente, where a political figure is interviewed by three 
successive journalists, opens and closes with the results of polls 
conducted on the spot via Minitel. Virieu's example was imitated by 
others. such as the 1V magazine Thalassa, which was launched in April 
1985 and originally targetted only the 10,000 members of the Thalassa 
Club. Whenever it covers any kind of special event through videotex 
(sailing regattas and the like) it is regularly saturated by calls from 
non~members. The same rush greets the Paris~Oakar road rally, the 
Route-du-Rhum sai ling race, and many other events covered jointly by 
television and videotex. FR-3 actively promotes the use of videotex, 
together with a policy of combining various media. It may invest li~t1e, 
but FR-3 gives service providers (CfL for the lIe-de-France regIOn, 
Gretel for Alsace) opportunities to come up with novel combinations that 
are guaranteed to produce some kind of reaction on the air that at times 
overload their partners' host computer with calls. 

It was around this time that the French heartland came to know the 
famous truncated kiosk call number. Thanks to television, the general 
public was initiated at no cost to the kiosk system in panicular and 
videotex in general. The anchors of TV news programs would frequently 
exhort viewers to key in 36-15 + Thalassa, or + FR-3, or + TF·l to 
find out more about any of the features seen on the air. And it happened 
none too soon, because France's wire selVice, the Agetlce France Presse, 
decided to broadcast its dispatches using the videotex format. In Ute 
process, the conundrum of videotex news bulletins was solved for service 
providers, who for a monthly subscription fee of a little over $800 no 
longer needed to juggle with their texts but could simply "toss out" A.F.P. 
dispatches as they arrived. 

When France Telecom's very active Commercial Affairs Division 
manager Fran~ois Henrot left to go to the Compagnie Bancaire in March 
1985, he had every right to be pleased with what he had accompli~hed. 
All the communications groups were involved in videotex. The regIOnal 
dailies with which he had crossed swords on a number of occasions, were , 
making strides in videotex know-how. ~e publications of the Hachet~e
Fillipacchi Group, those of the Perdnel Group, and the maga~me 
l't:.venement du Jeudi were all present and accounted for. The TV statIons 
were also involved. The advertising sector, still a bit behind the times, 
debuted with a videotex information selVice on magazines specialized in 
classified ads and on the ads themselves, promoted by Contesse Publicite. 
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And last, hut nOt least, the local privately-owned radio stations would 
soon climb aboard. 

A great believer from the outset in the Minitel's transaction potential, 
Henrot witnessed the surge of the banking. stock market, and consumer 
credit services. With the recent opening of Cadilel and Telbnarket (the 
videotex supermarket). Hemet believes he has caught a glimpse of 
videotex's ultimate application: daily shopping by Minitel. 

But he did not succeed in opening up the kiosk to operators other 
than the press, and radio and TV broadcasters and he was unable to 
prevent the increase in the telephone base rate - and for these reasons 
he felt he had to resign. It was his belief that France Telecom's pricing 
policy - since modified - was unsuited to putting videotex or any of 
the other services being developed into orbic. Two years after Henrot's 
departure, the long sidestepped issue of pricing would be settled in such 
a way as to promote development of a wider range of videotex services. 
In videotex, as in the marketing of consumer goods, it is not healthy to 
cling to a one-price strategy, but rather to base prices on the features each 
product offers. But there are problems with price ranges in a new market 
whose elasticity and reaction to change are unknown quantities. After 
much discussion and shilly-shallying, the multilevel kiosk system, which 
offered service providers the possibility of setting their prices at various 
levels, took effect in the fall of 1987. It was introduced to lend credibility 
to the somewhat vague notion of a videotex shopping arcade. 
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ho in malls arc a mixed bag. In France - Pa~is to .be exact 

S -P~e g have their big-name department stores t.ncludmg SUC? 

db
Y D rty FNAC and Galeries Lafayette, to whose orbit 

stan ys as a" h f ent the 
a myriad of smaller stores revolve, drawn by the ~asses t at requ d th . 
bi em oriums. Shopping malls also have their p:r~dato,:, an elr 
~ p 'I"u"as the,", hostesses and their foreign VISitorS to search of 

pnvate ml I , . f 0 t 
"made in Paris". They have their "mallies", th?se who come I~ r~~ ~ 
of the cold for a little warmth. those who walt hours on end or nen .s 

h fl ",ck those who lose themselves in the crowd to forget their 
to catc a , . d th . chase 
loneliness. There are also people in a rush whohhave ume

h 
e;; gP:rs to 

to the nearest second. And then there are t e staunc ma - , 
whom it would never occur to do their shopping elsewhere.. . 

The shopping mati is a microcosm of ~ontempOrary socle~, and It 
is no accident that the recipe clicks eve~ ume. The rat~ at which spac: 
. ed up by businesses despite the high cost of leastog goes to sho 

~:~~~~y are getting their money's ":0d~h. -r;:e~ the~~a~:~ t~~~~a:i~~ 
customers who, whether busy or I e, weer 
packages or empty-handed, are all happy to b~ there. hal-

Shopping malls did not spring up over O1g~t. In F~nce. ~e h 
d s of scattered retail shops were senously dlsrupte w en 

~~nBo:Jicaut, originator of the Bon Marche department ~tore ;nd;:~~1 
fo r' the main protagonist of Emile Zola's novel, ie Bon eur es "H.' 

k '" odern commerce. IS 
introduced the concept of what was nown as m 
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lead was followed by the founders f .• 
Grands iHagasins du Louvre. & dO

, ~~ns larg~ department 
Trois Qllartiers. What a torr'ent:;r t Illolel de VIlle, Samarjtaine, 
outburst that would be replayed deC:~ eet was unleashe~ as a result! 
went up outside city limits in the 1 es ater wh~n the first sUlperm,uic ... : 
scene in the 1970 I 9605, and Videotex appeared on 

s. t was argued that h d 
the social fabric upset the ha f s.u~ new epartures would 
havoc with tim~-honored v ~monYd 0 Cities and of life in general, wreak 
b . a ues, upe conSumers with 

uys, raIse them above their station' n d apparenr good 
The onl II . '. In 1 e, an so forth. 

trade, then ~ :ocw -~~~~~~:d c~h:m ;0 be l~velled at this new Conn of 
that is purchased because there ~s a ~s ormatl~n ?f lhe useful object (one 
(one that is acquired for the I e~d for It) mto an object of desire 
( . p easure It procures) and 
conspicuous consumption) I 1965 . a status symbol 
~redite~ with formulating th~ ::OS[ insi ~~V~hst Georges Perec, who is 
Interaction, described in a thin vol g t u analyses o.f everyday human 
"Things". With his tender yet . u~e the attraction exercised by 

h caustic WIt. he depicted a I 
caug t up in the vain pursuit of h· h young coup e 
"things". appmess t rough the acquisition of 

Early videotex was the s ittin . 
A slew of small-lime mercha~ts g /ma~e of pre-Boucicaut commerce. 
Drive promoted a narrow line of

5Ca 
c:re up and down 36-15 Videotex 

Or less loyal clientele. To find so p~ . uctslat the same price for a more 
case of videotex the calle me mg ese, the customer - or in the 

, r - crossed the street ··d store, looked around and k . . ' Went InSI e another 
for. Those choosing ~o rem:i~[ ~oll;g unol he found w~at he had come 
of never discovering any prod erya 

to .one merchant did so at the risk 
u S not m srock. 

Minitel, a living Everyman's 
Almanac 
The year 1986 sh d· . . u ere tn a complete break with . 
,"formation was now a product like an the past ElectroniC 
three-fold appeal· utilitv (rh yother and as such had a 

. . 'J e customer needs . f . 
artlde, for example)· desire (th In Ormation to write an 

, e Customer feels like having a bit of fun); 
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and status (the customer wants to join the ranks of those who use Minitel 
and specifically those who call Aline). Minitellers now knew what they 
wanted.. Service providers knew what they could oUer and regrouped their 
products into homogenous lines. The mailing of videotex was under way. 

See all, know all 

When consulting their Quid, a sort of Everyman's almanac published 
annually in France, there are those who invariably find what they are 
looking for (they are often under 30) and those who never find the 
information they need (they are often over 40). And between the two, 
a veritable no-man's-land; so the odds of finding the data are 50/50. 
Predicting the chances of success on the basis of age is no joke, either. 
The Quid is in point of fact designed for the under-30 set, and the 
headings and the infonnation are laid out with young people in mind. 
Something of the same applies to videotex. Just as bar video games 
featuring male heroes locked in endJess combat with horrible monsters 
and interstellar spaceships are primarily aimed at the male side of the 
population and by the same token exclude the distaff side, videotex 
services are designed for young people, who just happen to be the most 
avid Minitellers, as statistics go [Q show. France's privately-owned radio 
stations caught on to this market immediately. Theirs is a younger 
audience than that of their older, public- and private-sector counterparts, 
and they caught the first train for videotexville. As of April 1986, no fewer 
than 30 radio stations had a videotex service on 36-15. 

Won over by the good fortune of the videotex pioneers, the magazine 
industry found its way to videotex as well, wil1 the notable exception of 
France's Hersant Group, which apparently did not place a very high 
premium on the medium but which nonetheless opened a classified real 
estate advertisement service in March 1987. A total of 150 magazines are 
now on the kiosk with services. The move to videotex by radio stations 
and magazines augurs well for the medium's future. They already have 
target audiences, which often show a high degree of "brand loyalty". They 
have specialized, high value-added infonnalion on hand, with which they 
could renew the existing videotex product line, rather than settle for the 
old standbys that are games, news flashes, and on-line electronic mail 
services. This is not [Q say that mey will not take a shot at the known 
quantities with proven track records, but in any event they are developing 
more up-market services. 
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Conventional publishers, especiall those who . . 
people's publications. are beginning t: take t" se fmamsr.a.y IS young 
10 the spotlight. I f no Ice 0 a medium thal is 
of embarrassmen~ f~~t.p:~I~s~-i~~es;~ce in .vide~tex is virtually a Source 
with-it image. With that in mind ::?ames at wan,! t,o promote a 
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For the first time, race organizers were able to pinpoint boat positions 
in real time and Fourtanier's boat became the race mascot and 
headquarters for journalists covering the event 

Fourtanier was prepared for the 1987 edition of the race, with a more 
powerful boat and more sponsors. In the fall of 1987. the most amazing 
Route-du-Rhum boat race ever was on Minitel for landlubbers, CTL went 
all out, "'not that it's a moneymaker," explained Jean-Louis Fourtanier, 
"but in terms of PR, it's fantastic". One by one, all marine maps were 
digitalized for display on the screen, Harbors could be blown up 10 times 
to allow for the zaniest navigation games on real seafarers' maps, with 
real sandbanks and currents, The only thing missing was the wind, but 
hourly reports via satellite kept players abreast of that too! Like other CTL 
services, it would have been offered to several Minitel-service providers 
if Fourtanier had not opted to concentrate on exporting his know· how 
to the United States. 1n December 1986 Canal Plus opened a service that 
is quite original indeed. Canal Plus had been using Minitel since opening 
day to poll its audience and gauge subscriber reactions, Its consumer 
service naturally provides all the standard operations but is always on the 
lookout for new departures. In line with this policy, Canal Plus offered 
viewers a world's first in the spring of 1987: it broadcast in six mostly 
nightly installments an audiovisual videotex program, a sprawling 
adventure game called 'Shanghai-Paris', controlled by the viewers 
themselves. Imagine a color Minitel with picture quality on a par with 
that found in the comic strips plus audio - that's audiovisual videotex! 
Today's Minitels cannot use the requisite "alphageometric" display 
format, which is sharper and richer than the currently available 
"'alphamosaic", so called because the pictures are composed of numerous 
little squares that come on screen one by one, Canal Plus accordingly 
used the 1V set to receive the picture and sound signals, while viewers 
themselves operated the controls via Minitel. The program thus unfolded 
differently for each viewer. The game was straightforward enough. With 
one eye on the TV screen and the other on the Minitel, players tried to 
find their way back to Paris from Shanghai while avoiding all sorts of 
pitfalls and unpleasant surprises along the way. How? By always making 
the right decision, of course! The viewer had to decide whether to take 
the northern or the southern route; use the spare or fix the nat; get help 
from a local or do it alone. All choices that had to be made in the thick 
of the jungle or the yeti-infested snowS of Siberia. Canal Plus racked up 
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as many as 1,200 calls per show _ at two . . 
unqualified Success pointin th . In. the morning! 1t Was an 
by INA, CCETT. and JMEbV::: to mteractJVe television. ConceiVed 
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If only 1 % 01 those v~:ers ':aJ7c;;:e~eIess watch~d ~y 1,700,000 people, 
are going to converge on the host ~~:eotex ~ervlce Involved, I 7,000 ~aJls 
As the teChnology now stands the ro~uter. I~ a very short lapse of time. 
computer Can manage more 'than P2 em,ls Insurmountable. as no host 
manufacturers have announced f b~ooO slmul~neous calls. Computer 
On the drawing board Cle' ar, Igger machmes. but they exist only 

, ar y, as ong as the probl f h ' 
goes unresolved and the be f em 0 ost capacity 
d ' num r 0 comp' ' 

Isproportionate to the po'e ,', . u er entnes remains as . nlaslzeolatl· ··, 
IS currently the case the th. e eVISlon vlewmg audience as 

, ,0 erwlse prom is" . 
and Videotex will be co f' d 109 integratIOn of television 
b n Ine to off-h 

roadcasts, short of announcing th t I h o~~ or narrowly targetted 
be taken, as is the case on rad' a on y t e Irts x number of calls will 

B 10 game shows. 
y the same token televisio d ., 

ballooned since Alain Mo • n a verttsmg for Minitel. which has 
of 1986 for his Ouilei servi;eeaounsFunpre~edf'<fthnted campaign of the spring 

'th . rance s I TV st t' La C' , 
WI Out Its problems, Alive to the difficul F a lon, , mq, IS not 
at work developing a rero t' ty, ranee Telecom IS currently 
approaching saturation t~ I~t~~::m ~at;ould ~nable. a host computer 

ca y Iven mcomlng calls to less 
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solicited machines. It will be ready by late 1988 and help remove a major 
obstacle to the mass media's use of videotex. 

The TV set was long flatteringly referred to as a window on the world. 
Today the same can be said of the Minitel, except that it remains very 
much a product of its environment and even at that is installed in only 
10% of French homes, Yet at the pace developments break nowadays, 
it may be that tomorrow it wiJI be as annoying for the Minitel to be cut 
off as it is today for water, electricity, or television. Mter all, where else 
could you find the exceptional amount of information available on the 
over 8,000 kiosk services? 

Live via Minitel: six stormy days 

"Today, Monday, December 8 is a national day of mourning. 
Mourning band to be worn for a week. Street processions to be calm and 
silent. Call to the general population, labor unions, associations, and all 
democrats for a general strike on Wednesday, December 10." This is what 
callers keying in 36-15 + Libe found on their Minitels December 8, 
1986, France was gripped by student turmoil in late 1986 and for six days 
running [Wo million Minitellers were able to access what amounted to 
a log book of the unrest. They had their choice of services such as It 
,i\1ondt', PI., and Ie Nouvel Observateur, but more than any other Libl 
succeeded in making Minitel a peerless tool for information and 
communication on that winter's student revolt. Its impact was such that, 
at a procession to commemorate the death of Malik Oussekine, a student 
who had died in a clash with the police, a lone cryptic banner stood oU( 
among the hundreds being paraded about on Paris' Denfert-Rochereau 
plaza; it read '"For Pasqua: punch in Matrak", Pasqua referred to the 
Minister of the Interior, while '"Matrak" was the phoneticized spelling of 
the French word for billy club! Minitel-spawned speech patterns had also 
taken to the streets! 

On Friday, November 28, 1986, the daily Libkation received an 
unusual phone call from a student, member of the UNEF, a student 
union close to the Communist Party, but a member as well of the 
'"ecumenical" Student Coordinating Committee. He asked Liberation to 
help him and fellow students mount a videotex service on what was 
happening in student circles, The daily explained in no uncertain terms 
that it would not be party to sponsoring UNEF but would do it for the 
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Student Coordinating Committee. A few hours later another phone call 
informed Liberation that the Coordinating Committee would not be 
meeting until the following Tuesday, but that in the meantime the 
committees of three Paris universities had endorsed the idea pending the 
full Coordinating Committee's expected approval on December 2. 
Satisfied with this partial guarantee, Liberation, together with Student 
volunteers, set about working up a service that would be baptized FAC, 
short for faculti, which designates schools within a university or I 

university in its entirety. They hammered away throughout the weekend; 
by Saturday evening the electronic mail component of the system was 
finished and on Monday at noon the entire service was ready to go. They 
waited for the go-ahead from the Coordinating Committee, which was 
given as expected on that Tuesday. 

The system included three components : an information service, 
"Four reasons to refuse the Devaquet bill", draft university reform 
legislation named after its sponsor Alain Devaquet, which had sparked 
that winter's student unrest; an interactive communication service; and 
a game service featuring "Monorypoly", named after France's Minister of 
Education, Alain Monory. As the crisis festered, new entries were added 
including a map of France showing which universities and high schools 
were on strike, appeals to the population from the Student Coordinating 
Committee, information on demonstrations, government statements, 
pronouncements by the political parties, and so fonh. News bulletins 
were updated hourly so that callers knew in real time exactly how many 
people were participating in each demonstration. 

To prevent disinformation, the Studem Coordinating Committee had 
a secret code with which it alone could "'input" information in the system, 
information that everyone could read, however. "Violently beaten by 
three police officers, Malik Oussekine died in the early hours of Saturday 
morning, rue Monsieur-Ie-Prince in the Latin Quarter. "Cardiac decom
pensation", asserts the district attorney. One thing is sure: he was beaten. 
By three members of the riot police motorcycle brigade, according to a 
witness, who was likewise assaulted by police in the entryway of his 
apartmem building." Like this one, the communiques were as straightfor
ward and concise as could be. 

Forcefulness and concision were likewise hallmarks of the appeals 
to the general population: "On Thursday, December 4, a million students 
demonstrated without inc idem, demanding that the bill be withdrawn. 

In 
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to fulfill the aspirations of young 
was within Mr. Monory'S powers his reflex to send in the troopS. 

It ople. His reaction was one of cont~m[~dents were injured. On Saturd~y, bn Thursday, December 4, d?zens 0 ~e University of Paris at Oauphme 
eeember 6, our friend Malik ~rom with olice repression, conf.ron~ed 

D
d
" d A million was not enough. Faced Pthe Student Coordmatlng 
" " f the government, . .. Th re 
·th the obstinacy a the cnecal pOpulation. e 

"'c rnmittee hereby launches an appeal to Igo detailed information on 
o I But there was a s 

would be many such ap~a s'. tes buttons to wear, slogans t~ 
the demonstrations (startmg pomts, rou ~ by political parties and their 
hout) and statements rejecting any attemp They were truly dead set on 

:Uies to co~opt the student move~~~y said as much on display page 
" "" their independence an mamtalOmg . 

after display page. f fun to be had. There was gladn:ss. 1O 

There was also a great deal 0 .. n outrageous succesS. GIVe 
the air. The game -Monorypoly was ~ Monory are on the hot seat! 
Monorypoly yo~r best shot; D~va(~~;~er out your own ~iJl through 
pcactice dialectical arm~wresthn~. esc Ten easy questions for the 

thrilling and didactical obstac e co~ 'come-on that greeted callers 
~edia generation." So went the i~~e:;!ion: Two weeks ago they caUed. 
who had keyed in Monorypoly. F q ration' what are we called now. 
us the "bor, i.e. dOn'~_give-a-d:n ;:~~a gen~ration, or (c) th~. ide: 
(a) the real generation, .(b) th t charter bound for Mah ,yo 

eneration? Second question: In e n~) the originators of this &a:me, or 
~ould put: (a) Devaquet and Monory. ( 1')' Third question: Dunng the 
(c) Chalandon (France's "A~[Qmey ~:~; of the CUD (far-right .s(Udent 
November 27 demonstratl0~, ~l ~here did it land: (a) on her nClghbofs 
union) tossed a Molotov coc tal. demonstrator? There followe a 
balcony, (b) on her .helmet, or ~c) o~e a rees of seriousness, at the end of 
host of other qucsttons of varylng se ;illing to identify themselves co~ld 
which players were ranked and tho od or perfect or only buddlOg 

hether they were good, very go , 
see w .' tivity 
revolutionaries. . was without a doubt Its tOterac • 

But Minitel's most telhng feature. minds and be read by others. The 
i.e. callers could sa,y w~at wa~ o~ ~~~o messages from all over France, 

~our reactIons receive , entry J 

. d rted bade to Mali on a specially 
" One hundred Malians had earlier been 5ummanly epO 

chartered plane. 
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which were available on-line for anyone wishing to consult tnt ...... 
these messages, to % would be censored on the grounds that 
contained incitements to murder, racism, and informing, or 
because they were incomprehensible. Caller's comments 'w:c~re;e::: 
ous by their variety. Where the university reform bill was c 
wanted to know who had understood it and what it aimed to do. 
enquired about what action might be taken against striking 
did not hand in their tests; about the government's 
minorities; about the fact that the elitist institutions of 
the grande! leo/es, remained aloof from the student movement 
they did not feel their interests were involved; about the impossibilier 
for a democratic state to talk matters over with students; and about 1M 
fact that Liberation must have got real fat on all the calls to 36-U! 0.. 
Miniteller who had obviously spent a lot of time in front of the screea 
during those days of turmoil "penned" the following comment to 
Liberation's editor in chief, Serge July: "Hey sweetheart, you coulh 
lightened up on the prices. We're not rich, y'know." 

Like any fast-breaking, fast-developing event (such as the taking of 
a hostage, execution threats, a political or financial scandal, or, in a lighter 
vein, a tennis tournament), the student revoh served to point up the 
Minitel's special qualities. It is a handy substitute for the old phone, since 
the other end of the line is always busy in times of crisis. It nicely rounds 
out newspapers and magazines, which can be updated only daily in the 
best of cases and do not accommodate commentary, except in the 
inevitably dreary and after-the-fact letters-to-the editor column. Minitel 
offers both information and games, but above all a forum where readers 
can make themselves heard. It delivers up-to-date information through
out the day and invites caller reactions. In addition, there is no need to 
"tune in" at a given hour, as is the case for radio and television news 
broadcasts. News is at once ever-changing and permanent, and every 
editor in chief of a videotex news service entertains the hope that each 
morning will bring some extraordinary event which will light up the 
service. When one evening in June 1986, PL displayed the corrected 
copies of the French school- leaving exam, it hit the mother lode! The 
Minitel is ideally suited to managing and monitoring surprise events. 
Through its twin features of interactivity and anonymity, the result of 
confidential access codes, callers can both communicate and make 
inquiries. With the addition of a toll-free number service, the Minitel can 
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. formation from various sources, 
also be used to gather In. d furthering discussion. 

thereby 

enhancing its publishing capacity an 

Videotex nevworks 
f dabblers' make room for the 

"Videotex is no longer the realm d~ e in the i'oumal Medias on the 
kings of marketing!" Thus ra." the hea e~~ of the sector in February 1987. 

occasion of the release of their assessm kOng room for managers. In . n advocate rna I Id 
Today they could Just as we s when would-be entrepreneurs ~ou 
any event long gone are ~e day onable hope of success, usl.ng a 
get started in videotex, With some reas sCenario the business qUickly 
souped.up Macintosh. In the w~rst-cas~he servic~ system operator ekes 

oes bankrupt, and in. the best 0 .cases, rk on the side. To make a go of 
~ut a living doing a ~Ittle consulfttn~i7£~rent color nowadays. The .sector 

a videOtex business IS a horse ~ a'
f 

Newcomers easily lose their way 
has matured and com~t~tion IS ~:~ if they do not have accesS to a 
amidst some 8,000 ~XlstlOg ~ervd enjoy a well-defined image. Toda~ 
communication medIUm or a rea y -deotex services have reache 
the advertising budg.ets of c~ns~:a:~t ~~ impossible to make it. un~er 
dizzying heights. 1nslders ~I.alm he admission fee, especially 10 View 
$80000 a month in advertlslOg, a .tty . I sophisticated and novel, 
of the fact that the market demands IOcreasmg Y 

i.e. expensive, services. h have been pulling in receipts and have 
Even for front-runners w 0 . ify' to new services is nO easy 

forged an identity for the~sel~es'kdl:er~ui~~~implY because they do r;;:{ 
matter. Either for conve~le~ce sa ~ seek out partners that have. e 
have the know-how, eXisting. ~ervlces. I they lack. They then elth~r 
necessary skills or the requtsl~e capita roduce one themselves In 
coproduce a service or let. th~lr part~~:low". In 1987 the concept of 
exchange for the use of thel.r vldeote~ ta e The idea which only a year 
"videotex networks" was ~kmg ondsu s ~cn° may no~ radically alter the 

°th 'hng con escenS10 , 
before had met WI • srnl . h d' t ibution of the proceeds. 
world of videotex, tncludlOg t e IS r 
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Le Monde Crac AZ PI . I , , , une ... 

AZ hosts 100 services Wh H ' 
1984 wiLh his Tiliprix serv'ice hen erve D~lisle went into 
rather than host system 0 • e regarded himself as a service 

I
' perntoe. The rclati 

appea mg comparison sb' . \Ie success of his 
on· line electronic mail andpmg 

servlc.e persuaded him to 
life as host operator d'd games services. AZ was born. Delia ... 
company, AZ Telematiq~e. ~~~nr~:~ly ~e~ under way until 

service providers. To in th . nc e an all-~u::tl~:E~i 
Sophie, published by Pthe ~ili e bill ~as the on-line 
featured on all the newsst !ac~~-<?n::'uP. whose 
campaign stood in kadn 

5 0 ans In the spring of 
mar e canuast to th . sex~o[, decked out in leather with wh' . e prevlOus years. 

a OIce young girl we . . Ip ID hand, had been 

I
. • aong a white T shirt 'th 

p ungmg neckline who I . • WI an ever 10 
your questions" AZ.s d ' g asses In hand, claimed she could 

I
.k • . oor was open to all . I 
I e Sky Rock' whO h . povate y·owned radio 

. ' IC came knock n . th 
In conjunction with the· d· big WI proposals for -live-
other videotex· based dlr. ra 10 roadcasts. their videotex hit 

S 
. ra 10 games 

tIll, Delisle was not abo· . 
basket. Firm in the belief th ut ~ p~t all hIS eggs into the 
anticipate, he took an ac. at t. e vldeo~ex market was too 

ventu,res. He thus agreed t~I~~s:n~~t In ~ore . 
Herve Blandin, which rovid . r:art

[ des 
tion on buying space P I ~d advertlsmg professionals 

I 
. In rea time and th ·b· l· 

P annlOg costs and re d e pOSSI I Ity to estimate 

b 
serve a venising I rought out CPR a se . d . space. n the same vein. 

for succinct, to~the rvl~e ~slfgned for use by journalists casti.., 
. ·pomt In onnation H . 

continu ing down the s d . e IS apparently . ame roa and aim t k A . 
a videotex network, which I"k soma e Z nothing 
for all audiences and u ,1 e a TV network. would s~::e:~u~;j:;:~ 
prestigious engineert 'l?0s~s. Another graduate of one of 
Manufactures, Delislen!a~ns~tut~s. the. Ecole Centrale des Ans II 
and has not ceased to 0 ~ 0 the first to enter the realm of 
sensing that the d gr~w. e started off with a utilitarian 
now that the highl e~a~ ;as elsewhere, he adjusted 
back to less frjvolJu~c e. emand ~n things videotex has 

servIces, Delisle has returned to his first krIe. 
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... to make Minitel a tool for consulting various kinds of data, 
f""'.oriented as well as utilitarian, something of a multifaceted 

1idtC*x network. 
In April 1985, Piuriel arrived. Its promoters, G·CAM and TF·Ol, 

oJoi>bed il the "first videoteX shopping mall". It was designed to appeal 
• the \5 to 35 year.old set. Using one code name and the 36· D call 
~r, Pluriel brought together under one roof various service 
~ders offering Minitellers a new twist on old services. On the 
communication front, it served up a videotex forum, a conventional 
... line electronic mail seIVice, a "dazibao" or blank wall for graffitists, 
• teleconferencing service, and a classified ad section. For gamesters, it 
proposed an interactive detective novel and a bevy of games and contests 
.dI as could be found on Gretel and Crac, for instance. Callers could also 
.uc inquiries by accessing seIVices such as Camera presse for shoW times 
_ the like, .Monde Informations Spectacles for event ticketing. and the 
GttUle des droits et des demarches, a citizen'S handbook. Those looking for 
eatertainment needed only consult the service's listings for shoWS. 

Jata,urants. and night spots. 
Plumi billed itself as a multimedia infonnation machine. Its two 

JIIIlners truly went hand in glove: G-CAM with its technical know· how 
and TF.01 with its information and show·business expertise. All the 
ia.gredients were there for a classic success story, especially considering 
Ihat a limited truce had been called in the TV network war in the sense 
Ihat FR.3's videotex magazine Thalassa was listed in p/uriel's table of 
contents and TF-01 was collaborating with the Antenne·2 network on 

8t'W projects. 
Oddly enough, though, P/uriel never really took off. Admittedly. the 

access codes GP.l, GP.2, and GP·3 were not what could be called sexy. 
The real reason it never really clicked lay elsewhere, however. There is 
• season for everything and even a good idea at the wrong time is bound 
!O misfire. At the time, the public was not yet prepared to cruise around 
m an open videotex area. What was more, Pluriel had failed to introduce 
some method in the madness of the amalgamation of various services it 
hosted. The service really had more in common with a curiosity shop 
than. a supermarket. Lastly, its attempted move to more value· added 
tnvlces feU wide of the mark. Callers accessing prunei today will find 
~mes and on-line electronic mail services but nary a useful bit of 
mformation. And yet Pluriers kick·off campaign was cleverly done. 

\51 
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"Waiter, a cocktail, and make it snappy!'" ran the ad inserts, addiaa: 
"Pluriei, a cocktail of services". 

True, ·era( is all it's cracked up to be" as the ad says, but it has ewn 
more to crow about since the fall of 1986. Cecile Alvergnat runs a ti&ht 
ship and did not want to be hamstrung by on-line electronic mail 
services. Her enthusiasm for communication notwithstanding, she vay 
early on sensed that the market was ready for something new. In the 
spring of 1986, she unvei led S.O.S.-Devoirs (Homework) to help childrat. 
with their schoolwork in the evening. By keying in 36-15 + S.O • .£. 
Det'Oirs, they entcr into contact with an on-line teacher. This premieR 
was not an immediate success, which goes to show that like any other 
product a videotex service has to be broken in, but it was the forerunner 
of a more comprehensive service launched in the fall of the same year 

. under the same 5.0.s.-24124. Craes strategy called for enlisting the skills 
and know-how of companies specialized in practical information services 
to produce a complete line of products for everyday needs. They 
proposed eight entries, six of which were coproductions: law, education, 
data processing, insurance, events calendar, travel, and books. The novel 
aspect of Crac's new set-up resided in the fact that the data base was only 
one component of the system, which in addition featured real-time 
communication (a specialist on-line a few hours a day) as well as off-line 
communication (answers co complicated questions sent to designated 
mailboxes the next day). This three-pronged approach is close to 
Alvergnat's heart; she wants to avoid losing touch with her customers at 
all costs. Otherwise, how would she know which way the wind was blowing 
so she could plan accordingly. Crac resembles a shopping mall in that it 
offers a wide range of services, and furthermore introduces a personal 
touch in its customer relations through ongoing direct contact. Crac's 
videotex services are people-hosted, and "crackers" are proud of the fact. 

The newspaper daily Le Monde did not see fit to enter the videotex 
market until September 1986. Antoine Beaussant, who had come over 
from the Sligos Company, and Gilles Katz, who had mounted 
Liberation's videotex service, were the artisans of the project, along with 
Philippe Desmet, head of videotex at Segin, the host system. Le Monde 
had long vacillated between buying out or buying into an established 
videotex company or starting up its own service, and in either case there 
arose the issue of whether the videotex service should be kept separate 
from the paper or whether it should bear its name, i.e. its image. The 
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. hout 1984-85 only served to 
r' persistent III health throug. . I the spring of 1986 Ie 

neVro'spapc d sthe difficulty of making a deCISion .. n which would inherit 
COlTlpou;ected to start up its own videotex servl~~ Ie Beaussant boiled 
AJ()tl~e .\ name Together with a team of l~ P ThP .. guiding principle 
the laml y' th 1 Monde service. Id 

wn the basic options of e .. e e t that the Ie Monde team wou 
d:s that of a "videotex netwo.rk , ~ ~onc bPit had already been expounded :e the first to put ioto.pra~tlce: ~eo~~onomic forecasting bur~au::I~E. 
'n 1984 by Alain Le Dlb~r er a d' 'butor than a producer, dlstft uttng 
I . more akm to a IStft. rams. Moreover, 
The service w~ased outside io addition to Its own p~~ of the fact that 

~~~~~c~~~ somewhat auster~, a~ in~:i~:;: ~~~r with it. In fact, the 
it bore the paper'S ~ame and t e I.~a a large-scale distributor than a 

. had more 10 common WI 
service d '1 
spcciali1.ed retailer. ff hoot of a serious, hard newS al Y 

The fact that -Ie Monde" was th~ as. neluding news, weather, home 
explained why it offered 1 ~ s(~~~~M) stock market updates! ~~~ a~ 
shoppin~, a real-bestaot~ ~e:scebriefS and' in-de~th analhyses. It ~~ egreat 
. eSSlve num er 1 w 10 catC 109 on. 
,mp,r. however why the service w~s s~ s 0 \ d which made it difficult 
exp atn, '. f' formation tnVO ve , . e 
variety and large quantity a l~~ to get a handle on the service, w~r 0 

for designers and users ~ I e the service's stuoted growth was a ~tl 
undoubtedly to blame. ut h'ch partners Beaussant and Desmet WI 

attributable to its rocky start, w I 
not soon forget. was conceived in July and born 

Le Monde's videotex product ths of sheer hell for all concern~d. 
Se tember 15. Two and a half mantled for bringing the entire servl~e 

p d by the fact that plans ca rf" as Beaussant put It. 
~~:tefrom day one. "To stake ~u:w~~:r tuan'd with the advertising 
Sevenhl-twO hours before D d~y~ nned th~ newspaper that tOO mdany 

~J 0 Desmet 1010 be oN"ne as 
campaign all set t~ g d d that the service could not d tr home 
rough spots rematne an ained to be done, an e 

plann~d; :e~~:; i;l~~~~k;'~~h~~:they had. b:~c~~!:: ~a:~:~:: !~ 
~~~P!li~~te, was not readily ada~ta~: ~°th~:~t the host end), kept each 
Desmet, (one at the product en a~d and every step backward. 
other abreast of every step fOTWp 's headquarters, the teamS hammered 

In Lille and at Le Monde'~ an was ringing aU the hook and tempers 
. ht and day. The telep one away OIg 
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flared occasionally. The scm 
September 15 _ come hel~e had to go into . on m_> . 
c~cumber, Beaussant be a or high water. . 
klOdness incarnate, foun~ ~~o ~ose som~ of his poise. 
partnership was showing si n tole. affalf a bitter pill to 
September 15 as planned :i S 0 st~l~ And yet the . 
for, all of which were non~th~e:ul~ fmdlShed chapters Out of the 1 

"I Q . Iste to show pe I 
• . • IS our business" ran the ad' op e :h:~a::t::~: 

which devoted conside bl 10 k Monde's special 
Teiemarktl. I.e Monde warns I e k~pace to the host company 
b . 00 mgtoc . Sept Y Its competitors Aft arve out a niche not.,..... 0.,..'" 
a d' . er much thought, . , •• 
u I~nce. a move that would oa It opted for the 

the Introduction of on-line e1e tura,Uy be, frustrated to some 
none of Ie Mondt's staffe ctrome mad services to boost 
o 36 rs were aware that a r I n -1.5 and that thanks t th . Itt e service calledll"l 
ad I 0 elr own pap r' d .. '" 

s ogan readers would rom tI .e s a vertlslOg and its = 
promoters gleefully lookedP p hY key m the mnemonic In 

g
o th' on as t elr traffi l:!J , I~ one was a lulu! Le Monde . . c count shot up! As.,... t 1 

asked Its advertising de Immediately shelved the cam....u_'-" 
Th d partment to come . h .-..-

e a men proudly submitt d up Wit some new propGF b 
was not about to let hlsto e a ne~ slogan ("C.Q.F.D.,,), but ~ 
directory and remembered~hrepeat 1~lf. He knew his Minitel seniaeI 
on the kiosk at a service by the same name was ....., 

Si~ months following the 0 . 
was stili claiming that" h pemng of the Ie Monde service DeIdId' 
that it still holds true ~~ ost syst~m could accommodate It AiOfUlt_ 
pulled it off an ach' at· He IS naturally proud of the fact th8t lit 
S . ' levement that co f th egm, today second i h n Irms e extraordinary surp " 
non-entity three yea~: o~sys!em market where it was a virtaI!l 
attendant "birth pangs" _ g:a e Ie Monde'" experience - and .. 
fact that new partne h' Y have brought home to both .... rtftHII dii th . . rs IpS are being fa g d I·· .--.'_.-

e emergmg mformation t ch I I' e not on y 10 videoteX bur:. 
supplier-buyer relatio sh ' e no ogy sector as a whole; that conventioDlll 
individuals and bus'n n IpS are dead and buried; that in this sectOi 
of I esses are all in the s b ~ne means the success of the 0 arne oat; and that the succeII 
entire new technolo ther. These new partnershipsspao tilt 

d gy sector supe . . 
an complementary skills w'ith nm~osl~g and. dovetailing disparate 
produced. ,0U[ which IOtanglble goods cannot be 
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Videotex: a new alliance 

Back in 1981 , videotex players had dearly defined roles to play. 
Either they were weJl versed in the mechanics of videotex. like the 
syst<m

s 
and s<>ftware houses. or they had information to put on· line. like 

.... press. And then there were others who were in both ends of the 
business. Mail.orders houses. for instance. were highly computerized and 
had the information from their catalogs to feed into the system. And 
thcre was the SNCF, whose train timetables and computerized reserva

tion system constituted an electronic data system as such. 
In 1981 videotex entrepreneurs accordingly had three options: They 

could be service providers or host system operators, or both. With a few 
notable exceptions such as major companies that chose to do both, 
videotex trailblazers specialized on the basis of the know~how they 
brought with them. a state of affairs that persisted until intrOduction of 
the kiosk, i.e. of a charging system that as videotex traffic rose made it 
possible to calculate economic factors and determine break-even points. 

In the meantime, host system operators had expanded their 
product.lines. and hardware had become more reliable and better suited 
to the specific needs of videotex. The profession of host lost some of its 
mystery for the computer illiterate, and some publishers, seeing that the 
business of hosting was the more lucrative, decided to become their own 
hosts. The Nouvel ObservateUr, which had changed hostS twice, jumping 
from SGIP to CTL, discovered to its great wonderment that Jean.Louis 
Fourtanier, CTL's fiery director, was raking it in thanks to his on· line 
electronic mail service, Aline. Following bitter and ultimately fruitless 
negotiations to lower hosting costs, the Nouvel Observateur decided to 
mount its own host system and in the process pocket an the remittances 
from France Telecom. Many service providers, the Parisien libert, 
Llhiration, and Crae, to name just a few, went the same route. 

Of the $10 an hour paid by the user of the kiosk, France Telecom 
remits approximately twO thirds to the host. The host then decides what 
portion of this amount goes to the provider of the services stored on the 
system. In the very early going, to simplify matters, it was decided to split 
the pie three ways since no one knew exactly what cost -what. While 
France Telecom's one· third share for distributing the data has remained 
the same, the division of the other twO thirds between hosts and service 
providers has changed considerably. The host nowadays remits 50%, 
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70%, up to 80% of the arno :7ong hosts ~roke Out in mjd~~~~~ th~ service provider. A 
~w companies were able to an raged On into 

reliable, were able to . . stay above the fray The ,,-'~""4 
bl maintain the; . . ~O," 

gam e paid off and . r margins as prices nIL"", ... 
Supreme on the host slnckc the 1985-86 shakeout r.: 

mar et 
Besides the aforementioned . 

of ~nother phenomenon relat :nce wa~. 1985 witnessed the 
their product lineup to a f to servlce providers' d;' ... ific 
concept was valid but df!&~a to a wider segment of the 
specialized skills. How co~,~c~Jt to ,implemem without 
How could on-line tut' Jo~rnallSlS be expected to 
~ouJd home-shopping s~~~e:e~lces be of(~red without 
Infrastructure to serve th e offered WIthout a 

Th . e Customer) 
e VIdeotex mediu • . 

Originators had reck d m s accross-the_board ;i%~~~~::~tyh 
been borne out, assu~e d ?" all along but whose 
a Mini~eJ COuld do muc~ :~ (ull potential in 1986 People 
of services. Videorex publ" h:e, that there was a demand 101' orM 
as (. IS 109 came' t . a pro esslon in its own ri h . In 0 Its Own and was 
reworked their first servic; t. Vld~otex pioneers, who had 
Although they were full a s, certaln~y did not need an 
One thing, they had co y ware. that VIdeotex publishing y 
speCialized publishe meAto reahze that specific types of 
n '/ rs, team of t . ecessan y know how t d' . Op-notch Joumalists 
Specialists had to b f 0 eSlgn Interesting sports and _.,.... 

e ound for putf 00----
The precariousness of Ing new COntents on y=:::~ 

people with the requiSite ne~es~~ctor precluded the hasty n 
~now-how be acquired th dIs, and COmmOn sense dictated 
Information to sell Or qual~~~~h agreements with companies 
race of coment providers, The f, people on hand, Thus issued 
:Who have no electronic ubJI ~rm a new class of videotex pn>lellio.j 
mtend to use that of th'P s .mg experience per se and who 
tlOns in COntents or large~rs:~~r;:=,ate~, but wh,o have advanced 

Generally speak th s of informatIon. 
Content providers ar:~~f'f' e, nature of relations between service 
wo ld h I ICU t (0 pin do Alth 

U per aps be going too f Wn. ough calling them 
change, and any attemptto ar, they arc nevertheless high~,:::;:~ 

squeeze them" d "" Into a escnptlVe 
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futile. One thing is certain, however: They are rarely spelled out in 
contracts. Nor are they based on a clear-cut division of labor. It 

fluid world of one-to-one relationships in which emotional ties seem 
prepOnderanL Every case is unique. These "couples" are generally 

~ on gentlemen's agreements, with their ups and downs. bitter 
.isputes and irreparable break-ups. and passions fired by the thrill of 
~very and shared creation. There is, however. one constant in these 
IJf«ments: The pioneer spirit invariably prevails with its pragmatism. 
tdaptability, flexibility, capacity for continuous innovation, and genius for 
alvaging the most compromised situations. Against this backdrop, no 
ODe fears being tagged a weathercock for suddenly changing course or 
wJlenrly denying what he publicly asserted the previous day, 

cecile Alvergnat is tops in this field. Her Crae service no longer 
employs content developers. With the exceprion of S.O.S.-Del.;oirs, the 
oo-Iine tutoring service. no data sets are produced on Cra< premises. A 
lone "house editor" gives the videotex impn'matllr to final products 
developed by outside content providers, At the French book publisher 
Gallimard. staffers are busy turning out for Crae an electronic edition of 
Ihe children's book collection '7..es livre5 doni vous ete5 Ies beroJ~ best
sellers of the role playing genre, while erae has provided its videotex 
expertise in return, They exchange know-how but no money. and 
COntracts are nonexistent. Barter is back! No matter, they continue to 
work together on other products that are published on paper at Gallimard 
and on videotex at erae. At the 1986 Paris Book Fair, Gallimard installed 
some 40 Minitels at its stand to promote their jointly produced videotex 
services. 

. The nature of partnerships with small content publishers is really no 
different. Along with Capform. a small travel agency, Crae publishes a 
tnvel service. Needless to say. there was no call for bids; the heads of 
Capform and erae are neighbors. They ran into each other on the stairs. 
got (0 know one another. talked shop on occasion, and decided it would 
be a good idea to do something together. What happened next was a 
replay of what had gone before with Gallimard. Capform contributed its 
t~vel industry know-how and erae put it on videotex. Joint ventures of 
thiS type are commonplace and are characterized by a carpe diem 
approach rather than a thought-out diversification strategy. 

The Ie Monde daily's Antoine Beaussant, who is pushing his "videotex 
network" strategy, has entered into the same type of agreements - albeit 
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of a more fonnal nature H " Occasionally they are pe~ I~s!artners often ru~ established b . 
have consequently alread: done \hav~ already g,ven videotex ."Q
have n?t been able to make a t :If ~ta layout work, but because 
marketing strategy _ th g of It - often because of • n.,!: 
casting about for prod ey Learc out to sell their wares to prog b ucts. Mondt' . raml'Delll 

een concluded with Lhe Cote Bk S m~J?r content agreements bae 
age.ney; the FNAIM realtor a ~e, .the official stock market infonnatiolt 
of 1~ classified real estate ads~~~lon. well known for the high quality 
service; the AFP, the wire se~ice e he:arket~ the Minitel home-shoppm, 
bureau. Many agreements are in th VYW~I&.h[; and the national weather 
be announced shortly. e negotiation phase and the results will 

. Until now, the hallmark of such Diversity in terms of remune t.i agre~ments has been their diversi 
It all depends what the main c: on, servICes, and editorial involveme! 
what matters is building . ncems are. For the FNAIM for instan 
number of transactions, u~o:ts ~:~ of classified ads, i.e. i~creasing :.; 
accordmgly pockets the . k' g money on the calls. I.e "I -,S . . entire IOsk fee . . " 0 .... 

egm. Its host system. As to the AFP '. a portJo~ ~f which it remits to 
as. does the national weather bu • which s~lIs Its Information as such. 
~Iddle-half for Ie Monde, half fo;~au, the kIOsk fee is split down the 
dlf~erent. It does not sell informa ~ts partner. The case of nUmarket is 
dehvery service. Callers accessin ;::l~n but rather a home ordering and 
~now that a percentage _ secre~ e emarket on the Monde service should 
~nto Le Monde's pockets. Some; of fthe money they plunk down goes 

I s gross Income. Ing 0 a royalty on TeJemarke" 

. ~gally speaking, though matt 
IS available on several kiosk '"w. d

ers 
a:e more complicated. reJemarket 

wo ' mows' on L 'L~ . . men s magazine). and its own . IVnatlOn, Marie-Claire (a 
direct access to its service. The Cot:c~~ss code .. T~e FNAIM also offers a 
called A.j. and to an increasin eue sells Its mformation to a service 
are deci~edly bullish on the ~t:kmber ~f others - videotex services 
o~nershlp of their information mar e~! Content providers retain 
rem force ties to the,· f . .' but publishers who would I·k h r avonte mfo·: ' e to 
t ought to contracts of associationrmatlOn providers, are now giving 
structure of each service. If the detait

at 
take account of the specific 

longer ~e purchased outright but r: can ~ worked out. data will no 
ownership of the services will be shar;~~r kiosk resources as well as 
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Advertising is also a significant factor. It is no accident that content 
providers seek out a Ie Monde, a Li/Jira'ion, or any other videotex window. 
They hope to reap considerable publicity advantages, hence increased 
traffic. The service provider, which has a vested interest in the success 
of its services, naturally promotes them in its columns or through any 
ocher advertising outlet _ and both parties reap the rewards. As for the 
host, its role is to see to it that there are no breakdowns, a task of 
paramount importance in view of the technical complexity 01 hosting 

multiserviccs. When the M01ldt service opened for business, i[5 namesake ran an 
advertising supplement that was the product of unprecedented bartering. 
A front page advert featured the products of Tilimarket, complete with 
the prices of whiskey and sardines, a first for as prestigious and austere 
a newspaper as It Mande, which had reason to fear reader rejection. Inside 
the paper. a double-page advertisement was devoted to its host, Segin. 
The publicity was "free" but the partners (hOst and content providers) had 

"financed" the supplement. The essence of the new videotex partnerships is to be found in this 
one_good_turn-deserves-another approach, where the fair_market value 
of new services, because they are new and changing. has not yet been 
determined. On the other hand, it is common knowledge that the worth 
of a videotex service derives from the interplay of its component systems. 
And so partners share the good times and the bad, exchange "freebies", 
and return favors. For its part, the host anticipates software and hardware 
upgrades that may prove vital for service providers. As to content 
providers, they format their data stocks in anticipation of putting them 
on-line when the time comes. For their part, service providers promote 
all their services, regardless of origin, and work ceaselessly on their 
editorial look to maximize traffic - the driving force behind these 

Segin's Philippe Desmet asserts with conviction that the new partnerships. 

partnerships are based on confidence, a fact that sets them apart. In the 
world of videotex, pacts are often concluded with a handshake, rarely with 
a signature. A return to the past or sign of the times when innovation 
proceeds from the ill_defined amalgamation of various and sundry and 
seemingly unrelated skills, which no conventional contract can 

accommodate? 
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The new professions 
The salient feature of the Comm . . 

a lO·year period of Slugg·5h UOJ~tlOns sector is its vitality n.....-
o. 1 economIC gro h . . 'W:'I'II;f 
Increase In jobs. But the Contents s t h wt, It recorded I 24 ~ 
strength. AUlO-year projections h.e~ ~r as shown the mOSt irnp~ 
electronic publishing Con (ems 18

d 
hght the ~ronounced vigor of .. 

public where new informat' P: llets. An Increasingly dema ....... 
services that are more SOp~~s~j~:~edu~tsda~e concerned is caUing forlDlM!e 
moderators. This has translated into n e,tter hosted. so~e by on-Iiat 
French economic forecast b th more Jobs, a fact confirmed by dae 
of 5,000 new jobs in the p~reau: e BIPE, which predicts the CI'eItioa 
by 1990. UC[lOn and marketing of videotex senic:es 

Designers graphics 5 . r 
network gujd~s afC the r!::aeIS~S, o.n-lin,e. hosts. trade journalists. aad 
spawned by the Minitel b as Iy Identifiable of thee,ew professiOlll 

QOm. 

Designers, graphics people 
and chroniclers ' on-line hosts , 

To succeed, a videotex service m h .. 
day~ of cluttered, indeCipherable ust ave screen presence". The early 
design has dawned. Th .. pages ~re Over. The age of product 
friendliness Advert· . e prereq.Ulsltes are IOteractivity rapidity and user 

. ISlOg agencies which I ' , 
to videotex, now do consult· • . .were ong in making the jump 
positioning, and product Idng wo~k In VIdeotex product design, market 

b ·d· a aptatlon The H G su Sl lary Havas Telem ti . avas roup, through its 
Of COurse it had eve a que, was one of the first to look into the mattef 
d I ry reason to keep a weath .. 

eve opments since its 5 b ·d· 0 er eye open for vldeotes 
directory. Recently ho u 51 I~~ DA publishes the paper telephone 
Rubicam RSCG (w'h hwever, kou,er agencies such as Publicis Young a: 

, 0 aveta enH ·d • 
and Perceval have begun ad . . cr:n ~ Maublanc on board), Belier, 
strategies. The virtues of th v~~~ their cbents on videotex advertising 
direc.t marketing specialists ~thelrn:e~ hav~ not ~scaped the atremion of 
masSIvely into a medium th h ' 0 a bit late 10 the game have moved 
Suited to direct use. at as proved to be highly interactive and weD 

Numerous independent consultants also h 
ave services to propose. 
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Laurent Dube and Bernard Liscia do, however. stand out from the crowd 
of videOlex consultants. Any chronicler of the history of videotex would 
be woefully remiss not to recount their stories. Both Dube and Liscia are 
videotex pioneers who are veterans of VeIizy - each in his own field. 
Dube was one of the first designers of videotex "pages". He got his start 
II velizy and has since made his mark by training dozens of graphics 
specialists. He acquired his second claim to fame by developing the 
formats of the Funitei service, which were regarded as masterpieces of 
layout design and have preserved their charm and appeal to this day. But 
Dulle continued to forge ahead, meeting along the way Herve Delisle 
_ my, the world of videotex is small! - with whom he founded the 
consultancy firm Laurent-DubC, which employs a staff of seven and has 
an annual gross income of some $700,000. They have projects galore for 
the media of the future. For Dube, who believes in his lucky star - which 
has never let him down - it does not matter whether he works on 
Minilel, videodisk, or even interactive compact disk. 

Bernard Liscia and T riel are one and the same. One man, one 
company; they go hand in glove. Liscia's guiding principle is to be neither 
host operator nor service publisher, but to help design services where the 
user is king. His original team included a determined young woman, 
Pauline Georgiades, who had worked full-time for the Velizy project 
team. Triel was involved in the project well before other companies. 
Georgiades, who has a knack for putting her discoveries across to people, 
was something of the user-friendliness inventor in the Teletel experi
ment. Through the electronic mail service that she hosted day and night, 
Georgiades was in the best position to take the Minitellers' pulse. She 
was aware of their problems, desires, and frustrations. 

Slightly cramped by the necessarily rigid framework of a national 
experiment that left no room for flexing one's imagination, Georgiades 
had to settJe for running an off-line, i.e. delayed-time electronic mail 
service. She nevertheless gained invaluable experience, which Xavier 
Viollet, the "statistician" of the experiment and loday consultant al the 
well-known Oresys consultancy, set about interpreting statistically. The 
Whole Triel team reaped benefits from the experiment. Since then Liscia 
has made great strides forward and today can take pride in having worked 
for every major media group. Triel has some $ 1.4 million in annual gross 
earnings and a staff on which no one has the same background, except 
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the five computer people. Triel owes its originality to this meltins pot 
of skills. 

Jean-Paul Figer, vice-president of CAP.Sogeti France, is an old pro. 
He has been workin~ in ~ata processing for 20 years now and for just. 
long has vented his distress over the poverty and inadequacy of 
man/machine interfaces - without much response. He has always beea 
surprised by user tolerance for his profession's handiwork and now IIJI 
that the Minitel was a watershed in that it was designed for use by tbe 
public at large, who would never have endured dialog sequences desigae4 
by specialists for specialists. It was at that juncture that a small temL 
formed to specialize in the very special occupation of user-friendlineu 
designer, whose job it is to raise the comfort level of videotex insttuct:ioal. 

Today a small team of 10 is operational and plans are to IOcreae. 
to 40. Until now, primarily computer specialists have applied for the 
positions of user· friendliness advisers at CAP.Sogeti, an understandable 
state of affairs since there are so many of them. Figer, though, knows 01 
non·computer people who have proved they can do the job, and does 
not fee l that EDP experience is a must. What is more, Isabelle Perrot. 
who originated the profession, is not a computer expert. but she 
happened to have worked on the software dialogs for the electronIC 
directory during her tenure at the Havas subsidiary ODA. She now 
applies her know· how to all manner of videotex dialogs, whether for 
professional or consumer use. To do so, she takes up position amona 
future users, watches them at work, identifies their reflex movemena. 
analyzes their difficulties, and takes it all into account when setting up 
the videotex service they wi ll be using. Her job is at the center of desasn 
work situated between the computer specialists and the users. Sbe 
arbitrates between the system's technical constra ints and its potentiIL 
Her skills are as sought.after in data process ing as they are in videolel. 
where the same software dialog problems arise. The same holds true for 
software package designers, who incorporate this know-how upstream to 
that their products are accessible to the genera l public. 

Without Fran<;ois de Valence, however, videotex might not have 
condensed into a coherent whole comprehensible for tbe layman and the 
would-be videotex operator alike. In 1979. before the first inkling of: 
interest in videotex was yet discemable, de Valence, wh~ s~nsed 
advent of tbe electronic information era. founded the publlshmg ~ 
A jour. Its first production was a newsletter enti tl ed Injotecturf, I 
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focused on data bases. In 1980, he launched Videotex. still the on ly 
professional videotex industry journal. It had a circulation of 10,000 in 
198 1. In 1983 he came out with a general pub lic magazine, Minittl 
/lfagazine. De Valence's group. bolstered by capital infusions from the 
newspaper Ouest~Frmlce and the SPER company, today has gross annual 
earnings of over $ 8 million. A staff of 45 puts out an impressive number 
of specialized newsletters. Nothing escapes the shrewd de Valence: 
videodisk, computer~assisted education, biotechnology, telecommunica~ 
[ions, and so on. 

A jour was highly instrumental in structuring videotex in France. It 
channeled useful information to all the secto r's players. By printing an 
abundance of articles on the innovating applications of videotex, it helped 
lend credibility to the Minitel. Until 1985 and the emergence of other 
publications in the same niche, credit is due A jour for being the only 
source of information on the French videotex experience and its 
repercussions on professional and mass· market sectors. Paradoxically, A 
jollr, which thinks of itself as a publisher turned to the future - and is 
- has also chronicled the history of videotex, in spite of itself. A witness 
to its history from the very beginning, A jour is an indispensable guide 
for anyone wishing to retrace the history of this medium from day one. 

A jours arch competitor hit the newsstands in 1985. The Perdriel 
Group'S Revue du Minitel, directed by Patrick BeOlard, prompLly shot to 
first place in terms of paid circu lation. In 1986 competition heated up 
- as did tempers. In 1987 the two rival publications went through 
numerous layout and design face· lifts. They were both aiming to 
convince advertisers of the medium's value. Since then the two 
prolagonists have been to court. De Valence had registered the trademark 
·Minitel"; he sued the Revue du ,Miuitel claiming it had misappropriated 
the name "Mini tel" and won his case in the lower courts. The Perdriel 
Group has appealed the ruling. The Revue du Minitel has become 
Telematique Magazi11e. Stay tuned for further developments. 

So many people have had a hand in the genesis and development 
of the Minite l, so many have helped establish its credibil ity, that it would 
be preposterous to draw up a hit parade of the great figures involved. 
Even if it were feasible, such an idea would run counte r to the essentially 
collective nature of the Minitel saga. Designers, user· friendliness 
specialists, and graphics experts have all made a contribution to the 
transformation of an engineers' contraption into a tool of communica-
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tion. Journalists. by reporting on videotex ventures, companies, ,,",'!'I~. 
and new applications, helped weave these disparate strands into a 
tapestry. On-line network hosts are the latest players, and have given 
system the human touch. 

Of networks and men 

One sometimes wonders whether society at large is doomed to .. 
push-button existence. Whether the fear of a future world where maa 
will speak to machines only, through other machines, is wamuted. 
Whether the communication needs of the 21st century will be met by 
robots. Although the advent of new technology did indeed arouse tbiI 
shadowy fear a few years ago, today it can be asserted that it .. 
groundless. One need only look around, simply turn on the Minite~ lib 
over three million Frenchmen, to see thaI something else is afoot 

A phalanx of new professionals has penetrated (0 the hean of 
communications networks and information systems. Together they aim 
to make communication less intangible, less artificial, but also to facilitlte 
it and mesh it with the desires and needs of those who call in. 
Communication loses its tangible quality whenever effected over 
networks, whether transmitted for utilitarian or entertainment purposes. 
whether used for professional ends or not. All the conventiOllll 
references of communication are lost. The eyes, tone of voice, fac:ill 
expressions, impromptu exchanges and the adjustments they permit, all 
this material is charged with clues and markers and is replaced with 
written information that can be consulted or not, stored or not, discussed 
or ignored. 

Machine·based communications systems like the Minirel combine 
the disadvantages of the telephone and the mail compounded by the new 
difficulties of man-machine communication. Given the circumstances. 
there is an understandable need to provide users with a framework that 
helps them get their bearings, comprehend and follow through a call 01' 

search for information. Enter the on-line network hosts, who are there 
to see that the call gets through, that callers find what they are lookiD8' 
for: pleasure, assistance, orientation, company, adventure, or a simple 
piece of information. 

Over 8,000 services are currently available on Minitel, an embaI1llSS"
mem of riches. Two years ago, on·line network hosts were unheard of. 
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Not that they did not exist, of course, but people looked askance at their 
occupation, which was lumped together with soliciting. Today an on-line 
hosi is considered a plus. There are some 200 practitioners of the art 
in France. The question is whether they know it. They are scattered 
among various companies, two or three per firm except for two that 
employ over 20. They are a1l new to the job and unaware of their 
numbers. They were drawn to the profession by the prospect of contact, 
diversity, and change, many of them simply happening upon it. When 
asked to enumerate the qualities of a good host they invariably reply 
imagination, openness, a feel for person-to-person contact, a healthy 
dose of tact and diplomacy, but above all a sense of humor and a solid 
knack for summarizing. 

And indeed a good measure of humor and imagination is called for 
when receiving the day's umpteenth declaration of love or when 
confronted with a caller's fathomless loneliness. Coming up with the 
right words, therein lies the art of a good host. As for the ability to 
summarize, it is essential when dealing with 150 callers on-line, 20 of 
whom are engaged in conversation. At times like these, network hosts 
have to be able to resume any of 20 conversations at any point They must 
remember who is who, to whom they have replied, who has said what, 
who is on-line but has not yet "talked", who is hiding behind the new 
pseudonym, who is lost on the network, and on and on. They have to 
have the knack of picking information out of the air, replacing it in its 
context, and resuming the exchange. 

Some network hosts work in a narrower, more specific context. 
Some, like Philippe, are specialized in on-line teaching. Every evening 
for one and a half hOUIS, he helps children do their homework from his 
home Minitel. Secondary schoolers who have keyed in 36-15 + 
S.O.S.-Devoirs and asked to be connected with an on-line teacher find 
themselves with Philippe, who helps them on· or off-line. If the question 
is easy or of interest to all those on-line, Philippe transmits the answer 
immediately, thereby enabling the students to help each other and to give 
thought to the same subject, like in class. If the problem is knotty and 
not particularly pressing, Philippe deposits his response the next day in 
an electronic mailbox. He is of the opinion that the future of teaching 
depends on the new forms of guidance offered by videotex. He has 
long-term plans for the medium and is a great believer in a videotex 
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school, the warp and woof of which would include 00- and ofl-line 
communication, and computer-aided teaching. 

Yves Marie hosts S.O.5.-Jun"dique, a legal advice service on Crac, and 
shares by and large the same view. The legal world quite obviously strikes 
him as dreary and videotex seems to him just the thing to liven it up. 
There are no loopholes for the legal eagle on Minitel. Callers expect 
clear-cut answers to specific questions. Yves Marie follows the same 
procedure as Philippe. Easy answers are transmitted immediately and 
more complicated ones sent the next day, unless the user is rerouted to 
the data base, which is always more to-the-point since it has been 
assembled from actual cases. 

Michel, 22 years old, has knocked about the communication sector. 
He has been involved in photography and advertising, and did a stint in 
a disco as disk jockey. He prefers the title "mediatitian" to host, because 
he feels that the ultimate ambition in this job is juggling the various 
media. Videotex is all well and good, but combined with radio and 
television it is even better - and it is already a reality. He is 
experimenting with all manner of combinations in his region in 
conjunction with FR-3 and local radio stations in search of formulas that 
will make videotex a feedback tool for one-way media, thereby lending 
them the missing imeractive dimension. 

One would be mistaken to believe that professional communications 
systems can forego network hosts simply because they are utilitarian in 
nature and have something of a captive audience. Because such was long 
the commonly held view, generations of technical systems - in 
particular numerous electronic mail services - have been consigned to 
the dustbin of technology. The loss of the usual features of communica~ 
tion - the sound of the voice, facial expressions, eye contact - also 
affects professional communication when the latter is effected via a 
technical system or network. People cannot for long simply talk into a 
void. Wex company has grasped this fact; it sells software communica
tions systems, but not without a host elemenl. Its systems are highly 
advanced and one might think that they would run autonomously if 
outfitted with a sophisticated electronic mail service. This is exactly whit 
Wex, a Franco-American firm, wanted to avoid by integrating the human 
factor as a permanent feature into its network. Ghisiaine, who has been 
in the business for a few years, is convinced that it is bound to catch on 
in Wex's client businesses when they discover that employee use of 
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available communication tools depends by and large on the helpful 
presence of systems hosts. In addition, hosts are the first [0 realize what 
upgrades and new products are needed. They quickly become the pivotal 
piece in the puzzle of new technology distribution. They are also 
instrumentaJ in meshing supply and demand. Theirs is a two-fold 
assignment: familiarize users with the technique in question while seeing 
to it that they do not feel rejected and can handle the system; teaching 
users and avoiding that the technique becomes an end in itself but rather 
is put to a social or corporate use that makes it meaningful. 

On-line network hosts and systems hosts are brand-new occupations. 
Small wonder, then, that their definitions and mechanisms are a bit 
nebulous. The on-line teachers of S.O.s.-Devoirs who teach Cracs student 
clientele have little in common with Wex company's systems hosts, who 
facilitate their clients' commercial operations. Both may appear superflu
ous in an age of computer-aided teaching, sophisticated data bases, and 
user-friendly communication software. And yet, they play a very 
important role in smoothing the development of network-based 
communication. 

Advances in the development of artificial intel1igence undeniably 
offer an answer to difficulties in using communication and machine
based information systems. VideOlex can take advantage of the situation 
in terms of both savings on system operating costs and system comfort 
levels - and it would be foolish to deny the fact It would be just as 
dangerous, however, to oppose human presence and artificial intelligence 
on the network, as was long done with home and network systems until 
their complementarity was recognized. Such mutual exclusion theories 
only fuel "theological" debates on "good" vs. "bad" technology. 

Foreign lands 

For Gerard Thery, former France Telecom general manager and 
architect of the launching of Minitel, the 1987 vintage of the little 
machine is light years from what he had envisioned. He does not even 
recognize his own child any more. His offspring was more intelligent and 
mOre adaptable. It had been raised to go into data processmg, 
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communication, and graphics information using an enhanced d isplay 
format; to be outfitted with various peripherals and become a constituent 
part of office automation systems and home electronics. And 10 years 
later they show him (he same little machine - as rudimentary as ever 
but built to take a licking - and which has not yet caught on outside 
of France. Granted, the Minitel has succeeded in marshalling into action 
a host of players in the publishing field. And indeed their numbers have 
increased in recent years. But the industrial end of business presents a 
far less sanguine pictu re. First, the videotex terminals, exposed [0 normal 
market forces, have been upgraded - Minitel I was followed by 
Minitel 10, with Minitel 20 in the offing. Upgrades notwithstand ing, no 
real technological leaps have been achieved, even though the terminals 
are now computer compatible, whereas over the same period of time the 
range of microcomputers has greatly expanded. Furthermore, French 
videotex has not as yet really gained a foothold oUlside France, this 
despite the fact that exporting had been assigned top priority in France 
Telecom's and the government's 1978 pol icy statement governing new 
telephone. related services. The success of French videotex is the envy 
of the world, but this has not translated into any noteworthy penetration 
of foreign markets. 

Despite its undeniable appeal, Minitel has yet to catch on abroad. II 
was originally argued - and rightly so - that a product following in the 
wake of another that has already imposed its standard and forged a captive 
market faces export problems. It was alleged that the British had 
"traumatized" the European market by imposing their Prestel videotex 
format, to which Europeans remain attached despite its relative fai lure 
to measure up to expectations. The word "Minitel" sends shudders 
through the European body politic. To justify resistance to the interloper, 
questions of technical compatibility are also trotted out, although that 
tack has lost some of its power of conviction in view of the fact that 
28 countries have so far authorized Minitel. Lastly, some contend that 
other countries' restrictive legislation effectively erects barriers to 
importing of communications systems. 

The Minitel export dilemma would appear, however, to have other 
causes. The sine qua non of exporting something is to agree on what is 
being exported. The paradox is that videotex, so seemigly straightforward 
for those who work with it, is difficult to define as a product. The question 
of what is being sold often elicits contradictory responses. Some would 
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submit that the "videotex product" includes all its constituent elements. 
They accordingly reason that the Minitel, the kiosk system, the videotex 
access points, and the packet.switched network form a whole whose 
components could not be sold separately, or only with great difficulty. 
This line of reasoning, which has apparently been discarded after a 
brilliant career in the role of conventional wisdom, shrinks export 
potential by dangerously restricting the possibilities of adapting the 
system to different technical and legal contexts. Others would allow that 
videotex a fa franfaise does not constitute a system strictly speaking but 
rather is the sum of the know.how of a number of economic players, the 
combination of which in France has made for a system that works. This 
more pragmatic outlook clears the way for identifying what know· how 
stands a decent chance of being sold on foreign markets. France Telecom, 
for instance, has potentially marketable expertise in networks and billing; 
the systems and software houses in hardware and software; manufacturers 
in terminals and peripherals; and service providers in publishing 
electronic services. Each of these skills and areas of expertise, which 
together are responsible for the success of videotex in France, could be 
exported separately or in combination. Lastly, many feel that exporting 
videotex hinges on the internationalization of the Teletel network and 
videotex traffic flows. Recognizing the fact, France Telecom has opened 
its Minitelnet service, wh ich enables service providers from many 
countries in the world to access French host systems. Any hope for 
breaking French videotex out of its ghetto, so the argument goes. depends 
on internationalizing the use of the Minitelnet network and using it to 
host the services of foreign providers such as USA Today and the BBC. 
In line with this approach, agreements were recently concluded with the 
Belgian telephone company, the RTI, for interconnecting the French 
videotex network to the Belgian network and delivering 1,200 French 
videotex services to Belgian users equipped with either mic rocomputers 
or videotex terminals. The situation is so complex that many have given 
export of the Minitel up for lost. They argue that the first abortive attempt 
is the last, that youthful errors cannot be redeemed, and that the 
runner·up position in the communications market constitutes an 
msurmountable handicap - unlike in conventional markets where 
second-place finishers can learn from the mistakes of those that preceded 
them. 

Recently. however, some have taken to whistling a different tune. 
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1?ese sanguine souls maintain that the time is ripe fOf" exporting French 
videotex. Because the success of videotex in France is undeniable, and 
t>c:ca.use its economic viability has been proven, they reason, the first 
stirrings are being felt in Europe. In the van are private operators who 
have been won over by the French scheme and have adopted it (or 
opening electronic in1ermation markets in their own countries. 

New developments have been reported in the United States too. The 
American context has shifted and the Baby Bells - products of the 
divestiture of A IT - are purportedly ogling French videotex with a view 
to diversifying their activities. But American common carriers are not 
alone in their interest in videotex. In both the United States and Canada 
other initiatives are shaping up that may be concluded in the very near 
future. Is this yet another mirage or the end of a long series of setbacks 
on th.e export front? Are years of effort finally about to payoff, despite 
abortive attempts and rude awakenings in the past. 

Bright spot in the United States market 

Europe's grim opposition to an across-the-board videotex standard 
i~ 1982 all but dashed French hopes of penetrating the Old World's 
Videotex market. It was initially felt that the countries of southe rn 
Europe, less solicited by the British, might provide an opening, but they 
had all ~~y could handle just to bring their phone networks up to par 
bef?re glvmg any .thought to videotex. France accordingly turned to [he 
UOIted States, which can be approached either as an equipment market 
or a systems market. The French opted for the latter approach for which 
their know-how is the most marketable. In addition, Japanese competi
tion in this area was less fierce than for the tenninals. 

The ~980 Intelcom Trade Show in Los Angeles gave France its first 
opportUnity to mount a large-scale mass-media offensive. Of the 
exhibitors, 22 % were French and 87 % American. There was one 
Japanese company and no Scandinavian or British representatives. To 
lend greater credibility to its demonstrations, France Telecom organized 
an o~-site industrial-scale experiment. As part of an agreemen t 
negotlared ~~ France Telecom's subsidiary, Intelmatique, between the 
Havas SubSidiary aDA and the Continental Telephone Company (the 
fou~h largest American carrier), the near-by town of Big Bear was 
deSignated to host a test of the French videotex system, beginning with 
the electronic directory. 
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Back at the Trade Show, Intelmatique and Tymshare announced an 
agreement caJling for the Matra company to sell Tymshare 100,000 
directory- i.e. Minitel-based terminals in three versions, for office 
automation, mass-market data processing, and point-of-sale use. The aim 
was to jointly explore existing markets and opportunities. Tymshare was 
primarily interested in the market for a videotex terminal with integrated 
smart-card reader and, through its subsidiary Tymnet, in electronic funds 
transfer. The parties involved were trading in systems, not hardware, and 
the software and systems houses would playa leading part. Elsewhere, 
in April 1981, under the auspices of Intelmatique, the French software 
house Steria joined the consortium that conducted the Te1etel test in Sao 
Paulo, Brazil and was to conclude an agreement with CBS. 

Announcements of French operations abroad routinely punctuated 
the news until 1983. In his February 4, 1983, address inaugurating the 
electronic directory in Rennes, PTT Minister Mexandeau referred to the 
100,000 terminals sold by Matra, the 25,000 sold by Telic, and the 
establishment of a French industrial consortium for promoting the 
French videotex system in the United States. It was also a fact that 
companies like Cap-Sogeti, Sligos, TeJesystemes. and others would in 
tum express an interest in the United States market. It was regularly 
announced that such and such an agreement had been signed, such and 
such a test had got under way, such and such a partnership had been 
fanned - and that was as far as it ever went. It may be thaI in the wake 
of Thery's media blitz French manufacturers thought victory was a 
foregone conclusion and did not see fit to make any further effort or forge 
a long-term strategy. In their defense it should be said that the Americans 
themselves were unable to impose videotex despite the respectable 
results of various tests. The Times Mirror and Infomart Company 
conducted a test in the summer of 1982 in 350 California homes that 
yielded just about the same results as the VeJizy experiment. One year 
later, again in the same area, the Times Mirror teamed up with Videotex 
America for the Gateway experiment, the outcome of which was just as 
encouraging. So encouraging, in fact, that Videotex America entered into 
several agreements with other partners to conduct videotex feasibility 
studies in Maryland, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. 

Why the devil, then, do such pilot-scale initiatives invariably fail to 
reach the industrial phase, regardless of the promoter? The question is 
a sensitive one and the answer must take account of a number of 
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elements. It would appear, however, that the widespread use of homt 
comp~(ers is not entirely blameless. When vidcO[cx was introduced, 
Amencans already had a rival electronic information tool. But this did 
not account for everything, for there is nothing preventing the usc of 
home, computers for videotex purposes, i.c. connecting the two in an 
organized network that would more easily accommodate a line of 
services. The ultimate cause can arguably be attributed to American 
deregulation. It w,as in the wind as early as 1980 and virtually all observers 
knew that the object ,was to reshuffle t~e information industry, although 
no one could say Just how the chIps wou ld fall. This climate of 
uncertai~ty was to persist for some four years and discouraged people 
~rom ~?g a chance on a market that was at the epicenter of deregulation 
III that.lt IOvolved both ~e telephone and data processing. The prevailing 
confUSIOn threw Amencan manufacturers off guard and limited Lheir 
scope of action to mere field studies and demand forecasts. It also 
impacted from the outset on foreign companies, which were at a loss to 
unders~d what was. at stake. And understandably so since American 
der~gulatlOn was deSigned to enable domestic companies to capture 
foreign markets and to prevent foreign firms from staking any claims in 
the United States market. At the time, however, no one was capable of 
such an analysis, especially not the French, who were blissfully ignoram 
of American law and irs development. Ie is understandable, then, that 
they w.alked straiB.ht into a trap and that, in the process, any notions of 
exportlOg they might have had were nipped in the bud. 

And so in the spring of 1987 the question persisted whether French 
efforts had been in vain. Whether the Minitel was destined to remain a 
purel~ Fren.ch pr~uct. Whether despite its appeal to foreigners, and 
Americans 10 particular, it would always lack that international seal of 
app~val t:h~t confe~ .Iegitimacy on communications products. Whether 
the SimplICity of MlOltel - a machine that can be used from the word 
go, wher~as Q[her terminals require training _ was unconvincing. 
Whether 10 a broader vein it was the role of rigid government agencies 
to conduct export policy. Lastly, whether the United States market was 
not simply impossib le to penetrate, especially in the area of new 
inf~rmation technology, where innovations crop up everywhere. But the 
~D1ted States com~unication sector is changing by leaps and bounds. 
Smce A IT was divested, the Regional Bell Operating Companies 
(RBOes) or Baby Bells have petitioned for the right to distribute data over 
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their networks. After a protracted lobbying effort, they have been granted 
that right in principle. The September lO, 1987, ruling handed down by 
Judge Harold Greene, who rules the roost in matters of telecommunica
tions deregulation in the United States, is by no means a panacea paving 
the way to cost-effective videotex operations, but it is nonetheless a step 
forward. With this first success under their belts, the RBOCs are pushing 
their advantage. Judge Greene, a recent convert to French videotex, has 
asserted that he aims to usher in something along the lines of the French 
approach in the United States and the RBOCs hope to take advantage 
of it. In an interview with the French business newspaper les &bos at the 
Telecom 87 Trade Show in Geneva, he disclosed that upon his return 
to the United States he was going to work on a new set of regulations 
authorizing the Baby Bells "to become videotex operators like France 
Telecom", adding that "it was by no means unlikely that they would 
distribute terminals free of charge and recover their investment on 
network traffic". 

Behind the scenes the RBOCs are mounting a videotex offensive. 
Videotex is gaining ground in the deserts of Arizona and Colorado where 
the local carrier United States West is arguably the farthest along in 
formalizing its venture. The company aims to interconnect independent 
host systems and, using the kiosk system, offer a complete line of 
available electronic services. It funher intends to use dormant packet
switched data networks and make money doing so. United States West 
will reportedly invite American service providers to take part in a test 
it will conduct in conjunction with France Telecom. Nothing has been 
signed, however, even though Intelmatique has already sold United States 
West two feasibility studies that have considerably cleared the way. 

In the spring of 1987, the French press devoted considerable space 
to an agreement between France Telecom and Nynex. a regional phone 
company in the Boston area. This protocol agreement was greeted with 
silence. The silence was all the morc deafening for French telecommuni
cations people, who saw in the Baby Bells' selection of their videotex 
system - apart from the ensuing export revenue - a vindication of their 
marketing strategy and technical decisions. 

Vindication may ultimately come from the city of Houston where 
United States Videotel company, headed by Amin J. Rahme, has 
earmarked $15 million for launching French videotex. In conjunction 
with Southwestern Bell Corporation, which is supplying local area 
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network access free of charge and has anted up $50,000 for the operatioo. 
United States Videotel has decided to conduct a market test on 500 
people equipped with Minitels from Telic Alcatel who will initiaJlr 
receive some 30 data bases including the Dow Jones and the Soun::e. 
Beginning in 1988 the company plans to expand its network to include 
30,000 people. finishing the year out with 100,000. Out of a first purchase 
order for 30,000 Minitels from Telic, 10,000 have already been delivered. 

With the American flair for communication, United States Videotel 
has come out with a four-color brochure showing an immaculately while 
Minitcl, which moreover has never been photographed to such good 
effect Customers leasing the Minitel, or any other interfaceable 
computer, for $20 a month will have access to pay and toll-free services. 
Technically speaking, the network is the spitting image of the French 
version, except that its bills are more detailed. And Amin Rahme, who 
acts like a regular systems operator, does his shopping in France. He takes 
back text editors, printers, layout equipment, and the like, as well as 
purchasing the know-how he needs. United States Videotel will soon be 
connected, at its request, to the French network, and its customers will 
get a taste of services a la franfaise. The same type of set-up is apparently 
being put into place in Montreal, Canada. At the initiative of a local 
financial institution, the CETI, some 100,000 terminals will reportedly 
be made available to the public in the very near future. 30,000 tenninals 
have already been ordered from Telic, and the CETI, manifestly more 
enthusiastic than ever, has announced that five million users should 
ultimately be connected to the network. The promoters intend to adopt 
the French system lock, stock, and barrel. However attractive this venrure 
may be in the sense that it brings together partners with complementary 
areas of know-how, its political origin - and the ensuing fragility of lbe 
whole operation - should not be lost sight of. The project was the 
brainchild of the Summit of Francophone Countries that had met in 
Montreal and no sooner was it announced than it ran head-on into a Ben 
Canada counteroffensive, who was evidently not about to stand by idly 
while it was overtaken by this upstart. The eETI project did have one 
advantage in that it had a terminal, the Minitel, something that could not 
be said for Bell Canada, which had baptized its future terminal "Alex" (as 
in Alexander Graham Bell) after toying with the idea of calling it "MinibeU·. 

The CETI venture is one of those fabulous projects. It aims to 
duplicate French videotex on North American soil, which is agreeable 
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to French national pride. In addition, it is billed as a French-language 
data network for the general public. As such, the project is invested with 
a high degree of symbolism, which explains the aggressiveness of Bell 
Canada and the amount of space that French newspapers have devOled 

to it. 
Jean-Louis Fourtanier must be ranked among the adventurers of the 

New World. Game for any venture, he surely would not have wanted to 
miss out on this one. For months now he has spent almost as much time 
in the air as on the ground. He has accepted the challenge of bringing 
America round to French videotex. French Connection is the u-ademark 
of his United States venture and his response to the question of how to 
prime the videotex pump in France. Before opening his New York City 
office he conducted a months· long test using leased lines from his host , .. 
computer in Paris. He calls the results encouragrng, for "the mmute an 
American lays hands on a Minitel, he becomes a fan". True enough, they 
spend their time in the electronjc mail services, not often exploring the 
other services, but admittedly the rest of the service is still in French. 
This is all well and good for French expatriates in the United States, but 
a market naturally cannot be built around French information services 
designed in France. Fourtanier will therefore have to find local publishers 
who know how to design and operate services for Americans, which is 
just what crL is doing at the moment. Fourtanier intends to extend his 
system from city to city on a partnership basis. For now he is 
concentrating on New York City and will move on to others as he finds 
ideally suited videotex publishers. 

Compatibility problems with the American network are not insolu
ble. The X.25 standard interface protocol that defines packet-switching 
networks is international, even though a few little black boxes (furnished 
by OST company) are needed to interface them to the Transpac network. 
In Memphis, Tennessee, Fourtanier cornered the best known man in 
town and convinced him of the advantages of the Minitel. He aims to 
pursue the same approach, entering into partnership after partnership, 
and thereby covering an increasing number of American cities. A pipe 
dream or conscious and determined risk taking? Fourtanier has given 
himself a year and $700,000 to make a go of it. Since the bulk of the cost 
of the operation is chargeable to his American videotex partners, his 
$700,000 is the price of persuasion. He already has the needed 
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~echnological. infrastructure in Paris and so has to make no additional 
Investments In hardware. 

T~e crux of the problem is to find reasonably priced Minitels On the 
Amencan market. Consumer videotex could very well be del" red 
th~o~8h available ~o~e ~omputers, but FOurtanier believes th~;\he 
MmlteJ keyboard With Jts IOtegrated control functions is irreplacable. He 
has approached ,3 number of h~(els. which as a rule are not too strapped. 
for ~ash, and WhlC,h that ar~ d7i1ghted to offer their guests an extra, offbeat 
service, and he himself ~lstnbutes as many Minitels as the market will 
bear - already 200 - In an effort to make converts. 

Amen,cans want to use the Minitel for home shopping. Christian 
M~rc~a.ndlse. head of Teiemarket, was quick to realize the Minitel's 
SUitability for home shopping. He has reserved an access number on 
French ~onnection .and is bent on becoming the Minitel home shopping 
lea~er In the United States. Now, the average mail-order house 
~wltchboard keeps 200 operators busy. Once the bill has been recorded, 
It has to be va.lidated, whereas the home shoppers using Minitel effect 
all . the operations them~elves. This fact alone is enough to attract 
mad-order house profeSSIOnals who want to realize substantial savings. 
However, home shopping in the United States means cable television. 
Catalog merchandise can be shown, indeed "staged" on the television 
scre~n. Far from the dry-as-dust videotex format of their Telimarktt 
service on Ie Mo"de or Libe, the Marchandise brothers one technician 
and. the o~er marketing man, are moving inro visuals. Already they are 
eye~ng Pans Cable, the cable TV network in Paris, with a view to testing 
their wares. 

Will the United States take to French videotex? At last the American 
ma.rk~t is showing signs of life and ever more projects are in the works. 
!hIS IS ~Iready a first step, but what really reaSSures the average observer 
IS the Sight of A~erican ~perators taking the bull by the horns. The 
prosp~ct of ~roflts - witness those made in France _ is finally 
attractlOg capital and enrrepreneurs looking for new media. And the 
~re~ch now wonder whether they will get a fair price for their know-how 
10 view of the amount of information they had to disclose to make a name 
for their system. 
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Europe's slow awakening to French videotex 

In January 1981, the British changed course. With 7,400 subscribers 
to their Prestel videotex system at the time, they had fallen short of their 
1980 target figure. The British videotex strategy was the domain of 
government agencies that had adopted no workable policy where 
terminals were concerned. They were therefore expensive, and especially 
so - comparatively speaking - in a country where TV sets are rented. 
And so, since the consumer market that British Telecom had originally 
set its sights on was proving uncooperative, it was decided to veer for the 
professional market. 

The PresteJ system was designed in such a way that British Telecom 
is both host and data distributor. Unlike its French counterpart, it can 
change policy as it sees fit, one reason being the limited number of 
available "pages" in the system that allows it to pick and choose service 
providers. In the spring of 1981, British Telecom decided that its 
professional clientele was better prepared for videotex than the general 
public. The success of services such as that of the Channel ferry company 
Sealink, which had subsidized the purchase of Pres tel decoders by 1,300 
travel agencies, and that of airlines such as Pan Am, lWA, and Quanta 
confirmed its supposition and started it thinking that professional 
providers might tum out to be effective promoters of videotex terminals. 
Private systems - either intracorporate or those run on a subscription 
basis - also met with considerable success. The thinking, then, was that 
thanks to British Telecom's new strategy Prestel would be the system to 
beat in the world professional videotex market. The course would be 
maintained throughout 1982. Today Prestel, with 7,000 subscribers, can 
lay claim to having made a real breakthrough in professional videotex. 
The public at large is no longer being wooed. 

The Netherlands and West Germany bave both adopted the British 
system, under the names Viditel and Bildschirmtext, respectively. And 
both are subject to the vicissitudes and methods of Prestellntemational. 
At the end of 1980, there were 1,200 terminals in operation in West 
Germany and 1,800 in tbe Netherlands. In late 1981, each country 
numbered 6,000 and 5,000, respectively at a cost of 3,000 DM and 7,000 
guilders. The two countries were thus unequally equipped in terminals, 
and France would only take the lead with the opening of its electronic 
directory. Already, though, West Germany and the Netherlands were 
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experiencing g~owing resistance to purchasing tenninals. The sitllltiotf. 
~as such. th?t 10 1?80 the .Netherlands· P1T indulged in a fit of __ 
lntcr:ent.lOntsm alien to Its usual practices and compelled service 
provldcl"S to outfit one subscriber with a terminal for every 50 ~ 
stored in the Viditel host computer. 

For their part the Canadian authorities have not given up all hopt 
of one day marketing their Telidon videotex system. The CanadiaIi: 
government in~ested $ 27.5 million in 1981 and 10 morc in 1982 in IQ 
eff~,: (0 sustam the system and bolster its export potential. Telidot 
ofh~lals hav~ focllsed their efforts primarily on the United States market. 
particularly In the area of onc·way broadcasting as opposed to interactiw 
communication, where the United States and Canada are expected to 
adopt the same standards. To date Telidon has not met with the succest 
that the very high quality of its display format should have earned it 
Telidon has furthermore encountered the same difficulties in the United 
States market as Teletel. 

As for the Japanese, who take the field for all the technological 
battles, they are naturally present and accounted for in the videota 
market. Japa~'~ public videotex service is called 'Captain'. The Japancll 
postal authontJes, the NIT, conducted the first tests in late 1979 ia 
Tokyo. The pilot network was expanded from 1,000 to 2,000 users ill 
198~, at which time Captain contained 20,000 "pages" of information, 
hostl.ng .200 panicipating service companies free of charge. Once apia 
the fmdl.n~s bore .an uncanny resemblance to those of the Vclizy test U1d 
NTT offiCials deCided to market the system starting in 1984 in the fODD 

of a package deal costing some $20 a month. Today, like its videotes 
?rothers elsew~ere - with the notable exception of Telelel _ Captaia 
IS barely scrapmg along. And rumor has it that service start-up WII 
stopped cold by the Japanese moral majority, who could not swallow tile 
fact that the only cost-effective sector was the on-line rendezvous services! 

. With so many systems on the loose - Prestel, Telidon, Cap_ 
Btldschirmtext, Viditel - the videotex market is understandably c0n

gested, and no one is about to throw in the towel. Moreover, since die 
systems and the tests that led to their selection were often the doings 
~f large go~ernment agencies, something of national prestige is on the 
hne. The hne of reasoning that advocates abandoning an unprofitable 
system for one that offers proven cost-effectiveness is easier said thad 
done. Apart from the matter of national pride, there are the variOUS 
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competing standards involved that have been devised to be as incompa
tible with one another as possible and the difficulty governments have 
to admit error and the attendant investment losses. 

The European market is thus in a state of shock and until very 
recently the odds of exporting French videotex - however impressive 
its performance - to the rest of Europe appeare~ slim indeed. !oday, 
though, there are faint indications that suggest thmgs are chang~ng. A 
few private-sector operators who have been emboldene~ by the SIght of 
successful enterprises in France and who want to do bUSiness on the new 
medium have begun turning up in the electronic publishing market. 
They are keen on adopting the French system regardless of how they have 
to package their decision to make it politically palatable. Thus promoted 
by individual European operators, French videotex might gain acceptance 
beyond the borders of France. 

The Madrid-based Santander Bank is a veteran user of French 
videotex outside of France. In 1986 it decided to upgrade its semi
interactive voice inquiry system by outfitting it with an inexpensive little 
terminal with which its customers could use other services in addition 
to mere account verification. Radiotechnique, a subsidiary of Philips, was 
called in to do the job and "summoned" to install Minitels at one end 
of their voice concentrators. The partners were promptly confronted with 
the complex and, on the face of it, insoluble compatibility problems, 
which they managed to resolve only because of their combined 
willingness. Would the outcome have been the same if the network 
provider had not been, like Radiotechnique, a subsidiary of Philips and 
if the affairs of the "family" had not prevailed over each party's divergent 
vested interests. The network has since taken off. Fifty access points cover 
all the Spanish provinces and 50,000 Minitels can access the Santander 
Bank's information system. Santander has adopted the French strategy 
by distributing Minitels for a few dollars a month to its customers, who 
then have access to a wide range of banking services. Needless to say, the 
Bank had to be aided and abetted in its operation. It so happens that the 
bank is on excellent terms with Spain's telecommunication's administra
tion. la Telefonica, of which it is a shareholder. Telefonica accorded the 
bank the necessary waivers to install a limited number of Minitels. Every 
year since, 15,000 terminals have made their inconspicuous way into 
Spain. whose declared choice in videotex by the way is the German 
format! Santander has already invested some $35 million in its videotex 
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system and appears unwilling to ull th I 
doing so welL Nor does it take a g:n ius (Oe s~eu~~no~~ ;Ie~tio; that .is 
move to make a return on the money and k -h . Y ~ ank wdl 
a sector more directly concerned with eleccr:;~i; ow. I t .has Invested in 
already has its own private network and aft fubhsh;g. After all. it 
terminals than anyone else in the world' B te~ :;nce elecom, mort 
very talk~tive. ~nd the Spanish branch a~ w~lI ~ew:~o ha~e ne~er bet-n 
~ood bus mess IS best done quietly. It would th f b

t 
e .notJ~n that 

miormation vacuu ere ore e risky, 10 this 
of the Santander ~;nt~ ~::tJ~en~~Y b~n~~nfirmed ass~rtio?s .. The story 
occurred in 1986 . rth the telhng If It had not 
videotex formal. ~a;ounaktry ~a( had officially adopted the Gennan 

S 
m es It even more intrigui . th 

anrander operation would a h ng IS at thr 
October 16 1987 in the S PhpeE

ar 
bto a~e spawned a movement: On 

, , . pams massy to Pari h II· . 
screens had been installed th K' f S ~ w ere a wa of Mlmtd 

fo~:~GO to inaugurate a Fran~o-S~~~ iS~ se~~: keY~~ini; ~:~;let;1 
Michel Landaret the originator of G I · 

mavens who believe' that the future of th~e~e, IS one of th~se videot~x 
aCfceptan.c~ abroad. He is convinced that it iSr~~~;t~Y~~~: h~ges o~ Its 
o technicIans who always w t t f f go e services 
reluctant custOmers 0 th an a orce- eed their technical solutions to 
sales people capabl~ o~ dr:w~~ntrary> what is ~ee~ed arc marketing and 

mou~~n~ ioin~-vent~res, adap~~: ~~~~~n~~o;~~ns in a p~n~i 
modifIcatio ns, IncludIng those th . . g any an 
comends that hum Tty' at s~~m ImpoSSIble at first glance. Hr 
ex. . I I IS a reqUISIte characteristic for successful 
th~ok~yngto' especlall~ to "t~umatized" markets. To his way of thinking 

success IS gettmg othe t I k • superiority. rs 0 over 00 a product'S technica1 

Living as he does in Strasbo h 
multi-media connections Land ur~ were he has powerfu l regional 
to b ..' aret as as a matter of course put them 

use Y mountmg m conjunction with the S . . 
a videotex service call d S' I . WISS newspaper La 5utSSt 
network The ~ w~te . on the SWISS public switched telephone 
them SF' 69 paper ~tself ~Jstnbutes Minitels to its readers charging 

r a month mcludmg 10 fre h f . ' is hosted on a 150- . e ours 0 consultation. The service 
Gretel, which offe~rt~~st~~w~urmshed, t~gether with the contents, by 
system the res It f· pa~r a tailor-made (urn key videotex 

, u 0 Its own expenenc . . e as service provIder and host 
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SwissJei alone already accounts for :;0% of Switzerland's total videotex 
traffic. To avoid any potential problems, and also perhaps because 
Switzerland is Switzerland, a set of ethical ground rules has been worked 
out and applies [0 all wishing to take part in the operation. The success 
of Swisstel is of more than just symbolic importance in France. It means 
that it is possible to devise services abroad based on the electronic 
directory - without a directory plan and without government subsidies. 
No need to dwell on the prospects for French exporters as a result. 
Moreover, if all goes well in Switzerland, Landarer's feeling is that West 
Germany might be the scene of the next operation, provided the same 
incremental and modular strategy is used - and no brass-band parades! 

Things are budging in the Netherlands as well. It may be argued that 
Viditel's partial misfire has reinforced the iconoclastic tendencies of those 
who are tempted by the French system. The Stichting Telematica is an 
association that promotes new technology in the Netherlands. This 
umbrella organization brings together some 30 partners, including 
representatives of Viditel and Philips. AJI were excited about the success 
of the French operation and began contemplating the advisability of 
sponsoring the same type of operation in the North Brabant province of 
the Netherlands. Radiotechnique, Philips subsidiary and Minitel supplier, 
was immediately asked to organize a series of contacts with French 
videotex operators. A get-together was organized in Paris, where the 
French demonstrated their wares, and another in Eindhoven in the 
Netherlands, where the French again demonstrated their wares, this time, 
though, before 300 paying customers. Service providers, contents 
providers, and systems operators recounted their experiences and 
explained the philosophical underpinnings of the Teletel network. 

Today Telematica has confirmed that it wants to install in North 
Brabant a videotex network accessible to remote hosts, using the kiosk 
system. 100,000 Minite1s will be distributed and the operation financed 
by a consortium that may be joined by the Netherlands P1T if it is won 
over by its marketing strategy. Needless to say, it is difficult to evaluate 
progress of the Telematica project. It would be equally risky to venture 
any predictions about the contents of the development projects of the 
Santander Bank in Spain or the newspaper La Suisse in Switzerland. It 
would be just as foolish to cry victory on the basis of two or three 
scattered tests, especially in view of the manifest fragility of these projects 
- despite their promote.rs' determination. 
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Apart from the increase in project start-ups, a further recent ch 
that has thoroughly modified th~ videmex landscape concerns the 0= 
of the sector's players and the fmancing terms they propose. Here is to 
be found onc. of ~~ keys to exporting French videotex. Contrary to a 
long-held behef, It IS not a matter of exporting terminals or any th 
P·e f th t h . I I I· 0 er I c~ 0 e ec mea pUlZ~. t IS also not a question of exporting turnkey 
services. Even turnkey services would be of French. i.e. foreign origin and 
would in all likelihood not meet user needs and expectations. An 
exportable system has to be completely overhauled and repackaged for 
e~ch new. cultural, economic, technical, and legal context. Funhermore. 
vld~otex IS no~ ~xportab le unless promoted by local partners who sell 
thelf feUo~ CItIzens on the merits of the system, without which 
salesmanship no communications-related project can take hold. 
. The ~th of this has become axiomatic and nowadays all those 
In~ol~ed 10 on~ way or another in exporting French videotex give top 
pn.onty to seekmg out local pl~~ers to see projects through _ although 
It IS. up to them to arous~ . mltlal curiosity among potential operators. 
Their task ha~ been facll.ltate~ in that the concept of a low-cost 
mass~~arket vIdeotex term mal IS now a fact of life thanks to the success 
of Mmltel. 

ff the French successfully develop suitable communications and 
p~rtnership st~tegjes, one can be forgiven for thinking that Teletel oases 
will ~Iowly spnng up. all Over the place. Such videotex islands might 
multIply and become IOtereonnected, in which case videotex would not 
have developed as originally imagined - through government fiat. 
Go~er~~ent agencies Would ultimately come round to the thinking of 
their CItizens, and !ele~el WOUld. then have become a de facto standard. 
And yet such an Idylhc scenano can only succeed if in France the 
various areas of know-how are staked out, clearly ranked by priority' and 
expressly worked into a clear-cut export strategy. ' 

French TeJecom:s export policy is gradually taking shape. Granted, 
the advocates of sellmg the system as an indivisible whole and those in 
fa~o: of a modular approach are at loggerheads. The latter, however, are 
gaml~g ground. The partisans of the modular approach, whose ranks are 
swellmg, and Marcel Roulet, French Telecom general manager who 
se~s~s that foreign markets are ready to convert to Teletel, are ~f the 
opml~n that there are numerous strategies to choose from and that 
selection should be based on the partner involved, local circumstances, 
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and prevailing constraints. Finally a note of pragmatism in an institution 
where technology often rhymes with theology. 

Understandably, though, Telecom engineers are .so ~rou~ of the 
success of their technology that they just naturally. consider .It u~lque .. To 
their way of thinking videotex is a sort of fo~r-cyhnder engl~e lOeludmg 
Minitel Transpac, YAP (videotex access POlOts), and the kiosk system. 
As far ~s they are concerned, there is no salvation outside of the ~uad. 
And yet the export set-backs of past years have gone to show that It was 
impossible to sell this compact block anywhe.re. . 

Even in the United States, wh.ere the ISSU~ of networks IS. less 
burning, changes in the texts governmg d~regulatlo~ make the busmess 
of running telephone companies unpredictable. SIO~e S~ptember 10, 
1987, the regional operating companies born of the divestiture of ":TI, 
the Baby Bells, have been authorized to t~nspo~ data. They h~d sn~ce 
pursued negotiations with Judge Greene With a view to persuadmg him 
to modify his most recent ruling so they could operate videotex systems 
profitably. The latest ruling was handed do~n on Marc~ 7, 1988, a~d 
although it strengthens the hand of the Re~l?nal Operatmg Compantes 
in voice and electronic messaging, the deCISion hardly opens th~ door 
any wider for them to «Videotex". Still, the regulatory process m ~e 
United States is highly "open-ended", and takes account o~ changes m 
the economic ground rules and {he positions. of ~e players 10 the ~ec.tor 
involved. The regulatory texts will change With time, thereby modlfylOg 
the rules of the game, but the status of the Regional Operati.ng 
Companies in the United States will certainly ne~er be comparabl~ With 
France Telecom's. This difference will necessanly be reflected In the 
respective technical schemes and billing systems. 

From the outset, French videotex policy stipulated the need to 
export. Ten years later, this objective has still no~ been achieved - even 
if there are signs that an export breakthrough IS a~ound th~ corner .. In 
the meantime France Telecom had to develop Videotex In a hostile 
environment _ France - and sell reluctant Frenchmen something 
they are crazy about today. The goal of exporting, though, has gone 
unfulfilled. 

The proven success in France of an information ~nd co.mmuni~ation 
technology is grounds for optimism. Another asset IS the mte.rnatlonal
ization of the Teletel network, which can be accessed from Just about 
everywhere in the world. including Australia, the United States, Canada, 
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and virtually every country in Europe. Depending on the country, data 
are distributed via telephone networks, packet-switched networks, and 
leased links. The internationalization of the network nO[ only enhances 
its export appeal but also opens up new vistas to those engaged 10 

transnational activities. The French have been hard put to devise and 
implement a consistent videotex marketing strategy, a handicap virtually 
commensurate with any technical success it has achieved. This egregious 
deficiency explains that. despite the success of French videotex and the 
ensuing notoriety, foreign markets have turned a deaf ear to it. 

In addition, the absence of competitors is not necessarily a blessing. 
Racing against no one but themselves, French videotex manufacturers 
have not been exposed to competition. They have never been able to 
compare their product's merits with those of others and have the 
necessary counterreferences that wou ld have unabled them to upgrade 
it. Thus the Minitel has come of age far from the fields of competition, 
and one might reasonably wonder whether French manufacturers would 
prevail in a confrontation with rival firms. 

To point out that there are none around today would be the easy way 
out. What possible interest would the Japanese or Koreans have in 
developing terminals to be purchased solely by government agencies 
concerned about bolstering nalional industry? But if the market 
blossomed and private-sector operators started buying, it cannot be ruled 
out that Southeast Asian coumries - with their characteristic rapidity 
- wou ld not take the terminal market by stonn. 

Is such an assessment enough to motivate those who shy away from 
exporring because the fruits of such labor are harvested late? Will the 
French succeed in devising a range of systems suited to foreign markets 
in those countries where both the market and the videotex mentality have 
to be created from scratch. Or are they attempting to reproduce abroad 
the same mode l that was so successful in France? The international future 
of French videotex depends on which of these two courses is charted. 
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bet that people still without a tenninal will not soon number among big 
videotex users. Hence the decision to charge a few dollars a month. at 
least early on, to separate serious users from the rest. 

The question arises as to what such a policy change coupled with • 
revamped rate schedule might bring. The days of the $10 pcr hour 
across·the·board calling fee are gone. Now that the flat-rate approach of 
the early days has been shed, a more flexible pricing system will be 
available based on the new ratc schedule provisions adopted in the spring 
of 1987. Henceforth, product lineups will be billed variously, dependilll 
on their features. Professional services arc available on 36-16 at $10 to 
$12.50 an hour. The 36-17 delivers more sophisticated services and will 
cost a little over $2 t an hour. The question is how me public will react 
[0 these changes and whether videotex demand will prove elastic, i.e. 
whether demand will increase whenever prices fall off. No one can answer 
these questions and only the 1988 year.end results will shed any light 
on the matter. 

Service providers are already anticipating and preparing publishing 
strategies to make the most of the new rate schedule by organizing their 
services with the new price range in mind. Ultimately though, the merits 
of a given policy can only be judged in the light of the facts. 

At the same rime, and thanks to the new rate scale that makes for 
a lineup of high value·added products. service providers are preparing 
new types of products and services that will give the Minitel a new 
dimension. Today, available services arc diverse; tomorrow, they will also 
be worth money. This new offer will without a doubt alter the world of 
Minitel by making it the channel to the rarest of information, but it will 
not radically alter its basic character. 

The Minitel will not move up a step in quality unless integrated with 
audiovisuals and data processing. In this construct, the Minitel could 
function as a feedback channel for the mass media, through which they 
could improve communication with their audiences. Likewise, it could 
give a boost to closed data processing systems by offering a means of 
greater user.friendly access, 

By now it is common knowledge that a given medium changes 
quickly and that a new technological generation sweeps the previous one 
aside before it has even had a chance to demonstrate its full potential. 
The advent of increasingly sophisticated graphics in home computers. 
with the marketing of machines like Commodore's Amiga and Atari's 
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imemationaJ competition d d 
U·dS ,an uner the p r nJte tates industry. reSSure 0 a deregulated 

French industry is at its f . 
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Mini-glossary of the Minitel 

ANTIOPE. The French standard of one
way broadcast of informalion (teletext) 
in text form. 

AZERTY. Name of typewriter keyboard 
used in France; rtfcn to the first six keys 
of me tOp lettt:r row. 

BAUD. Unit of measure of data transmis
sion speed on digital networks (I baud 
- 1 bit/second). 

BSC (British Broadcasting Corporation). 
British public television. 

BILDSCH IRMTEXT. Name of West 
Germany's videotex system. 

CAPTAIN. Name of japan's videotex 
network. 

CCElT (Centre Commun d'Etudes de 
Te!ediffusion et de Ttlicommunica
tions). France's Center for Broadcasting 
and Telecommunications Studies. 

CCIlT (Comite Consuhatif International 
TeJegrarhique et THephonique). Inter
nationa Telegraph and Telephone Con
sultative Committee. 

CEEPAX. Name of the teletext system in 
Great Britain. 

CEPT (Conference Europeenne des 
Postes et Telecommunications). Euro
pean Conference of Postal and T de
communications Administrations. 

CITY (Centre d'information Te!etel 

VHizy). Name of host system used for 
the Telelei experiment at VClizy. 

CNET (Centre national d'etudes des tele
communications). National Center for 
Telecommunications Studies. 

CNIL (Commission nalionale Informa
tique et Libene). National Commission 
for Data Processing and Citizens' 
Rights. 

CONTENTS PROVIDER. Company 
that offers videotex publishers informa
tion to put on-line. 

DACT (Direction des Affaires commer
dales et telematiques de France THe
com). Commercial and Data Communi~ 
cations Division of France Telecom. 

DAII (Direction des Allaires industrielles 
et intemationales de France Telecom). 
Industrial and Intemational Affairs Di
vision of France Telecom. 

DGT (Direction Generale des Telecom
munications). Telecommunications 
branch of France's P & T Administra
tion, now called France Telecom. 

D I DON. French system of one~way 
broadcast of information using the An
tiope format. 

ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY. h re
places the print directory and is accessi
ble via Minitel throughout France. 

FACSIMILE. Electronic transmission of 
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documents via the public switched tele· 
phone network. 

HOME BANK1NG. Remote payment 
using an electronic smart card. 

HOST. Computer that delivers videotex 
services. 

IBA (Independent Broadcast Authority). 
Organization in Great Britain that 
monitors private TV networks. 

INTERACTIVITY. Exchange of infor
mation between a user and a host center 
using a conversational mode. 

INTERFACE. Device that makes it pos
sible for twO unlike pieces of equipment 
or systems to communicate. 

MNEMONIC CODE. An abbreviation 
offering rapid access to a service or 
~page~ of information. 

MODEM (modulator-demodulator). Ap
paratus for transforming digital signals 
into analog signals and vice versa. 

NAPLPS (North American Presentation 
Level Protocol Syntax). Videotex system 
developed by A'IT. 

NTSe. American color TV fonnaL 

OPTICAL FIBER. Glass fiber for trans· 
mitting high-speed light signals. It is 
used in the Biarritz network. 

PAL. European color TV format. 

PRESTEL. Name of videotex system in 
Great Britain. 

PSTN. Public switched telephone 
network. 

QWERTY. Name of the typewriter key
board in use in many English speaking 
countries. 

RBOC (Regional Bell Operating Com
pany). Regional United States common 
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carriers, products of the divestiture of 
ATI. 

SECAM. French color TV format. 

SERVICE PROVIDER. Publisher of 
videotex information. 

SICOB. Paris professional trade show on 
data processing and office automation. 

SIMULTANEOUS ACCESS POINTS 
(also called ports~ Loosely, interconnec_ 
tions whose number equals the quantity 
of calls that a hosI system can process 
simultaneously. 

SOFT ALPHABET, <;ALPHAGEO
METRIC', "ALPHA MOSAIC", "AL
PHAPHOTOGRAPHIC". Display 
formats of varying graphics capacity. 
The current French videotex standard is 
~alphamosaic". 

SYSTEMS PROVIDER. Company thai 
makes computer hardware and software 
available 10 videotex publishers. 

TOF (f€I€diffusion de France). TV regula· 
tory and production body in France. 

TELETEL (contraction of telephone and 
television). Name of French interactive 
videotex. 

TELETEXT. One-way broadcast trans
mission of information using spare tele
vision channel capacity and received by 
domestic TV receivers. known as An
tiope in France. 

TI~LIOON. Name of the videotex system 
in Canada. 

TIC-TAe. Terminal integrating televi
sion and push-button telephone. 

TITAN. Interactive terminal. 

TRANSPAe. National public packet
switched data network in France. The 
network ensures links between or with 
remote computers. 

VAP or VAPI (Videotex Ac~ess ~oint). 
Equipment linking the publiC SWitched 
terephone network (PSTN) and the 
Transpac packet-switched data net
work. 

VIDEOTEX. System providing dial:up 
access to one or more remote serviCes 
providing iniormatio,:,. ~~ages" of.graph
ics and alphanumenc IOfo~atlOn ~ 
coded according to a speCIfic format, 
transmitted via the telephone network 
and displayed on screen. 

VIDITEL. Name of the videotex system 
in the Netherlands. 

VIEWDATA. Laboratory nam~ of the 
interactive videotex system 10 Great 
Britain, marketed under the name 
Prestel. 

X.25. The CCITf stand~rd interface pro
tocol for packet switchmg networks ~hat 
defines the message structure ~qulred 
by data terminal equipment to mterf~ct" 
to a public packet network confonmng 
to celTf standards. 
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Why has videotex been so successful in France, when it has failed 
to catch on anywhere else? 

How is that the MINlTEL, regarded at the outset as a long shot by 
the experts, now tallies six million hours of connect time a month? 

Who would have thought that electronic publishing would attract 
thousands of backers and that over 8,000 services would become 
available on-linel 

Was it a matter of happy coincidence or carefully considered 
planning? Who knows what exactly goes into transforming a technical 
and political phenomenon info a feature of everyday life? 

Marie MarctlOn_d is thoroughly conversant with her subject and 
recounts the inside story of the MINITEL miracle with humor and gusto. 
She vividly portrays how men and women from various walks of life, 
alternotely fired by enthusiasm and plagued by doubt, were 
instrumental In making the MINITEL what it is today - a resounding 
success 

MARIE MARCHAND has been on ovid chronicler of 
developments in new information technology for 
10 years 
A researcher at France Telecom's SerVice de 10 
Prospective, she IS well placed to analyze the 
Introduction of communications systems In France. 
She has written numerous articles and supervised 
several books. always providing concrete analyses of 
the emerging trends and markets thOt herald 
tomorrow's information-based SOCiety 

HUBERT CURlEN is Professor at the University of Paris 
and former genelOl manager of the CNRS, France's 
Notional Center for Scientific Research In 1976 he set 
his sights on the stars, taking the helm at the Notional 
Center for Space Studies and subsequently serving as 
chairman of the European Space Agency's Council 
From 1984 to 1986, he was Minister of Research and 
Technology before assuming chairmanship of the 
Scientific Council for Notional Defense. He hQs sTnce 
been named Minister for Research. 
Hubert CUlien admits to a two-fold ambitiOn, building 
bridges between research and industry and 
promotIng 0 United States of Europe. 
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